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Preface 

The work presented in this thesis was conducted during the period March 2020 to May 

2022 at the research unit for Clinical Pharmacology, Pharmacy and Environmental Medi-

cine, Department of Public Health, University of Southern Denmark.  

To allow the reader to fully understand the structure of this thesis, I will give a 

short introduction to how I started working in the field of COVID-19 epidemiology. Initial-

ly, I was recruited by professor Jesper Hallas to work with him on hypothesis-free screen-

ing for adverse drug reactions. In this way, I was introduced to pharmacoepidemiology 

and statistical programming. I was well underway to submit the first works of my original 

PhD project, when the COVID-19 pandemic arrived. Shortly after, I was asked to partici-

pate in a collaboration with the Danish Medicines Agency, which investigated detrimental 

effects of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs on the course of influenza. Conducting 

the same study in patients with COVID-19 was a natural extension. Subsequently, more 

hypotheses emerged, and the studies intended to address these hypotheses were priori-

tised over my work in drug safety signal detection. After more than a year of pandemic 

related work, I applied for an official change of topic for my thesis, as I had completed 

more COVID-19 related studies than non-COVID studies. 

My years as a PhD-student in pharmacoepidemiology have been more than forma-

tive. I finally found an area where being a medical doctor and being interested in statistics, 

computers and programming was beneficial. I found a working environment that fosters 

creativity and encourages PhD students to conduct independent research, which the story 

of this thesis is proof of. Therefore, I would like to extend my thanks to all the important 

people who have made these years possible: 

First, I want to thank my wife, Marie. She has endured all the above with total un-

derstanding, even when it entailed international conference calls in the middle of the night, 

or me working during weekends, afternoons, and holidays. Without her understanding 

and help, I could never (!) have conducted this work. Second, I need to thank Jesper Hallas. 

Jesper is a mentor who, at any time, provides guidance in academic and non-academic 

matters, and has always helped me find a way to follow my interests – be it COVID-19 re-

search, Bayesian statistics, or wanting to continue doing research in pharmacoepidemiolo-

gy. I cannot thank Jesper enough for all the kindness he has shown to me during these 

years. I also thank Anton Pottegård who has been a pillar of support while conducting 

these studies. Among my wonderful colleagues, special thanks go to Kasper Bruun Kris-

tensen and Daniel Henriksen. Further, I would like to thank my collaborators from the 

Department of Clinical Pharmacology at the University Hospital of Copenhagen and the 

Division of Infectious Diseases at Karolinska Institutet. Without their support study IV 
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would not have been possible. Finally, I would like to thank my parents, children, and 

brothers for their support.  
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English summary 

The emergence of the severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) that 

causes corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has been the most urgent threat to public 

health in recent times, with more than 461 million confirmed cases worldwide and 6 mil-

lion related deaths. The novelty of the disease, and a resulting lack of knowledge on inter-

actions between COVID-19 and pharmacological treatments, led to a surge of new hy-

potheses being formed regarding beneficial and detrimental drug effects. In this PhD-

project, we aimed to investigate such hypotheses using population-based cohort studies. 

The first study was prompted by reports of several young individuals being admit-

ted to the intensive care unit of the university hospital of Toulouse, France for COVID-19. 

Common to all of them was exposure to ibuprofen during the early phase of a SARS-CoV-

2 infection. Therefore, we conducted a population-based cohort study among all Danish 

residents with documented SARS-CoV-2 infection between 27 February 2020 and 29 April 

2020. We compared the occurrence of hospitalisation, intensive care unit admission and 

death following SARS-CoV-2 infection among 248 users and 8988 non-users of NSAIDs 

and found no increased risk of death, hospitalisation, intensive care unit admission or re-

ceiving mechanical ventilation 30 days after testing positive for SARS-CoV-2.  

Thyroid hormone levels influence the tissue concentration of the angiotensin con-

verting enzyme 2 receptor, which SARS-CoV-2 uses to enter lung-epithelial cells. Therefore, 

in- or decreased levels of thyroid hormones could influence the risk of SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tion and subsequent clinical outcomes. Using a test-negative case-control design, we found 

that individuals exposed to levothyroxine or antithyroid drugs were not overrepresented 

among 28,078 individuals infected with SARS-CoV-2 during the period 27 February and 30 

September 2020 compared to individuals not treated for thyroid disorders. We subse-

quently followed all infected individuals for 30 days and found no increased risk of ad-

verse outcomes, except for hospitalisation (risk ratio 1.19, 95% confidence interval 1.02 to 

1.40), when comparing users of levothyroxine or antithyroid therapy to untreated individ-

uals. 

Increased media attention on the occurrence of complications to SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tion weeks to months after the primary infection prompted us to investigate the occur-

rence of such events. We included all individuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 on 

or prior to 31 May 2020 and did not require hospitalisation during the following two 

weeks. We compared the occurrence of a range of delayed acute complications, chronic 

disease and persisting symptoms among SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals to a test-

negative reference cohort six months after testing. We found no increased risk of acute de-

layed complications, except for a slightly increased risk of venous thromboembolism (risk 

difference +0.1%, 0.0 to 0.2). For non-acute outcome, we found an increased risk of initiat-

ing short-acting beta-2 agonists (+0.4%, 0.1 to 0.7), triptans (+0.1%, 0.0 to 0.3) and a hospital 
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diagnosis of dyspnoea (+0.6%, 0.4 to 0.8). Further, SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals had 

higher rates of healthcare utilisation compared to individuals who tested negative (adjust-

ed rate ratio 1.18, 1.15 to 1.22). Still, the absolute risk of post-acute complications following 

SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring hospital admission was low. 

Study IV was prompted by reports of a high risk of venous thromboembolism 

among patients hospitalised for COVID-19, and subsequent publication of guidelines rec-

ommending prophylactic anticoagulation with low-molecular weight heparin for all 

adults hospitalised for COVID-19. Using electronic health records from the Capital region 

of Denmark and Karolinska Institutet in Sweden, we followed all individuals hospitalised 

for COVID-19 and compared the occurrence of death, venous thromboembolism, and 

bleeding episodes after 30 days between individuals who received prophylactic anticoagu-

lation within 48 hours of admission to those who did not. We found no beneficial effect of 

prophylactic anticoagulation on mortality, and no increased risk of bleeding. The risk ratio 

for venous thromboembolism was 0.80 (0.43 to 1.47). 

The fifth and final study evaluated methods to account for calendar time in observa-

tional studies regarding COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety. We simulated key pa-

rameters of the COVID-19 pandemic (vaccine uptake, SARS-CoV-2 incidence) and evaluat-

ed an effectiveness outcome (SARS-CoV-2 infection) and a safety outcome with seasonal 

variation using five different estimators: unadjusted and calendar-time adjusted Poisson 

regression, unadjusted and adjusted Cox regression with time under observation as the 

underlying time scale, and Cox regression with a calendar time scale. We found that ad-

justed Poisson regression and Cox regression with a calendar time scale yielded unbiased 

estimates, while all other estimators were biased due to temporal trends in the exposure or 

outcome. When analysing empirical data from the year of 2021 we obtained estimates 

compatible with the simulation and prior evidence. 

Overall, we found null results in studies I through IV. We found no increased risk of 

adverse outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection with specific pharmacological exposures 

(study I and II). The occurrence of post-acute complication following SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tion not requiring hospital admission was lower than expected from media reports. Like-

wise, we found no beneficial effect of prophylactic anticoagulation on COVID-19 related 

mortality. Finally, we found that properly accounting for calendar time in observational 

analyses of COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety is crucial to obtaining unbiased re-

sults.  The COVID-19 pandemic has generated additional hypotheses, which also were 

dismissed when evaluated with scientific rigor. Such results reinforce, that patients should 

not initiate or discontinue treatments based on weak evidence. Further, the studies in this 

thesis demonstrate the utility of frequently updated population-based registries for public 

health decision making.  
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Danish summary 

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemien er den største trussel mod folkesundhe-

den i nyere tid med mere end 461 millioner bekræftede tilfælde og 6 millioner relaterede 

dødsfald globalt. Under pandemiens forløb opstod der nye hypoteser om potentielt skade-

lige eller gavnlige virkninger af lægemidler på forløbet af en infektion med severe acute 

respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Målsætningen med dette phd-projekt 

var at undersøge disse hypoteser ved at udføre registerbaserede kohorte studier ved hjælp 

af de danske sundhedsregistre. I alt blev der udført fem delstudier. 

Det første delstudie søgte at besvare hvorvidt behandling med non-steroidale anti-

inflammatoriske midler (NSAID) kunne forværre forløbet af en SARS-CoV-2 infektion. 

Teorien udsprang fra en indberetning fra universitetshospitalet i Toulouse i Frankrig, hvor 

flere unge individer var indlagt på intensivafdelingen med COVID-19. Fælles for disse var 

at de havde taget ibuprofen, et såkaldt NSAID, i den tidlige fase af infektionen. Det første 

studie var et kohortestudie som inkluderede alle personer der testede positiv for SARS-

CoV-2 i Danmark inden den 29. april 2020. Studiet sammenlignede forekomsten af ind-

læggelse, intensivbehandling, respiratorbehandling og død i 30 dage efter en positiv test 

for SARS-CoV-2 blandt 248 brugere af NSAID med forekomsten blandt 8988 ikke-brugere. 

Der var ingen forskel mellem de to grupper for de undersøgte endepunkter i justerede 

analyser.  

Det andet delstudie undersøgte hvorvidt personer med lavt eller højt stofskifte (hy-

po- eller hyperthyreose) er i øget risiko for at blive smittet med SARS-CoV-2 og for at ud-

vikle svær COVID-19. Studiet tog udgangspunkt i at hormoner fra skjoldbruskkirtlen er 

med til at regulere koncentrationen af ACE2 receptoren, som SARS-CoV-2 benytter til at 

inficere humane celler. Risikoen for at blive smittet med SARS-CoV-2 blev undersøgt ved 

at udføre et test-negativt case-control studie. Personer i behandling for hypo- eller hyper-

thyreose var ikke overrepræsenteret blandt de 28.078 personer der testede positiv for 

SARS-CoV-2 inden den 30. september 2020, sammenlignet med de personer der blev testet 

negativt. Ligeledes blev der heller ikke observeret en øget risiko for intensiv indlæggelse 

eller død blandt personer i behandling for hypo- eller hyperthyreose, som blev testet posi-

tiv for SARS-CoV-2. 

Et tredje studie blev udført på baggrund af et tiltagende antal af rapporter og øget 

mediedækning angående forsinkede komplikationer og persisterende symptomer efter en 

SARS-CoV-2 infektion. I dette studie blev alle personer som testede positiv for SARS-CoV-

2 til og med den 31. maj, som ikke blev indlagt i de efterfølgende to uger, fulgt i op til 6 

måneder. Disse personers lægemiddelforbrug, nye hospitalsdiagnoser og besøg i sund-

hedsvæsenet blev kortlagt og sammenlignet med en tilsvarende gruppe personer der te-

stede negativ for SARS-CoV-2. Studiet fandt en lav absolut risiko for akutte, forsinkede 

komplikationer, nye diagnoser for kroniske sygdomme og diagnoser der afspejler persiste-
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rende symptomer efter SARS-CoV-2 infektion. Der blev dog fundet en let øget risiko for 

venøse tromboembolier (risiko difference +0,1%) og påbegyndelse af behandling med beta-

2 agonister (+0.4%) og triptaner (+0.1%). Ligeledes besøgte personer der testede positiv for 

SARS-CoV-2 oftere deres egen læge (relativ risiko 1,18, 95% konfidensinterval 1,15 til 1,22). 

I det fjerde delstudie blev der undersøgt hvorvidt profylaktisk behandling med lav-

molekylære hepariner (LMH) forbedrer overlevelsen hos patienter der indlægges med 

COVID-19. Studiet anvendte data fra elektroniske patientjournaler fra Region Hovedsta-

den i Danmark, samt Karolinska Institutet i Sverige. Alle personer der blev indlagt med 

COVID-19 blev fulgt fra indlæggelsesdagen og 30 dage frem. Personer der fik behandling 

med LMH i løbet af de første 48 timer blev sammenlignet med personer der ikke modtog 

antikoagulans i forhold til forekomsten af venøs tromboemboli, blødning, indlæggelse på 

intensiv afdeling og død. Der blev ikke fundet nogen forskel i forekomsten af død, intensiv 

indlæggelse elle blødning mellem de to grupper, mens der var en tendens mod en lavere 

forekomst af venøs tromboemboli blandt personer der modtog LMH. 

Det femte studie undersøgte forskellige metoder til håndtering af kalendertid i ob-

servationelle studier angående effektivitet og sikkerhed af COVID-19 vaccinerne. I studiet 

blev vigtige aspekter af COVID-19 pandemien simuleret (smittetryk, vaccinationstilslut-

ning), og herefter blev et effektivitets og et sikkerheds endepunkt analyseret ved hjælp af 

fem forskellige metoder: Ujusteret og justeret Poisson eller Cox regression, samt Cox re-

gression med kalendertid som underliggende enhed. Simulationen viste at både justeret 

Poisson regression samt Cox regression med kalendertid som enhed gav retvisende esti-

mater, mens de andre metoder udviste bias.  

Overordnet set blev der fundet lille til ingen forskel mellem grupperne i delstudie 

ét til fire. Studie et og to fandt ikke nogen øget risiko forbundet med behandling med 

NSAID eller lægemidler for hypo- eller hyperthyreose. I studie tre var forekomsten af 

post-akutte komplikationer til SARS-CoV-2 infektion lavere end formodet. Studie fire 

fandt ingen forbedret overlevelse blandt patienter der blev behandlet med lavmolekylære 

hepariner i profylaktisk dosering, men dette kan også skyldes manglende statistisk præci-

sion. Til slut fandt delstudie fem at korrekt håndtering af kalendertid i studier angående 

COVID-19 vaccine effektivitet og sikkerhed er afgørende for at opnå retvisende estimater. 

COVID-19 pandemien har genereret endnu flere hypoteser, som senere hen blev afkræftet. 

Denne slags resultater er vigtige, da de minder patienter og læger om at man ikke bør 

stoppe en velindiceret behandling på baggrund af en nylig opstået og ubekræftet hypotese. 

Til slut har studierne i denne afhandling været en demonstration af vigtigheden af adgang 

til opdaterede sundhedsregistre, som kan anvendes til at undersøge nyopståede problem-

stillinger inden for kort tid. 
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Structure 

This thesis is structured in three chapters, with the first chapter beginning with a motivat-

ing example, demonstrating the need for timely observational studies during the corona 

virus disease 2019 pandemic. After introducing the motivation for this project, the follow-

ing sections introduce key aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic which have been important 

to the design of observational studies during this period. This includes the course of the 

pandemic in Denmark, societal measures taken to control the spread of the severe acute 

respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and the different variants of concern. 

Further, this chapter provides a description of the data sources used in these studies. The 

last part of chapter 1 introduces the methodological foundation of all studies presented in 

this thesis. 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the five studies described in this thesis. Studies are 

separately described in the chronological order they were conducted. For each study, the 

hypothesis that prompted the research is introduced, any methods not explained in chap-

ter 1, the aims of each study and the related findings. Chapter 2 concludes with an over-

arching discussion of the project, discussing the potential impact of these studies on the 

pandemic management in Denmark and lessons learned for future health crises where 

timely observational evidence is needed. 

In chapter 3, the five manuscripts and related supplementary material are presented. 
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Chapter 1 
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Motivating example 

The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) that 

causes corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has been the most urgent threat to public 

health since the beginning of 2020, with more than 461 million confirmed cases worldwide 

and 6 million related deaths (1). At the beginning of the pandemic, knowledge regarding 

the severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was sparse, and sev-

eral hypotheses on the possible influence of commonly used medication on the course of 

COVID-19 existed (2). One of the first hypotheses was that individuals treated with non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) were at a greater risk of moderate to severe 

COVID-19. Regulatory agencies and medical societies all over the world were confronted 

with demand for clinical guidance but no relevant studies existed at the time. Researchers 

in countries with up-to-date health registries such as Denmark (3), the other Nordic coun-

tries (4) and the United Kingdom (5) were suddenly in a unique position to generate much 

needed evidence through the conduct of timely, well-designed observational studies. Re-

searchers anticipated that further hypotheses would be generated throughout the pan-

demic and initiatives for expedited analyses of real-world health care data were estab-

lished in multiple countries (6,7). The work presented in this thesis was started based on 

the same reasoning: To address hypotheses related to the use of pharmacological treat-

ments and SARS-CoV-2 infection, as these surfaced, using the Danish population-based 

data sources.  
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Setting 

To understand the methodological challenges when conducting observational studies us-

ing routinely collected health data from the COVID-19 pandemic, it is important to be fa-

miliar with the different measures taken to control the pandemic. These measures have 

been highly time-varying and were influenced by many factors beyond the incidence of 

SARS-CoV-2 infection at a given point in time. Figure 1 presents an overview of pandemic 

timeline. The following sections describe in detail the societal interventions in Denmark 

and how these changed over time. 

Figure 1. Timeline of the COVID-19 pandemic in Denmark. 

 
The x-axis represents calendar time. The y-axis in the upper panel represents the number of new cases per 

day. The y-axis in the lower panel represents the number of new cases per day on a logarithmic scale. Case 

numbers have been obtained from “Our World in Data” (https://github.com/owid/covid-19-

data/tree/master/public/data) which are published under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 

(CC BY 4.0) license. 

 

Testing strategy 

Prior to the first case of SARS-CoV-2 being identified in Denmark on 27 February 2020, 

testing was restricted to individuals with a relevant travel history, namely prior travel to 

https://github.com/owid/covid-19-data/tree/master/public/data
https://github.com/owid/covid-19-data/tree/master/public/data
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China or northern Italy. Shortly after, on 12 March 2020, only individuals with symptoms 

of a lower respiratory tract infection in need of hospitalisation were eligible to be tested for 

SARS-CoV-2. Testing was gradually extended to include all individuals with mild symp-

toms of a respiratory tract infection (RTI) at risk of moderate to severe COVID-19 and in-

dividuals who are important to the normal function of society, e.g. the police and 

healthcare workers. On 01 April 2020 testing was made available to all individuals with 

symptoms of an RTI. On 18 May 2020 testing was made freely available to all individuals 

aged 12 years or older (6), and was extended to also include children aged 2 years or older 

during September 2020 (8). This testing strategy remained unchanged until the arrival of 

the Omicron variant in December 2021, when the Danish health agency recommended that 

only symptomatic individuals should seek PCR testing. Finally, on 10 March 2022 testing 

for SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR tests was again restricted to individuals at a high risk of moder-

ate to severe COVID-19 (9). 

Non-pharmaceutical interventions 

A range of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) were used in Denmark during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. In this section, I will focus on NPIs which were important to the 

conduct of observational data analyses. The first major intervention was a national lock-

down beginning on 13 March 2020 (10), which closed schools, child care facilities, shops, 

and most workplaces that are not critical to the functioning of society. Further, gatherings 

with more than 100 people were prohibited. This lockdown led to a large decline in 

healthcare utilisation (11). Restrictions were gradually relaxed from 15 April 2020, with 

childcare facilities and schools reopening. Most restrictions instigated with the lockdown 

were lifted during May and June 2020.  

A second national lockdown was imposed on 16 December 2020 (12) due to a surge 

in COVID-19 hospitalisations which put the health care system under pressure, especially 

in the greater Copenhagen area. The second lockdown was initially planned to be lifted in 

the beginning of January, but due to the discovery of the Alpha variant of concern (VOC), 

the lockdown was ultimately extended until 28 February 2021 (13) and lifted gradually. 

Children returned to school on 15 March 2021 (14) but with regular testing of school chil-

dren by the means of antigen tests. This lead to an increased test activity among children 

in the school age, and an increased rate of detection of cases among children (8). In April 

and May 2021, an electronic vaccination and COVID-19 test status certificate was intro-

duced. Access to most indoor activities and dining required documented immunity to-

wards COVID-19 or a negative test not older than 48 or 72 hours (15), potentially decreas-

ing test activity among vaccinated individuals and increasing test activity among unvac-

cinated individuals. All remaining COVID-19 restrictions were lifted on 10 September 2021 

(16).  
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With the arrival of the Omicron VOC, schools were again closed between 15 De-

cember 2021 and 5 January 2021 (17) and most indoor activities closed. Despite these re-

strictions, Denmark saw a massive increase in the number of confirmed SARS-CoV-2 cases, 

and due to the apparently decreased severity of the Omicron VOC (18) in combination 

with an increased population immunity acquired through infection, all restrictions were 

again lifted on 31 January 2022 (19). 

 

Vaccine programme 

Understanding the temporal changes in eligibility for COVID-19 vaccination is important 

when designing observational studies on the effectiveness or safety of COVID-19 vaccines. 

Beyond changes in patient characteristics among vaccinated individuals, the prevalence of 

vaccination at different points in time is also crucial if one seeks to make comparisons be-

tween vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals at the same point in time. 

In Denmark, the COVID-19 vaccine programme began on 27 December 2020 with 

the approval of the BNT162b2 vaccine (Comirnaty®, Pfizer/BioNTech). Shortly after, the 

mRNA-1273 (Spikevax®, Moderna) vaccine was also authorised for emergency use. In the 

Danish vaccine programme, individuals at a high risk of contracting SARS-CoV-2, e.g., 

health care workers, and individuals at a high risk of being hospitalized for COVID-19 

were prioritised. During the winter 2020/2021 vaccine supplies were sparse, and vaccina-

tion was restricted to nursing home residents, health care workers and individuals at a 

high risk of being hospitalised for COVID-19 (20). With increasing vaccine supplies and 

the arrival of the AZD1222 vaccine (Vaxzevria®, AstraZeneca) (21), an age-based roll-out 

began with vaccination of oldest individuals first and a gradual extension of the vaccine 

programme to younger individuals. Vaccination with the AZD1222 vaccine was halted on 

11 March 2021 due to reports of unusual thromboses and bleeding following vaccination 

(22). Both the AZD1222 and Ad26.COV2.S (Janssen COVID-19 vaccine) were not part of 

the mass vaccination programme but were available on a voluntary basis throughout the 

summer of 2021 (23). About 60,000 individuals received a single-dose immunisation with 

the Ad26.COV2.S vaccine (20). Finally, with accumulating evidence of waning immunity 

(24), a third dose for the mRNA vaccines was made part of the vaccine programme during 

fall and winter 2021.  

The COVID-19 vaccine uptake in Denmark has been rapid, with 90% of the eligible 

population being vaccinated, with the highest prevalence being observed among the eldest 

and a lower prevalence of about 50% among children 5-11 years old (20). 
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Variants of concern 

SARS-CoV-2 exhibits antigenic drift (25), which can lead to the evolution of strains with 

increased transmissibility, varying infection fatality risk (IFR) and/or immune escape (26). 

Due to SARS-CoV-2's ability to mutate, new variants of concern (VOC) have replaced the 

original wildtype. Frequencies of adverse events observed for a certain VOC, may not nec-

essarily be applicable to other VOCs. In practice, this makes it difficult to pool effect esti-

mates across periods with different dominating VOCs: 

In January and February 2021, the Alpha variant spread throughout Europe, and 

replaced the hitherto dominant wildtype. The Alpha variant exhibited an increased trans-

missibility compared to the wildtype (27) and was the dominating variant in Denmark by 

February 2021 (28). During July 2021 the Alpha variant was replaced with the Delta variant, 

which again exhibited increased transmissibility (27), demanding a higher vaccine cover-

age to control SARS-CoV-2 transmission. At the end of November 2021, the Omicron vari-

ant arrived in Denmark. Omicron was apparently more transmissible, in part due to re-

duced susceptibility to existing neutralising antibodies against COVID-19, but also with a 

reduced ability to cause severe COVID-19 and a reduced IFR (27). For a graphical repre-

sentation of the timeline of VOCs in Denmark during the pandemic, please see figure 2. 

Figure 2. Prevalence of different VOCs among sequenced samples of SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark. 

 
The x-axis represents calendar time. The y-axis the proportion of sequenced samples attributable to a given 

variant. Not all identified variants are shown, therefore the reported proportions do not sum to 1. The figure 

was obtained from https://CoVariants.org under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license 

(CC BY 4.0). 
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The role of angiotensin converting enzyme 2 in SARS-CoV-2 infection 

Two of the studies presented in this thesis were prompted by hypotheses involving the 

angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) 2. ACE2 is a membrane bound enzyme with rela-

tion to the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS). The active site of the enzyme is 

positioned in the extracellular space (29), making it available for binding. ACE2 acts as the 

major cell entry receptor for SARS-CoV-2, and SARS-CoV-2 binds ACE2 through the S1 

subunit of the spike protein (30). ACE2 is widely expressed in the human body, e.g., the 

lung, testis, kidney, heart muscle, colon and thyroid gland (29), which could explain how 

SARS-CoV-2 infection can manifest with a range of symptoms and conditions not typically 

associated with lower respiratory tract infections. Further, ACE inhibitors, angiotensin re-

ceptor blockers, NSAIDs and thyroid hormones may affect ACE2 expression (31–33). 

Therefore, it was suspected that these compounds could increase an individual’s suscepti-

bility to SARS-CoV-2 infection, increase the viral load, and henceforth, increase the risk of 

severe COVID-19 (2,34).  

 

Data sources 

Danish nationwide health registries 

Studies I-III and study V were conducted using data from the Danish nationwide health 

registries. Denmark has a tax-funded healthcare system providing free access to all resi-

dents of Denmark (3). Further, each resident is assigned a unique identifier at birth or up-

on immigration. The universal health care access in combination with the unique identifier 

ensures true, population-based data capture and unambiguous linkage between registries. 

Information on demographics and vital status were obtained from the civil registration 

system (35), prescription drug use from the prescription registry (36), hospital diagnoses 

and contacts from the patient registry (37), general practitioner visits from the health ser-

vices registry (38), laboratory results from the register of laboratory results for research 

(39), information on SARS-CoV-2 test results from the microbiology database (40) and in-

formation on vaccination status from the vaccination register (41). In the following section, 

I will present three of these registries in more detail. 

 

Danish Microbiology Database 

SARS-CoV-2 test results were obtained from the Danish Microbiology Database, and were 

integral to the conduct of these studies. All test results are based on highly sensitive and 

specific reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests (42) and both re-

sults from hospital-based microbiology departments and state sponsored test sites were 

available. Results from private testing sites using antigen-based tests have been made 
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available after studies I-IV were conducted. Not all information from the Danish microbi-

ology database is available for research use, but during the pandemic, an exception has 

been made for SARS-CoV-2 test results. For further details regarding the data source, 

please see Voldstedlund et al (40) and Pottegård et al (6). 

 

The Danish national prescription registry 

The Danish Prescription registry contains information on all redeemed prescriptions from 

community pharmacies from 1995 and onwards. Information on the type of drug, identi-

fied by the anatomical therapeutical chemical (ATC) classification (43), date of prescription 

and the volume redeemed are available from the registry (36). Important information not 

readily available from the registry is the intended duration of therapy, and the intended 

daily dose and frequency. The Danish national prescription registry is a subset of the Dan-

ish register of medicinal product statistics, which contains individual level data. Data on 

over the counter sales of medication is not available in this subset. This is important when 

considering use of NSAIDs, which are available over the counter. Still, by using infor-

mation from the Danish register of medicinal product statistics, we can quantify the share 

of drug usage that is not captured at the individual level: For NSAIDs, approximately 80% 

of the total NSAID use is based on prescriptions (44). Compared to other countries, over 

the counter sale of NSAIDs is low in Denmark. This is possibly due to strong financial in-

centives, i.e., partial reimbursement increasing with the number of redeemed prescriptions, 

to receive a prescription for pharmacological treatments (36). 

 

The Danish national patient registry 

The Danish national patient registry is one of the core registries when conducting phar-

macoepidemiological studies using the Danish nationwide health registries. It contains 

individual level information on all hospital contacts and diagnoses from 1977 and on-

wards. This entails time of admission, time of discharge, type of contact, i.e., hospitalisa-

tion, outpatient, emergency department, discharge diagnoses, and procedures that were 

carried out. Discharge diagnoses are recorded using the hierarchical international classifi-

cation of disease 10th revision (ICD-10), with minor modifications and additions to fit local 

needs. Surgical and medical procedures are coded using the SKS system 

(“Sundhedsvæsenets klassifikations system”). Critical information obtained from the Dan-

ish national patient registry in these studies were the outcomes of interest in studies I-III, 

e.g., hospitalisation, ICU admission or receiving mechanical ventilation. For a detailed de-

scription of the data source, please see Schmidt et al (37). 
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Study design 

All studies presented in this thesis made use of a cohort design. A cohort was originally a 

tactical military unit in the Roman legion with a size of 480 soldiers. In the epidemiological 

context a cohort refers to a selected group of individuals, who are followed from a certain 

point in time until the occurrence of an event of interest, end of follow up or censoring due 

to reasons such as emigration or death (45). Often, multiple cohorts are followed, e.g., in-

dividuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 and individuals who tested negative, and 

the outcome incidence during the accumulated person time is compared between the dif-

ferent cohorts. Previously, the case-control design was often employed when analysing 

health care related questions, due to not having to collect information on the entire source 

population. With the advent of large digital healthcare databases and increased computing 

power, the cohort design has become the default choice. The advantage of cohort studies is 

that there is no risk of control selection bias (46) and that the researcher can obtain abso-

lute risks or incidence rates of the event of interest. Still, there are many time-related pit-

falls when designing a cohort study, especially when considering the highly time-varying 

exposures and outcomes related to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

Time zero 

A common reason for the presence of time related biases in cohort studies is a misguided 

choice for the start of follow up (“time zero”). In recent times, much focus has been given 

to the issue of immortal-time bias (47), which loosely translates to following individuals 

who are not at risk of the event that is being studied. Time-related biases can be avoided 

by using a proper comparator (48) or following individuals from the same event and on-

wards. Four studies in this thesis make use of the latter approach, comparing individuals 

with and without an exposure of interest from the date of testing for SARS-CoV-2 (study I-

III) or admission for COVID-19 (study IV). Setting an appropriate time zero can be more 

difficult if one wishes to compare an exposed group to unexposed individuals in the back-

ground population, such as when comparing individuals vaccinated against COVID-19 to 

unvaccinated individuals. In this case, one may follow everyone eligible for vaccination 

from a fixed point in time and onwards. Still, other more subtle forms of time related bias-

es can affect these designs, such as seasonality or the varying incidence of SARS-CoV-2 

infection during different times of the pandemic. Graphical depictions of the described 

study designs can be helpful in identifying differences in the time-zero between cohorts or 

other temporal asymmetries, and a common framework has been proposed by Schnee-

weiss et al. (49) For an example of such a diagram, see figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Example of a graphical depiction of longitudinal study design when evaluating the effect 

of NSAIDs on the clinical course of SARS-CoV-2 infection. 

 

 

Follow up and exposure 

When an appropriate time zero has been identified, individuals will be followed from this 

time onwards and until the end of follow up. During follow up individuals can contribute 

exposed or unexposed person time, which is used to calculate the measure of occurrence 

of interest (e.g., the risk ratio, incidence rate ratio or the hazard ratio). Three types of fol-

low up are commonly used in observational studies, intention to treat (ITT), per protocol 

and “as treated” (45). When following individuals according to ITT, individuals contribute 

one type of person time regardless of changes in exposure status during follow up. In a 

per protocol analysis, individuals whose exposure status changes during follow up are 

censored upon a deviation from the original exposure status and do not contribute any 

further person time. Finally, in an “as treated” analysis, individuals are allowed to change 

exposure status and contribute person time according to their current exposure status. 

Generally, ITT will give a more conservative estimate, as some unexposed person time will 

be classified as exposed and vice versa. Per protocol and “as treated” approaches can give 

a more precise estimate of the actual treatment effect, at the cost of being more susceptible 

to biases, often demanding the use of time-varying covariates and methods to account for 

informative censoring (50). In COVID-19 related studies with a short duration of follow up, 

such as when evaluating the clinical outcome of the primary infection under a given expo-

sure, an ITT approach will be well suited. A per protocol or “as treated” approach may be 
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appropriate when following individuals for longer periods of time, e.g., in studies of 

COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness. 

 

Outcomes 

Another key element when designing a cohort study is the outcome of interest. Outcomes 

can represent a single disease entity or be a composite of multiple events. Composite out-

comes are often used to increase the statistical precision when the expected number of 

separate outcomes is low (45). In studies I, II and IV, a range of clinical outcomes of SARS-

CoV-2 infection and admission for COVID-19 was evaluated. A typical set of clinical out-

comes for SARS-CoV-2 infection may be COVID-19 hospitalisation, intensive care unit 

(ICU) admission, mechanical ventilation and death within a given time frame. All of these 

may represent an adverse outcome of SARS-CoV-2 infection, and some researchers may be 

inclined to combine these into one endpoint. The downside to this approach is that more 

frequent endpoints, e.g., hospitalisation, may dominate the overall estimate, and that the 

estimate may not account for the differing severity of these outcomes. Alternatively, one 

may analyse a composite outcome using methods that account for the increasing severity 

of the individual outcomes, such as when estimating win ratios (51) or when analysing an 

ordinal outcome using a proportional odds model (52). The downside of these methods is 

a more complicated interpretation of the obtained risk estimates. As the studies in this the-

sis made use of large population-based registries, all outcomes were evaluated separately. 

 

Propensity score adjustment 

Beyond time related biases, an important source of bias in pharmacoepidemiological stud-

ies is confounding. Confounding occurs when the association between an exposure (X) 

and an outcome of interest (Y) is influenced by a third variable (C), a confounding variable 

as visualised in Figure 4. Example of a confounder triangle.Figure 4. If one were to naively 

measure the association between X and Y, the association would not represent the causal 

effect of X on Y, as the measured association is a combination of the effect of X on Y, and 

the effect of C on Y. Therefore, one can describe confounding as a confusion of effects (53). 
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Figure 4. Example of a confounder triangle. 

 
X denotes an exposure of interest, Y the outcome of interest, and C a confounding variable. Note that this is 

only one structural example of confounding and other structures do exist. 

 

In the above-mentioned example, confounding can be eliminated by conditioning on the 

confounding variable, which is typically achieved by stratification or regression adjust-

ment. In studies conducted using real world healthcare databases, it is often needed adjust 

for many potential confounding variables to obtain an unbiased estimate. When the sam-

ple size is large, one can perform multivariable regression adjustment to obtain unbiased 

estimates. This approach may not be feasible with small datasets or high dimensional ad-

justment sets (54). Therefore, studies I-IV in this thesis made use of propensity scores to 

obtain adjusted effect estimates (55). The propensity score is an estimate of an individual’s 

probability to have received treatment given a set of characteristics at a certain point in 

time, conventionally time zero. Propensity scores are commonly estimated using logistic 

regression models. When specifying the propensity score model, it is advised to only in-

clude variables which are associated with the outcome of interest, i.e., confounders or 

prognostic factors of the outcome (56). Conditioning on the propensity score will, theoreti-

cally, account for confounding by all variables included in the propensity score. Popular 

methods of conditioning on the propensity score are propensity score stratification, match-

ing (used in study I) and weighting (used in study II-IV). 

 

Matching 

In propensity score matching (55), one or more unexposed individuals are matched to an 

exposed individual based on numerical similarity of the propensity score, e.g., the propen-

sity score of the unexposed individual is required to lie within 0.02 of the exposed indi-

vidual’s propensity score. This is typically achieved using the nearest neighbour algorithm 

(56). Traditionally, matching is performed using a 1:1 ratio, producing two equally sized 

groups of exposed and unexposed individuals, reminiscent of randomized controlled tri-

als. Recently, this method has received critique as 1:1 matching can lead to covariate im-

balance and biased results (57). These drawbacks are easily alleviated by matching multi-

ple exposed individuals to one unexposed individual, as performed in study I. 
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Weighting 

When performing propensity score weighting, each individual in the study population is 

assigned a weight based on the estimated propensity score, effectively creating a pseudo 

population with a different prevalence of covariates compared to the original cohort. This 

allows for the estimation of different types of effects, based on the chosen weighting 

scheme (58). Typical estimands, i.e., quantities one wishes to estimate, are the average 

treatment effect in the population (ATE) or the average treatment effect among the treated 

(ATT). These estimands are suited to answer different questions: the ATT answers the 

question “What was the effect of the treatment among the individuals who actually did 

receive the treatment?” while the ATE answers the question “What would the effect of the 

treatment be if all individuals in the study population would receive the treatment?” (58). 

In analyses of drug safety, the ATT may be the most relevant estimand, while the ATE may 

preferable when evaluating drug effectiveness.  

The most frequently used weighting scheme to estimate the ATT is standardised 

morbidity ratio (SMR) weighting (59). In SMR weighting, the unexposed group is 

weighted according to the propensity score odds, while all exposed individuals are as-

signed a weight of 1. This reweights the unexposed population to approximate the distri-

bution of covariates in the exposed population. Studies II and III in this thesis have used 

this approach. Inverse probability of treatment weights are commonly used for the estima-

tion of the ATE (50). As the name implies, both groups are weighted according to the 

probability of receiving the observed treatment, i.e., 
1

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
 for exposed indi-

viduals and 
1

(1−𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
 for unexposed individuals. After weighting, the co-

variate distribution in both the exposed and unexposed pseudo population represents the 

covariate distribution in the combined study population. This weighting scheme was ap-

plied in study IV where the question of interest was whether prophylactic anticoagulation 

would be beneficial for all patients who are hospitalised for COVID-19. 

 

Estimators 

In studies I-IV the ATT and ATE were estimated using generalized linear models with a 

binomial distribution. Risk ratios were obtained using a log link, while risk differences 

were obtained using an identity link. For all risk estimates 95% confidence intervals were 

estimated using the sandwich estimator of variance (60). Studies I-IV estimated risk ratios, 

instead of odds ratios or hazard ratios, due to their direct clinical interpretability and a 

reduced emphasis on the timing of the event. Consider a study where exposed and unex-

posed individuals are followed from the date of testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 and until 
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death or for 30 days, whichever comes first. The risk ratio quantifies a cumulative in- or 

decrease in the risk of dying between exposed and unexposed individuals, i.e., the ratio is 

assessed at the end of follow up, while the hazard ratio is also affected by the timing of the 

events (61). As individuals may test positive for SARS-CoV-2 at different stages of the clin-

ical course of a SARS-CoV-2 infection, the measured time to death may not actually reflect 

a more severe disease course, but rather that some individuals were tested shortly after 

being infected, while others were tested when already requiring hospitalisation (62). This 

may lead to upwards biased risk estimates when estimating incidence rate ratios or hazard 

ratios. 
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Overall aim 

Throughout the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic, four important hypotheses surfaced, 

which were deemed suitable for investigation using observational data: i) That NSAIDs 

may increase the risk of moderate to severe COVID-19 in individuals infected with SARS-

CoV-2, ii) that hypo- or hyperthyroidism may alter the risk of contracting a SARS-CoV-2 

infection and the course of the infection, iii) that persistent symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 in-

fection occur frequently among individuals who did not require hospitalisation for the 

primary infection, and iv) that early prophylactic anticoagulation improves survival 

among patients hospitalised for COVID-19. Finally, a surge in observational research re-

garding COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety has been observed during the end of 

2021 and the beginning of 2022 but not all studies have been designed optimally. Study V 

aimed to provide guidance for the choice of statistical model for the researcher who in-

tends to investigate COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety using a cohort design. 
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Chapter 2
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Study I - Adverse outcomes and mortality in users of non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 

 

As described in the motivating example of chapter 1, this study was prompted by reports 

of young adults being admitted to the intensive care unit for COVID-19 following 

exposure to ibuprofen during the early phase of a SARS-CoV-2 infection. A tweet by the 

French health minister further increased the attention on this matter. 

 

Figure 5. High-profile tweet by the French health minister regarding ibuprofen and SARS-CoV-2.  

 
Image obtained from https://twitter.com/olivierveran/status/1238776545398923264?lang=en. 

 

Translated to English, the tweet says: “#COVID-19 | Taking anti-inflammatory drugs (ibu-

profen, cortisone) may worsen the infection. In case of a fever, take paracetamol. If you are already 

taking anti-inflammatory drugs or are in doubt, speak to your doctor.” The hypothesis was taken 

up by major news outlets and created pressure on health and medicines agencies to pro-

vide guidance. Further, the hypothesis was not entirely new, as ibuprofen and other 

NSAIDs have previously been associated with an increased rate of complications in bacte-

rial pneumonia (63). Bacterial superinfections are a common cause of influenza related 

mortality (64), and it therefore did not seem unlikely that the same mechanism could ap-

ply to SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19. Further, NSAIDs have also been shown to 

increase expression of the ACE-2 receptor (32), which is another plausible mechanism of 

how NSAIDs could affect the clinical course of a SARS-CoV-2 infection. As evidence on the 

course of viral pneumonia in individuals exposed to NSAIDs was lacking, we conducted a 

population-based cohort study to quantify the risk of adverse clinical outcomes following 

SARS-CoV-2 infection, comparing SARS-CoV-2 individuals exposed to NSAIDs to infected 

individuals who did not use NSAIDs. 

All methods used in this study have been described in chapter 1. Shortly, we identi-

fied all individuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 on or before 29 April 2020. Indi-
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viduals were classified as exposed if they had redeemed a prescription for NSAIDs during 

the 30 days preceding the positive test for SARS-CoV-2. Individuals were followed for 30 

days or until the onset of an outcome of interest. Outcomes of interest were hospitalisation, 

ICU admission, mechanical ventilation, initiation of renal replacement therapy, and death. 

Propensity scores were estimated based on selected comorbidities and prescription drug 

use during the year preceding the positive test. Following propensity score trimming (65), 

unexposed individuals were matched to exposed individuals in a 4:1 ratio. Risk ratios (RR) 

and risk differences (RD) were obtained using binomial regression.  

 

Findings 

Following propensity score matching, 224 individuals exposed to NSAIDs and 896 unex-

posed individuals were identified. The median age was 54 years in the study population 

and 58% were female. The risk of death within 30 days of testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 

was 6.3% among individuals exposed to NSAIDs and 6.1% among unexposed individuals, 

yielding a RR of 1.02 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.57 to 1.82). Likewise, we identified no 

increased risk of hospitalisation, ICU admission, receiving mechanical ventilation, or initi-

ating renal replacement therapy (Figure 6) among individuals exposed to NSAIDs. No 

evidence of a detrimental effect of NSAIDs was found when stratifying on age, sex, a his-

tory of cardiovascular disease or when excluding healthcare workers. For a detailed de-

scription of the methods and all findings, please see chapter 3, study I. 

Figure 6. Propensity score matched risk estimates obtained in study I. 

 
The x-axis represents the risk ratio on a logarithmic scale. 

RRT = Renal replacement therapy; RR = Risk ratio 
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Overall, we found no increased risk of adverse outcomes when comparing individuals 

exposed to NSAIDs to unexposed individuals. This is in agreement with a large study 

conducted in England, using the OpenSAFELY analytics platform, which found no in-

creased risk of death when comparing SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals who were current 

users of NSAIDs to former users of NSAIDs (66). Later during the pandemic, it was even 

hypothesized that NSAIDs may reduce the severity of a SARS-CoV-2 infection, and the 

LIBERATE trial was started (67). This randomized controlled trial has completed as of Sep-

tember 2021 but the results have not yet been published.  
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Study II - Risk and course of SARS-CoV-2 infection in patients treated for 

hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism. 

 

This study was designed to investigate whether individuals who are being treated for hy-

po- or hyperthyroidism are more susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection than individuals 

with normal thyroid function. The hypothesis was based on the observation that thyroid 

hormones may be involved in the regulation of tissue ACE2 expression (33,68) and there-

fore may increase an individual’s susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2. The study consisted of two 

separate analyses, a test-negative case-control analysis evaluating the risk of contracting 

SARS-CoV-2 in patients treated for hypo- or hyperthyroidism, and a cohort analysis to 

evaluate whether individuals treated for thyroid disorders are at an increased risk of ad-

verse outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection.  

Both the case-control and cohort analysis made use of the same exposure definition. 

Individuals who had redeemed a prescription for thyroid hormone substitution (levothy-

roxine) during the six months preceding a SARS-CoV-2 test were considered to have hypo-

thyroidism. Individuals who redeemed a prescription for antithyroid drugs (methimazol, 

carbimazol, or propylthiouracil) were considered having hyperthyroidism. The cohort 

analysis was conducted using the same methods and outcomes as study I, except that SMR 

weighting was performed to obtain adjusted risk ratios. The test-negative design is de-

tailed below. 

 

Test-negative design 

A test-negative design is well-suited to evaluate exposures that may in- or decrease the 

risk of contracting SARS-CoV-2 (69). Of note, the design has been widely used to evaluate 

COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness during later stages of the pandemic (70–72). The concept 

is simple: Only individuals who were tested for SARS-CoV-2 are included in the study 

population, regardless of the test outcome. The index date for all individuals is the day of 

testing. From here, the study corresponds to a standard case-control design, i.e., exposure 

is assessed using a given lookback, and the probability of being a case given the observed 

exposure status is estimated using unconditional or conditional logistic regression. The 

analysis in our study deviated slightly from the above, as we performed a matched case-

control analysis, i.e., test-negative individuals were matched to test-positive individuals 

based on age, sex and calendar time in a 10:1 ratio. Test-negative individuals could be 

matched to multiple test-positive individuals. Exposures were defined as having re-

deemed a prescription for levothyroxine or antithyroid drugs during the six months pre-

ceding the date of SARS-CoV-2 testing. We estimated odds ratios (OR) of being infected 
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given the exposure status adjusted for selected comorbidities and concurrent drug use. For 

details regarding the adjustment set, please see chapter 3, study II, supplementary appen-

dix. 

A limitation of the test-negative design is that an individual’s exposure status may 

affect whether an individual is included in the study. Consider an elderly individual with 

thyroid disease (the exposure of interest in this study) and a range of other comorbidities, 

who develops symptoms of a RTI during the COVID-19 pandemic. Individuals with pre-

existing comorbidities and relevant symptoms had easier access to testing during the be-

ginning of the pandemic, compared to otherwise healthy individuals with an RTI, and 

would therefore be overrepresented among tested individuals. This overrepresentation 

may reduce generalisability and can, under certain circumstances, lead to selec-

tion/collider bias (73). 

 

Findings 

In the test-negative case-control analysis, we identified 28,078 individuals who tested posi-

tive for SARS-CoV-2 and 280,007 matched controls who tested negative on or before 30 

September 2020. The proportion of individuals treated for hypothyroidism was 2.9% 

among SARS-CoV-2 positive and negative individuals respectively, yielding an adjusted 

OR of 1.03 (95% CI 0.95-1.11). For hyperthyroidism, the proportion of individuals exposed 

to antithyroid drugs was 0.3% in both groups (OR 1.03, 0.82-1.28). 

In the cohort analysis, we identified 16,502 individuals who tested positive for 

SARS-CoV-2 on or before 31 August 2020. Of these, 3.5% (N=572) and 0.5% (N=75) were 

exposed to drugs used in the treatment of hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism respec-

tively. In propensity score weighted analyses, we found no increased risk of death, ICU 

admission or mechanical ventilation, when comparing individuals treated for hypothy-

roidism to presumably euthyroid individuals. The adjusted risk ratio for hospitalisation 

and renal replacement therapy were 1.19 (1.02-1.40) and 2.23 (1.06-4.69). When comparing 

individuals treated for hyperthyroidism with presumably euthyroid individuals, we 

found no increased risk of adverse outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection.  For an overview of 

the main results obtained from both analyses, please see Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Forest plot of risk estimates obtained in study II. 

 
The x-axis represents the risk ratio on logarithmic scale. 

RRT = renal replacement therapy; RR = Risk ratio; OR = Odds ratio. 

 

In conclusion, the study found no evidence of an increased susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 

infection or an increased risk of adverse outcomes following SARS-CoV-2 infection among 

patients treated for thyroid disorders. A major limitation of this work was the lack of in-

formation on thyroid hormone levels in the study population. Individuals currently treat-

ed for hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism may be euthyroid, i.e., have (biochemically) 

normal levels of thyroid hormones, as it is the intended goal of the pharmacotherapy. The 

study therefore cannot answer whether being in a hyperthyroid or hypothyroid state may 

increase an individual’s susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2. No other studies have addressed the 

same research question. Therefore, there is a need for future studies that replicate these 

findings and incorporate information on thyroid hormone levels.  
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Study III - Post-acute effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection in individuals not 

requiring hospital admission 

 

During the summer of 2020 both scientific journals (74) and media outlets started report-

ing on persisting symptoms and complications of SARS-CoV-2 infection several months 

after virological clearance of the primary infection. Further, studies conducted among in-

dividuals hospitalised for COVID-19 showed a high prevalence of persisting symptoms 

such as dyspnoea, fatigue and cough months after discharge (75). A much cited online 

survey also found a high prevalence of persisting symptoms after infection (76), albeit the 

risk of selection bias in this survey was high, as the survey mainly targeted patients with 

pre-existing persisting symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Multiple studies reported per-

sistent cognitive and neurological issues such as fatigue, dizziness, difficulties focusing on 

the task at hand (“brain fog”), and headaches. A biological explanation for this phenome-

non is that SARS-CoV-2 is suspected to be able to invade brain tissue, by the means of en-

tering brain vessels through the ACE-2 receptor (77,78). Alternatively, neurological symp-

toms may be caused by a systemic inflammatory response. Until this point, most of the 

literature on persisting symptoms was either descriptive or conducted among individuals 

hospitalised for COVID-19. As the great majority of SARS-CoV-2 infections do not lead to 

hospitalisation for COVID-19 (79), studies quantifying the occurrence of delayed complica-

tions and persisting symptoms after SARS-CoV-2 infection were needed. 

The source population of this study consisted of all individuals who tested positive 

or negative for SARS-CoV-2 before or on 31 May 2020. All individuals were then followed 

until six months after the date of testing for SARS-CoV-2, and individuals who required 

hospitalisation during the first two weeks after testing were excluded. Outcomes of inter-

est were a range of selected incident diagnoses, initiation of prescription drugs and rates of 

healthcare utilisation. All individuals were considered to have completed follow up, and 

risk ratios comparing SARS-CoV-2 positive to SARS-CoV-2 negative individuals were ob-

tained for each event. Adjusted risk ratios were obtained using SMR weighting. The meth-

odology regarding the analysis of healthcare utilisation before and after a positive or nega-

tive test for SARS-CoV-2 is outlined below. 

Prior event rate ratio-adjusted rate ratios 

An individual’s baseline rate of healthcare utilisation can be a strong predictor of 

healthcare utilisation during a following period. Proper adjustment for healthcare utilisa-

tion may demand flexible modelling techniques, and therefore, a range of model specifica-

tion choices. An alternative non-parametric method to adjust for healthcare utilisation is 

the estimation of prior event rate ratio (PERR)-adjusted rate ratios (80). This method en-

tails specifying a baseline period (prior to the exposure of interest) and a follow up period 
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(following the exposure of interest), and then following an exposed and unexposed group 

through both periods. During the baseline period, the “exposed” group will not have been 

exposed yet. The rate ratio comparing “exposed” to unexposed individuals during this 

period is therefore only affected by overall differences in characteristics between the two 

groups. The rate ratio obtained during follow up is then divided by the baseline rate ratio, 

effectively removing the effect of differences in baseline characteristics, which yields the 

PERR-adjusted rate ratio.  

 

Findings 

We identified 8983 individuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 and did not require 

hospitalisation during the following 14 days. These were matched to 80,894 test-negative, 

non-hospitalised individuals. In analyses regarding incident drug use and hospital diag-

noses during the six months after the positive test, we did not identify an increased risk of 

most outcomes when comparing SARS-CoV-2 positive to SARS-CoV-2 negative individu-

als. For prescription drugs, we did identify an increased risk of initiating bronchodilating 

agents (RR 1.23, 1.01-1.48) and triptans (RR 1.55, 1.07-2.25). The findings regarding bron-

chodilating agents, and the sub-group of beta-2 agonists, are consistent with reports of 

persisting dyspnoea following SARS-CoV-2 infection.  

In the analysis regarding incident hospital diagnoses, an increased risk of venous 

thromboembolism (RR 1.77, 1.09-2.86; RD +0.1%, 0.0-0.2) and dyspnoea (RR 2.00, 1.62-2.48; 

RD +0.6%, 0.4-0.8) was identified. Albeit the relative risk of venous thromboembolism in 

the SARS-CoV-2 positive group (risk 0.2%) was twice the risk in the negative group (risk 

0.1%), absolute risks were still low. The increased risk of receiving a hospital diagnosis of 

dyspnoea is consistent with the increased risk of initiating bronchodilating agents.  

SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals had a higher rate of general practitioner visits 

(PERR-adjusted rate ratio 1.18, 1.15-1.22) and outpatient visits (1.10, 1.05-1.16) during fol-

low up, compared to test-negative individuals. Beyond the main findings reported here, 

we also evaluated the risk of these outcomes among individuals who were hospitalised for 

the primary SARS-CoV-2 infection, evaluated outcomes of re-initiation of prescription 

drugs and readmission for hospital diagnoses, and performed a hypothesis-free screening 

study regarding the risk of initiating any commonly used prescription drug or hospital 

diagnosis. For all results, please see chapter 3, study III. 

In conclusion, the absolute risk of severe complications to SARS-CoV-2 infection 

during the post-acute phase was low. This finding is in disagreement with a near-

simultaneously published study (81) conducted among 73,455 users of the veteran health 

administration who received a COVID-19 diagnosis and were not hospitalised during the 

following month. In this study, elevated hazard ratios were found for multiple outcomes, 
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such as respiratory signs and symptoms (HR 28.5, 26.4-30.5), diabetes mellitus (HR 8.23, 

6.36-9.95), heart failure (HR 3.94, 2.97-4.80), and pulmonary embolism (HR 2.62, 2.25-2.92). 

Differences between the studies could be related to the choice of comparators (test-

negative individuals vs. population controls) and the generally selected population of vet-

erans who were older (median age of 59 vs. 43 years) and generally had more comorbidi-

ties than the population in study III, potentially leading to increased risk estimates. 

 

Figure 8. Risk ratios and PERR-adjusted rate ratios obtained in study III. 

 
RR = Risk ratio; SABA = Short acting beta-2 agonists; NSAIDs = Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs;  

TIA = Transitory ischaemic attack; GP = General practitioner visits  
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Study IV - Prophylactic anticoagulation with low molecular weight heparin 

in COVID-19 

 

Throughout the spring of 2020 reports of a substantially increased risk of venous throm-

boembolism among individuals with COVID-19 surfaced (82–84), reporting a risk of up to 

30% for venous thromboembolism among patients admitted to Dutch ICUs. Currently, a 

likely explanation for an increased risk of venous thromboembolism in COVID-19 is that 

SARS-CoV-2 causes endothelial injury, resulting in endothelial inflammation and micro-

vascular thromboses, which contribute to a hypercoagulable state (85,86). The case-series 

based evidence, in combination with the plausible mechanism of action, led to the swift 

publication of guidelines for prophylactic anticoagulation in COVID-19 in Denmark (87). 

These guidelines recommend administration of prophylactic anticoagulation for all pa-

tients hospitalised for COVID-19. Later, a population-based study from Denmark found a 

vastly lower incidence of venous thromboembolism among both hospitalised and non-

hospitalised patients (88). To investigate the optimal dosing strategy for prophylactic anti-

coagulation in COVID-19, multiple randomised controlled trials were conducted (89–92), 

but these compared different dosing regimens of prophylactic anticoagulation and lacked 

a control group who did not receive anticoagulation. Trial results indicate no benefit of 

therapeutic dose anticoagulation, compared to prophylactic dose, in patients admitted to 

the ICU (90), while results for non-ICU patients are conflicting. Further, one observational 

study compared outcomes between individuals receiving prophylactic anticoagulation 

within 48 hours after hospitalisation and those not receiving anticoagulation, and found a 

reduced mortality among individuals receiving prophylactic anticoagulation (93). Despite 

a reduced incidence of VTE among patients hospitalised with COVID-19 (88,94), com-

pared to initial reports, clinical guidelines regarding prophylactic anticoagulation in 

COVID-19 have remained largely unchanged since publication. 

We therefore investigated the effectiveness and safety of prophylactic anticoagula-

tion in individuals hospitalised for COVID-19. Distinct from studies I-III and V, this study 

did not make use of the Danish nationwide health registries but was conducted using elec-

tronic health records (EHR)-based data sources. First, I will present the data sources used 

and afterwards briefly recap the study methodology. 

 

EHR based data sources and challenges 

This study was based on two data sources containing information from EHRs. The Danish 

data source is based on all EHRs from the Capital Region of Denmark, which spans more 

than 9 sites and 1.8 million residents. The Swedish data source is based on EHRs from Ka-

rolinska University hospital, which spans two sites in the Stockholm region of Sweden. 
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Data was collected until 06 February 2021 in Denmark and 31 August 2021 in Sweden. 

Contrary to the Danish nationwide health registries, these data sources contain rich infor-

mation on medication administered during hospitalisation, laboratory values, and vital 

parameters at admission. This type of information was important to the conduct of the 

study, as clinicians were expected to prescribe prophylactic anticoagulation to patients 

with a higher degree of disease severity, i.e., confounding by indication, regardless of the 

guidelines recommending prophylactic anticoagulation to all patients hospitalised for 

COVID-19.  

Another challenge posed by these data sources was the presence of missing infor-

mation, e.g., due to vital values not being recorded for all patients or blood tests of interest 

not having been performed. This may introduce selection bias if data is not missing (com-

pletely) at random. To mitigate this type of selection bias, the study made use of IP 

weighting of individuals with complete information (95). In this procedure, individuals 

with complete information are reweighted so that the covariate distribution in the 

weighted population represents the covariate distribution in the overall population of 

complete cases and individuals with missing information. 

The cohort design of this study mostly followed the principles described in chapter 

1. All individuals who were hospitalised for COVID-19 and had a positive RT-PCR test up 

to 14 days before or one day after admission were eligible for inclusion. Individuals with 

an contraindications to low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) were excluded. Exposure 

to LMWH in prophylactic doses was assessed during the first 48 hours of the hospitalisa-

tion, and individuals were then followed for the remaining 28 days regardless of changes 

in exposure status or discharge from hospital. Finally, IP-weighted RRs and RDs were ob-

tained for receiving a discharge diagnosis of VTE or bleeding, ICU admission and all-

cause mortality. 

 

Findings 

In this study, 1692 and 1868 individuals were included in Denmark and Sweden. Of these, 

46% and 62% received prophylactic anticoagulation during the first 48 hours of the admis-

sion. The combined mortality was 12% and the adjusted RR was 0.91 (95% CI: 0.60-1.38) 

when comparing individuals receiving LMWH to those who did not. Likewise, the risk of 

ICU admission was not decreased. The combined risk of VTE was 2.0% (39 events/1938 

individuals) and 1.9% (31 events/1622 individuals) among LMWH initiators and those not 

receiving anticoagulation, respectively. The pooled, IP-weighted RR was 0.80 (0.43-1.47). 

Further, the risk of receiving a discharge code of bleeding was not increased (Figure 9). In 

conclusion, study IV did not show a beneficial effect of early initiation of LMWH on all-

cause mortality in COVID-19, albeit the statistical precision was low.  
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A previous observational study conducted using data from the Veterans Affairs 

healthcare system in the United States did find a reduction in 30-day mortality (HR: 0.73, 

0.66-0.81) (93). The difference in effect estimates for all-cause mortality could be attributed 

to statistical uncertainty, as there is substantial overlap between the all-cause mortality 

estimates between the two studies, or differences in characteristics of study participants. 

Treatment effect heterogeneity could arise due to the US study population mainly includ-

ing men (94%), or due to a higher prevalence of risk factors of VTE compared to the Scan-

dinavian study population, e.g., diabetes, heart failure and cancer. The results of study IV 

are comparable to those of a large meta-analysis on the effect of prophylactic anticoagula-

tion among general medical inpatients (96), which did not find a reduction in all-cause 

mortality (OR 0.97, 95% CI 0.87-1.08), albeit the risk estimates for deep vein thrombosis 

were substantially lower (OR 0.41, 0.25-0.67) in the meta-analysis.  

Further population based observational studies are needed to fully evaluate the 

benefit-risk balance of recommending prophylactic anticoagulation for all patients hospi-

talised for COVID-19, especially regarding infection with the Omicron VOC. 

Figure 9. IP-weighted risk estimates obtained in study IV. 

 
In the right panel, the x-axis represents the risk ratio on a logarithmic scale. Red dots indicate Danish 

estimates, blue dots Swedish estimates, and black diamonds the combined estimates. 

LMWH = Low molecular weight heparin; RR = Risk ratio; RD = Risk difference; CI = Confidence interval 
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Study V - Adjusting for calendar time in analyses of COVID-19 vaccine 

effectiveness and safety 

 

During December 2020 many high-income countries authorised the emergency use of the 

BNT162b2 (97) and mRNA-1273 (98) COVID-19 vaccines, followed by the AZD1222 vac-

cine (99). As production of these vaccines increased, most high-income countries launched 

vaccine programmes with rapid vaccine uptake (20,100). As of now, more than 10 billion 

vaccine doses have been administered globally (5.18 billion individuals), with more than 

500 million doses having been administered in the European Union alone (1). The scale of 

these mass vaccination programmes leads to the possibility of adverse vaccine events hav-

ing the potential to cause a public health crisis. This, combined with growing evidence of 

waning immunity following immunisation (24,101), has led to a flurry of observational 

studies regarding COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety. Due to the highly time-

varying incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection, changing non-pharmaceutical interventions at 

the societal level, and temporal variation in healthcare utilisation (11), these studies are 

very susceptible to temporal biases if not explicitly accounted for. Methodological guid-

ance on the design and conduct of studies on vaccine effectiveness and safety is sparse, 

and principles from studies conducted prior to the COVID-19 pandemic may not apply. 

Therefore, methodological issues related to calendar time need to be explored and best 

practices identified. 

 

The Cox proportional hazards regression model and time scales 

This study made use of an important feature of the Cox proportional hazards regression 

model, namely that it does not make any assumptions on the shape of the hazard function 

(102). The common representation of the Cox proportional hazards model is that the haz-

ard at time t given a set of characteristics X, e.g., vaccination status, depends on the base-

line hazard h0 and a multiplicative factor β for each characteristic of the covariate vector X. 

As a formula this is typically written as 

ℎ(𝑡|𝑋) = ℎ0(𝑡) × 𝑒𝛽𝑋 

and can be rearranged as follows. 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
ℎ(𝑡|𝑋)

ℎ0(𝑡)
) = 𝛽𝑋 

The important part to note here is that 𝛽𝑋 can be estimated without knowing or making 

any assumptions about the hazard function h except that  
ℎ(𝑡|𝑋)

ℎ0(𝑡) 
 is constant over time, 

which is known as the proportional hazards assumption (103). One can make use of this 

feature to flexibly account for changes in the hazard over time, such as when considering 
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the highly time-varying incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection during the COVID-19 pandem-

ic, without knowing or being able to model the actual hazard function. 

The time scale in such analyses typically begins at the time of coming under obser-

vation and/or receiving a given treatment, such as in studies I-III. In this study, we propose 

that researchers should consider using a calendar time scale when comparing the occur-

rence of a given outcome among vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. In such anal-

yses, the anchoring time is a given date, e.g., the date of the beginning of the COVID-19 

vaccination programme, and exposure is considered time-varying over the duration of 

follow up. This design demands a slightly different mindset compared to some of the cur-

rently common designs in pharmacoepidemiology (48) - the occurrence of an event is not 

compared between two groups of individuals, but among exposed and unexposed person 

time which is collected by following a single group of individuals with varying exposure 

statuses. 

 

Simulation study and empirical data analysis 

In this study, five different approaches to analysing the same data were evaluated: 1) Un-

adjusted Poisson regression, 2) Poisson regression adjusted for calendar time using re-

stricted cubic splines, 3) Cox regression with a time under observation scale, i.e., time zero 

is the day of vaccination for vaccinated individuals and the first day of observation for un-

vaccinated individuals, 4) Cox regression with the same time scale, also adjusted for cal-

endar time using restricted cubic splines, and 5) Cox regression with an underlying calen-

dar time scale (CoxCT). To evaluate these estimators, data reminiscent of the actual data 

collected during the year of 2021 was simulated. We simulated a rapid increase in expo-

sure prevalence during summer (vaccination), an effectiveness outcome with a highly time 

varying incidence (SARS-CoV-2 infection) and a safety outcome exhibiting seasonal varia-

tion (myocarditis or Guillain-Barré syndrome). Incidence rate ratios (IRR) or hazard ratios 

(HR) were obtained for all estimators and compared to the simulated incidence rate ratio. 

Finally, the same estimators and outcomes were tested using empirical data from the Dan-

ish nationwide health registries. For details regarding the simulation and empirical data 

analysis, please see chapter 3, study V. 

 

Findings 

When analysing the simulated data, only two estimators yielded unbiased results regard-

ing the effectiveness outcome, adjusted Poisson regression (simulated IRR 0.10, adjusted 

IRR 0.10) and the CoxCT estimator (HR 0.10). The other three estimators were substantially 

biased (IRR 0.26, HR 0.38, adjusted HR 0.17). When analysing the safety outcome (simulat-

ed IRR 5.00), adjusted Poisson (IRR 4.69, bias -0.31), adjusted Cox regression (HR 5.28, bias 
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+0.28) and CoxCT (HR 5.14, bias +0.14) were the least biased estimators, while unadjusted 

estimators showed a strong downwards bias (bias -2.10 and -2.16).  

In empirical analyses, we assumed that the true vaccine effectiveness of BNT162b2 

towards the delta variant lies in the range 85-95% (IRR 0.05-0.15) (101,104). Adjusted Pois-

son regression and CoxCT estimators provided estimates in the plausible range (adjusted 

IRR 0.13, 95% CI .12 to 0.14; HR 0.14, 0.13 to 0.15) while the other estimators yielded esti-

mates of the IRR between 0.24 and 0.40. The plausible range of the true incidence rate ratio 

for myocarditis following mRNA-1273 vaccination is much wider (above 2.5) (105–107), 

and therefore it was not possible to evaluate which estimators provided the least biased 

estimates, albeit all estimators provided estimates in the range 2.95 to 7.11. 

Based on the results from the simulation and empirical data analysis, we recom-

mend Cox regression with a calendar time scale, for observational analyses regarding 

COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety. This is in alignment with the theoretical foun-

dation of how Cox regression can be used to flexibly adjust for temporal variations, with-

out knowing the functional form of the hazard. Other studies have also made use of a sim-

ilar approach (108) but it is difficult to assess how prevalent the proposed approach is in 

current observational analyses regarding COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety, as 

many studies do not report the chosen time scale in Cox regression analyses.  
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Discussion 

Principal findings 

In the five studies presented in this thesis, four clinically relevant hypotheses were ad-

dressed, and one methodological issue explored. The main findings were: 1) exposure to 

NSAIDs is not associated with an increased risk of adverse outcomes among individuals 

infected with SARS-CoV-2, 2) patients treated for hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism are 

not at an increased risk of contracting SARS-CoV-2, nor does their prognosis differ from 

presumably euthyroid individuals, if infected, 3) the absolute risk of severe post-acute 

complications among individuals who did not require hospitalisation for COVID-19 is low, 

4) early prophylactic anticoagulation with LMWH could not be shown to improve 30-day 

survival, and 5) temporal trends in analyses of COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety 

need to be adjusted for using flexible methods, such as using a calendar time scale in Cox 

regression.  

In this section, I will provide an overarching discussion of the results of the studies 

presented in this thesis. First, I will outline the strengths and limitations of the methods 

that were used. Afterwards, I will discuss what the findings from these studies, and the 

use of real-world evidence in general, mean for pandemic management and how these can 

influence clinical practice. Finally, I will discuss how we can and should improve the con-

duct of studies generating real-world evidence, in questions related to the COVID-19 pan-

demic. 

 

Strengths 

The major strength of these studies is the use of the Danish nationwide registries (37). As 

described in chapter 1, these registries provide population-based access to information on 

hospital diagnoses, prescription drug use, healthcare utilisation, and laboratory results, all 

linked together by the unique personal identifier assigned to every Danish resident. An 

underappreciated aspect of these registries, which was crucial to the conduct of the studies 

outlined in this thesis, is the high update frequency of the core registries. The Danish pa-

tient registry and test results for SARS-CoV-2 are updated daily. Information on vital sta-

tus in the civil registration system was updated weekly, and information on redeemed pre-

scriptions are updated monthly. Due to the frequent updates, studies could be conducted 

with as little delay as one month. Studies not involving prescription drugs could be con-

ducted in near real-time. 

Another key aspect that made the timely conduct of these studies possible, was the 

high availability of RT-PCR tests for SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark. Testing  rates for SARS-

CoV-2 increased steadily throughout 2020, which in turn decreased the number of uniden-

tified infections (109) and reduced misclassification of exposure and/or outcome status.  
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Another strength of these studies is the use of modern epidemiological methods. 

Study I-IV used propensity score methods to adjust for confounding, and study IV used 

inverse probability weighting to reduce bias due to missing information. The strength of 

propensity score-based approaches, compared to traditional multivariable regression, is 

the ability to adjust for a large number of covariates even if the number of outcomes is low 

(110). Further, covariate balance and positivity assumptions can be evaluated following 

propensity score estimation, while this is not possible for multivariable regression. Anoth-

er methodological strength of the studies in this thesis is the iterative approach to the 

study design. Studies I-IV all used closely related variations of a cohort design, where all 

individuals were considered to have completed follow up. Although this design restricts 

the size of the study population, as only individuals who can achieve complete follow up 

can be included, it yields risks, risk ratios and risk differences which may be easier to in-

terpret than odds or hazard ratios (111), although the interpretability of the risk ratio has 

been debated recently (112,113). 

Finally, these studies were conducted with transparency in mind. For all studies, 

protocols were registered prior to the commencement of statistical analyses and/or the 

source code used to conduct the analyses was made available. This documentation may 

help readers, journal editors, and policy makers ensure that the studies were conducted 

according to the specifications, and not subject to selective reporting or p-hacking (114). 

 

Limitations 

All studies presented in this thesis share limitations related to the use of observational da-

ta. Studies comparing users of a given drug to non-users, i.e., study I, II and IV, are suscep-

tible to confounding by indication. Treatment is typically aimed at individuals in need of 

the given treatment, and the treated and untreated individuals will differ on both meas-

ured and unmeasured factors that affect current health (115). A worse state of health may 

be associated with an increased risk of adverse clinical outcomes, if infected with SARS-

CoV-2. Differences in measured factors can be accounted for using regression adjustment 

or propensity score methods, while confounding by unmeasured factors is difficult to ad-

just for. Unmeasured confounding can potentially be reduced by using active comparators 

(48) or asymmetrical trimming based on the propensity score distribution (65). Still, it is 

impossible to know whether all confounding variables have been appropriately controlled 

for. This limitation is especially important when considering drug effectiveness, while it 

may be less of a problem when evaluating hitherto unknown adverse events. 

Exposure to pharmacological treatments is typically assessed using information on 

redeemed prescriptions (study I and II). Consequently, there will be exposure misclassifi-

cation as not all individuals who redeem a prescription ultimately take the drug. Also, in-
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dividuals who did not redeem a prescription for the exposure of interest during the as-

sessment period, can still be exposed to the drug due to stockpiling of earlier prescriptions. 

The data used in these studies have been collected prospectively, therefore, it is unlikely 

that the exposure misclassification is differential, i.e., that there is a larger degree of mis-

classification among individuals who did experience the outcome of interest compared to 

those who did not. Non-differential misclassification usually results in bias towards the 

null, but this does not necessarily mean that the risk estimate obtained is an under esti-

mate of the true risk ratio (116).  

More generally, this project had the overall aim to address emerging hypotheses on 

drug and vaccine safety and effectiveness in COVID-19. A limitation is that a single study 

often will not be enough to refute or confirm a hypothesis. Multi-country studies, such as 

study IV, improve upon this, as these span multiple data sources, which reduces the prob-

ability of obtained results arising from country-specific biases. Further, including multiple 

study populations and settings will increase the generalisability of such studies. Therefore, 

the studies presented here must be interpreted considering other studies that address the 

same or similar research questions.  

Finally, an important limitation of these studies is that the study results were not 

updated continuously. At the time of submission of this thesis, the inclusion period of 

study I ended more than two years ago, and many aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic 

have changed since then. COVID-19 vaccines have become widely available, the vast ma-

jority of the Danish population has now acquired immunity through immunisation or in-

fection, the dominant VOC is now the Omicron variant, and there are no societal measures 

in place to contain the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, it is not given that study results 

still apply to the current pandemic situation. 

 

Implications for clinical practice and policy making 

Studies I and II provided null results regarding hypotheses of detrimental effects of the 

medications of interest. These findings, and similar findings for ACE inhibitors (117), are 

important, as they may prevent unnecessary discontinuation of these drugs. This confirms 

a common saying in pharmacoepidemiology - that an otherwise well-indicated treatment 

should not be discontinued based on weak evidence of adverse events. The probability of 

causing harm, due to not receiving the proper treatment, may be greater than the probabil-

ity of experiencing a serious adverse event. The same principle also applies to COVID-19 

vaccines, e.g., when considering the association between mRNA-1273 and BNT162b2 and 

myocarditis (105,106), or AZD1222 and Guillain-Barré syndrome (118,119). Multiple stud-

ies have reported an increased risk of these events following COVID-19 vaccination. Still, 

these risks do not outweigh the benefit of preventing COVID-19 related morbidity and 

mortality, as the same outcomes also occur following SARS-CoV-2 infection (120,121). 
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The above outlined reasoning also applies to the initiation of treatments. Hy-

droxychloroquine was shown to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 in laboratory assays (122) and was 

therefore considered a candidate for treatment of COVID-19. Later, randomised controlled 

trials showed that treatment with hydroxychloroquine did not reduce COVID-19 related 

mortality, and may even have a detrimental effect (123). Another example of a potentially 

harmful treatment is ivermectin. Even though randomised controlled trials have shown 

that ivermectin does not have any beneficial effect on the course of COVID-19 (124,125), a 

steep increase in calls to American poison centers due to the ingestion of ivermectin was 

reported during the COVID-19 pandemic (126). 

  

Future perspectives  

As described in the limitations section, a single study is often not enough to refute a scien-

tific hypothesis. Some of the work presented in this thesis has been confirmed in different 

settings, e.g., in the case of NSAIDs (127,128). Still, there are remaining questions regard-

ing the occurrence of post-acute effects of COVID-19, the use prophylactic anticoagulation 

in COVID-19, and many emerging hypotheses regarding the safety and effectiveness of 

COVID-19 vaccines. Although study III found a low risk of experiencing severe complica-

tions during the post-acute phase of a SARS-CoV-2 infection, the prevalence of persisting 

symptoms remains unclear, as patients with persisting symptoms cannot be reliably iden-

tified using the Danish health registries. Large surveys and prospective studies with clini-

cal data collection will need to be conducted to answer this question. Further, it remains to 

be seen whether COVID-19 vaccines also reduce the occurrence of post-acute effects fol-

lowing breakthrough infections, compared to infections among SARS-CoV-2 naïve indi-

viduals. Second, albeit multiple observational studies have been conducted on the topic, it 

remains unclear whether prophylactic anticoagulation with LMWH improves survival in 

individuals hospitalised for COVID-19. The research question is difficult to answer using 

observational data, and optimally, a randomised controlled trial with a placebo arm would 

be conducted. 

Finally, many key questions regarding vaccine effectiveness and safety remain un-

answered. Two English studies found conflicting results regarding the risk of Guillain-

Barré syndrome following immunisation against COVID-19 (119,129), despite using data 

from overlapping populations. Also, sudden sensorineural hearing loss following admin-

istration of the BNT162b2 vaccine has been reported (130) and an observational study from 

Israel also found a slightly increased risk (131). Other hypotheses of interest concern 

whether COVID-19 vaccines reduce the risk of multisystem inflammatory syndrome in 

children, or if heterologous immunisation schedules provide better protection than ho-

mologous administration. Although the number of COVID-19 cases and related mortality 
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is currently decreasing globally, many question remain unanswered. The next section will 

discuss how such studies should be conducted and reported to obtain reliable results. 

 

Considerations on the future conduct of observational data analyses 

Real-world evidence generated using the nationwide Danish health registries has been an 

important tool for the pandemic management. Timely answers to questions whether pa-

tients safely could continue treatment with NSAIDs (132), ACE inhibitors (117), inhaled 

corticosteroids (133), or whether the AZD1222 vaccine is associated with an increased risk 

of unusual thromboses (134) were provided using this data source. Still, many improve-

ments can and should be made to ensure broad data access, a transparent reporting of 

such observational studies, and subsequently valid studies that can be used to inform pub-

lic health policy making. 

A major issue is that gaining access to the Danish health registries is slow. There can 

be up to a year of delay from applying for research data from the Danish health authority, 

until data is delivered. During the first year of the pandemic, researchers could submit 

their protocols to the Data Analytics Centre at the Danish Medicines Agency (6) to get help 

in performing COVID-19 related analyses (study I-III were performed through this collab-

oration), but the Danish Medicines Agency stopped accepting proposals during Summer 

2020. An alternative system was developed in England under the OpenSAFELY name (7),  

which produced a very influential paper on risk factors for COVID-19 related mortality 

(66). OpenSAFELY provides simulated data for researchers to develop their programs 

against, and researchers can then submit their programs to be run on the actual data. This 

way, not all researchers need to apply for data access to obtain results. As of now, 84 

OpenSAFELY projects have been approved, while 11 projects were carried out through the 

Danish initiative. 

Further, transparency is a key element in building trust in observational data anal-

yses. Registration of study protocols prior to the commencement of data analyses (135) is 

an important step towards reducing selective reporting of analyses. This is a requirement 

for the publication of randomized controlled trials (https://ClinicalTrials.gov), and also 

common when conducting systematic reviews and meta-analyses 

(https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/), but is not (yet) required when publishing obser-

vational analyses. A natural extension of the registration of study protocols is publication 

of the computer program used to conduct the reported analyses. To complement the pub-

lication of the computer program, a standardized way to anonymise datasets or generate 

simulated datasets should be developed. Additional scientific insight could be gained if 

researchers had the chance of reanalysing the same datasets using different methods.  

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/
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Concluding remarks 

The studies presented in this thesis demonstrated that emerging hypotheses, related to 

prescription drugs use during the COVID-19 pandemic, can successfully be addressed us-

ing observational data. During the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been large demand for 

such analyses, addressing questions of drug safety and effectiveness, which randomised 

controlled trials could not answer at the rate needed. Still, observational studies using rou-

tinely collected healthcare data have important limitations, especially when considering 

questions related to drug effectiveness. Therefore, it is important to continually improve 

upon the conduct of such studies, and to encourage researchers to reproduce scientific 

findings in different settings. 
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Abstract

Background

Concerns over the safety of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) use during severe

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection have been raised. We

studied whether use of NSAIDs was associated with adverse outcomes and mortality during

SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Methods and findings

We conducted a population-based cohort study using Danish administrative and health reg-

istries. We included individuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 during the period 27

February 2020 to 29 April 2020. NSAID users (defined as individuals having filled a prescrip-

tion for NSAIDs up to 30 days before the SARS-CoV-2 test) were matched to up to 4 non-

users on calendar week of the test date and propensity scores based on age, sex, relevant

comorbidities, and use of selected prescription drugs. The main outcome was 30-day mor-

tality, and NSAID users were compared to non-users using risk ratios (RRs) and risk differ-

ences (RDs). Secondary outcomes included hospitalization, intensive care unit (ICU)

admission, mechanical ventilation, and acute renal replacement therapy. A total of 9,236

SARS-CoV-2 PCR-positive individuals were eligible for inclusion. The median age in the

study cohort was 50 years, and 58% were female. Of these, 248 (2.7%) had filled a prescrip-

tion for NSAIDs, and 535 (5.8%) died within 30 days. In the matched analyses, treatment

with NSAIDs was not associated with 30-day mortality (RR 1.02, 95% CI 0.57 to 1.82, p =

0.95; RD 0.1%, 95% CI −3.5% to 3.7%, p = 0.95), risk of hospitalization (RR 1.16, 95% CI
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0.87 to 1.53, p = 0.31; RD 3.3%, 95% CI −3.4% to 10%, p = 0.33), ICU admission (RR 1.04,

95% CI 0.54 to 2.02, p = 0.90; RD 0.2%, 95% CI −3.0% to 3.4%, p = 0.90), mechanical venti-

lation (RR 1.14, 95% CI 0.56 to 2.30, p = 0.72; RD 0.5%, 95% CI −2.5% to 3.6%, p = 0.73),

or renal replacement therapy (RR 0.86, 95% CI 0.24 to 3.09, p = 0.81; RD −0.2%, 95% CI

−2.0% to 1.6%, p = 0.81). The main limitations of the study are possible exposure misclassi-

fication, as not all individuals who fill an NSAID prescription use the drug continuously, and

possible residual confounding by indication, as NSAIDs may generally be prescribed to

healthier individuals due to their side effects, but on the other hand may also be prescribed

for early symptoms of severe COVID-19.

Conclusions

Use of NSAIDs was not associated with 30-day mortality, hospitalization, ICU admission,

mechanical ventilation, or renal replacement therapy in Danish individuals who tested posi-

tive for SARS-CoV-2.

Trial registration

The European Union electronic Register of Post-Authorisation Studies EUPAS34734

Author summary

Why was this study done?

• During the early phases of the pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), con-

cerns were raised that ibuprofen, a drug commonly used to treat weak pain and fevers,

may lead to a more severe course of coronavirus disease.

• If this risk is verified, it would be important to reduce the use of ibuprofen and ibupro-

fen-like drugs, commonly referred to as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

(NSAIDs), among patients at risk of COVID-19.

What did the researchers do and find?

• We identified all Danish residents who tested positive for the infectious agent of

COVID-19 and grouped them into users and non-users of NSAIDs.

• The risks of being hospitalized, admitted to the intensive care unit, or dying were com-

pared between the 2 groups.

• Overall, risks for all studied outcomes were similar between users and non-users of ibu-

profen and other NSAIDs.

What do these findings mean?

• NSAIDs do not lead to more severe coronavirus disease according to this study.
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Introduction

As severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) began to transmit and

spread in Europe and the United States, a letter suggesting that ibuprofen could influence the

prognosis of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) through upregulation of angiotensin con-

verting enzyme 2 receptors was circulated widely [1]. Because of this letter and case reports of

otherwise healthy young patients with severe COVID-19 who had used NSAIDs in the early

stage of disease [2], concerns regarding the safety of NSAID use during the COVID-19 pan-

demic were widely circulated, including warnings against NSAID use in COVID-19 from the

French health minister [2] and the World Health Organization. However, the European Medi-

cines Agency stated that evidence to support warnings against use of NSAIDs in COVID-19

was lacking and stressed the need for further evidence on any effects of NSAIDs on disease

prognosis in COVID-19 [3].

The available evidence stems mainly from studies on community-acquired bacterial pneu-

monia and shows that use of NSAIDs is associated with bacterial complications, specifically

empyema and lung abscesses [4–7]. For viral illness, use of NSAIDs was not associated with

mortality in intensive care unit (ICU) patients with influenza H1N1 during the 2009 pandemic

[8], and a recent study found that use of NSAIDs was not associated with mortality in patients

hospitalized for influenza [9]. As use of ibuprofen and other NSAIDs is widespread, data on

their safety are urgently needed to guide clinicians and patients on how to use NSAIDs during

the COVID-19 pandemic. We therefore examined whether use of NSAIDs prior to infection

with SARS-CoV-2 was associated with increased risk of hospitalization, ICU admission, and

mortality compared to non-use of NSAIDs.

Methods

We conducted a Danish nationwide registry-based cohort study investigating the association

between NSAID use and 30-day mortality and other adverse outcomes, specified as hospitali-

zation, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation, and acute renal replacement therapy, in all

patients who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. For a graphical representation of the study

design, see Fig 1. All analyses followed the publicly registered protocol [10], except for a change

in the matching algorithm and a post hoc analysis of test-negative individuals (both detailed

below). This study is reported as per the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies

in Epidemiology (STROBE) guideline (S1 STROBE Checklist). The institutional data protec-

tion board at the University of Southern Denmark and the Danish Health Data Authority

approved the research project. According to Danish law, studies based entirely on registry data

do not require approval from an ethics review board [11]. All source code used to conduct this

study is freely available at https://source.coderefinery.org/lcl/nsaid-covid19.

Data sources

Data on all Danish residents with a positive test for SARS-CoV-2 were obtained from Danish

health and administrative registries as described elsewhere [12]. In brief, identification of the

study population was based on prospectively collected data on all Danish residents receiving a

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test for SARS-CoV-2 from the Danish Microbiology Data-

base [13]. Data were linked to the Danish Civil Registration System [14], the Danish National

Prescription Registry [15], the Danish National Patient Registry [16], and the Danish Register

of Causes of Death [17] by means of the unique personal identifier assigned to all Danish resi-

dents at birth or immigration. Data on ICU treatment, mechanical ventilation, and renal

replacement therapy from the Danish National Patient Registry were supplemented with daily
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reports on admitted patients from the 5 Danish regions [16,18]. For more details regarding

individual registries, see S1 Appendix.

Study population

All Danish residents who had a positive PCR test for SARS-CoV-2 during the period 27 Febru-

ary 2020 to 29 April 2020 were included in the study. To ensure complete information on

exposure and covariates prior to cohort entry, individuals with less than 1 year of residence in

Denmark prior to the positive test for SARS-CoV-2 were excluded. For all secondary out-

comes, individuals with an outcome during 30 days to 1 day prior to cohort entry were

excluded, partly to ensure that outcomes were incident and plausibly occurring due to

Fig 1. Study design diagram. NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; RT-PCR, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003308.g001
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COVID-19 and partly because in-hospital drug use was not available from the Danish National

Prescription Registry.

We conducted a post hoc supplementary analysis where we examined the same association

in a cohort of all Danish patients who tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 in the study period.

Exposure

The exposure of interest was current use of any NSAID prior to a positive SARS-CoV-2 test.

Current use was defined as having filled a prescription for any NSAID in the 30 days prior to

the positive test. Filled NSAID prescriptions were identified from the Danish National Pre-

scription Registry, with information on all dispensed prescriptions at community pharmacies

in Denmark since 1995 [19]. Users of NSAIDs were compared to individuals without NSAID

use in the corresponding time window. In Denmark, NSAIDs are sold by prescription except

for low-dose (200 mg) ibuprofen sold over-the-counter in pack sizes of no more than 20 tab-

lets. In 2018, over-the-counter purchases of ibuprofen constituted 15% of total ibuprofen sales

and a smaller proportion of total NSAID sales [20]. Hence, the potential to identify NSAID use

from the Danish National Prescription Registry is high compared to many other countries

where over-the-counter use of NSAIDs is common [19,21].

Outcomes

The main outcome of interest was death within 30 days of a positive test for SARS-CoV-2.

The secondary outcomes included hospitalization, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation,

and acute renal replacement therapy within 14 days of a positive test for SARS-CoV-2.

Follow-up

Eligible individuals were followed until the end of follow up (30 days for the main outcome, 14

days for secondary outcomes) or the event of interest.

Propensity score matching

We used propensity score (PS) matching to increase comparability between NSAID users and

non-users. The PS is the estimated probability of receiving the treatment of interest given a set

of characteristics [22]. PSs were estimated on the day of the positive SARS-CoV-2 test using

logistic regression. Independent variables in the PS model were age, sex, relevant comorbidi-

ties, use of selected prescription drugs, and phase of the outbreak. For details of these indepen-

dent variables, see S2 Appendix. A separate PS was estimated for each exposure definition in

the main and supplementary analyses. To evaluate the appropriateness of the model, PS distri-

butions were plotted separately for each cohort and overlap assessed visually. To reduce

unmeasured confounding, individuals in the tails of the PS distribution were trimmed asym-

metrically [23]. Up to 4 non-users were matched to each NSAID user using a nearest neighbor

algorithm. Non-users could be matched to multiple NSAID users, and the maximum allowed

difference in the PS between matches was 0.05 [24]. The Danish SARS-CoV-2 test strategy was

subject to marked changes from a limited capacity setting in the beginning of the study period

to a setting where widespread testing was available at the end of the study period. To account

for this [25], we included calendar week of the test date as a forced matching variable. This

decision was made post hoc, i.e., not included in the protocol. Covariate balance before and

after matching was assessed using standardized mean differences [26].
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Statistical analyses

Descriptive statistics were used to describe NSAID users and non-users at baseline. Continu-

ous variables were reported as medians and interquartile ranges. Dichotomous variables were

reported as frequencies and percentages.

Risks and risk differences (RDs) were estimated using generalized linear models with a

binomial distribution and an identity link. Risk ratios (RRs) were estimated similarly but using

a log link. Matched analyses were implemented using frequency weighting, i.e., NSAID users

were assigned a weight of 1, and non-users’ weights were assigned according to each individual

user’s number of matches. Robust 95% confidence intervals were calculated using the sand-

wich estimator of variance where the assumption regarding independence of observations was

relaxed in the matched analyses. Data management and statistical analyses were performed

using Stata 16 MP. The codes used to define exposures, covariates, and outcomes are available

in S2 Appendix.

Subgroup analyses

To explore treatment effect heterogeneity, we repeated the main analyses stratifying by age

(<65 years, 65+ years), sex, and history of cardiovascular disease. To examine whether wide-

spread testing of healthcare workers influenced the findings, we repeated the main analyses

excluding healthcare workers from the study population. We used the same PS as estimated in

the main analyses for the subgroup analyses [27].

Supplementary analyses

We conducted the following supplementary analyses. (1) We relaxed the exposure definition

by using an extended NSAID exposure assessment window of 60 days prior to the positive test

and repeated the main analyses with this exposure definition. (2) To explore whether reverse

causation may have influenced the findings, effect estimates were obtained using an exposure

assessment window of 60 days to 14 days before cohort entry (i.e., disregarding NSAID pre-

scriptions filled during the 14 days immediately prior to cohort entry). (3) To evaluate the

robustness of the findings with regards to the chosen outcome assessment windows, we

obtained 60-day risk estimates for mortality and 30-day risk estimates for secondary outcomes.

(4) To examine the potential for residual confounding, we conducted a negative control analy-

sis by repeating the main analyses within the test-negative population, i.e. individuals who

tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 (and did not later test positive). If an individual was tested

more than once, the first test date was used as the cohort entry date. This post hoc analysis was

not specified in the protocol.

Results

We identified 9,370 individuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 during the study period.

Of these, 134 were excluded due to migration within 1 year prior to cohort entry, resulting in

an eligible population of 9,236 individuals followed for a total of 705 person-years. The median

age in the study cohort was 50 years, and 58% were female. Overall, 535 individuals (5.8%)

died within 30 days, 1,512 (16%) were hospitalized within 14 days, 290 (3.1%) were admitted

to the ICU, 235 (2.5%) received mechanical ventilation, and 61 (0.7%) received acute renal

replacement therapy. In total, 248 (2.7%) patients had filled a prescription for an NSAID

within 30 days before the test date. Compared to non-users, NSAID users were older (median

age 55 versus 49 years) and more likely to have a history of hospital-diagnosed overweight or

obesity (13% versus 9%), to have medical indications for NSAID use such as osteoarthritis
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(19% versus 12%) or rheumatoid arthritis (7% versus 3%), and to have been prescribed opioids

the year before sampling date (24% versus 11%). After matching, covariates were well bal-

anced, with standardized mean differences� 0.1 (Table 1). Use of opioids was strongly associ-

ated with use of NSAIDs and 30-day mortality, while cardiovascular disease and dementia was

negatively associated with use of NSAIDs and positively associated with death (S1 Table).

Main outcomes

NSAID use was not associated with 30-day mortality in the crude (unmatched) analyses or

adjusted (matched) analyses (Table 2). In the adjusted analyses, the 30-day mortality rate was

6.3% (95% CI 3.1% to 9.4%) in NSAID users and 6.1% (95% CI 4.4% to 7.8%) in non-users,

Table 1. Baseline characteristics in the unmatched and propensity-score-matched cohorts.

Characteristic Unmatched Matched

NSAID users

(n = 248)

Non-users

(n = 8,988)

SMD NSAID users

(n = 224)

Non-users

(n = 896)

SMD

Age in years, median (IQR) 55 (43–64) 49 (35–63) 0.24 54 (43–64) 54 (41–66) 0.00

Sex male 99 (39.9) 3,793 (42.2) 0.05 90 (40.2) 375 (41.9) 0.03

Prescription drugs�

Antihypertensive 72 (29.0) 2,221 (24.7) 0.10 62 (27.7) 233 (26.0) 0.04

Antidiabetic drug 26 (10.5) 680 (7.6) 0.10 21 (9.4) 78 (8.7) 0.02

Low-dose aspirin 16 (6.5) 532 (5.9) 0.02 15 (6.7) 47 (5.2) 0.06

Immunosuppressant (n< 5) 63 (0.7) 0.05 (n< 5) 6 (0.7) 0.07

Opioid 59 (23.8) 950 (10.6) 0.36 46 (20.5) 172 (19.2) 0.03

Z-drug 8 (3.2) 279 (3.1) 0.01 7 (3.1) 28 (3.1) 0.00

Benzodiazepine 10 (4.0) 378 (4.2) 0.01 10 (4.5) 38 (4.2) 0.01

First generation antipsychotic (n< 5) 58 (0.6) 0.03 (n< 5) (n< 5) 0.02

Second generation antipsychotic (n< 5) 224 (2.5) 0.10 (n< 5) 11 (1.2) 0.03

Systemic glucocorticoid 19 (7.7) 431 (4.8) 0.12 15 (6.7) 65 (7.3) 0.02

Inhaled corticosteroid 27 (10.9) 625 (7.0) 0.14 21 (9.4) 92 (10.3) 0.03

Prior diagnoses��

Asthma 16 (6.5) 613 (6.8) 0.01 13 (5.8) 47 (5.2) 0.02

COPD 11 (4.4) 368 (4.1) 0.02 9 (4.0) 35 (3.9) 0.01

Cardiovascular disease 28 (11.3) 1,238 (13.8) 0.08 23 (10.3) 91 (10.2) 0.00

Ischemic stroke 9 (3.6) 376 (4.2) 0.03 8 (3.6) 30 (3.3) 0.01

Chronic kidney failure (n< 5) 126 (1.4) 0.11 (n< 5) (n< 5) 0.06

Liver disease (n< 5) 125 (1.4) 0.02 (n< 5) 10 (1.1) 0.06

Alcohol-related disorders 5 (2.0) 239 (2.7) 0.04 (n< 5) 12 (1.3) 0.04

Dementia (n< 5) 154 (1.7) 0.08 (n< 5) 10 (1.1) 0.02

Cancer 21 (8.5) 646 (7.2) 0.05 16 (7.1) 64 (7.1) 0.00

Overweight or obesity 33 (13.3) 765 (8.5) 0.15 29 (12.9) 111 (12.4) 0.02

Hemiplegia and paraplegia (n< 5) 35 (0.4) 0.00 (n< 5) (n< 5) 0.02

Osteoarthritis 47 (19.0) 1,054 (11.7) 0.20 37 (16.5) 143 (16.0) 0.02

Rheumatoid arthritis 17 (6.9) 308 (3.4) 0.16 13 (5.8) 51 (5.7) 0.00

Dysmenorrhea 7 (2.8) 62 (0.7) 0.16 (n< 5) 8 (0.9) 0.00

Data are given as number (percent) unless otherwise indicated.

�Defined as 1 or more prescription fills during the period 365 days to 1 day prior to cohort entry.

��Defined as 1 or more discharge diagnoses assigned up to 1 day prior to cohort entry.

COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; IQR, interquartile range; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SMD, standardized mean difference.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003308.t001
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corresponding to a RD of 0.1% (95% CI −3.5 to 3.7, p = 0.95) and a RR of 1.02 (95% CI 0.57 to

1.82, p = 0.95).

Secondary outcomes

In the crude analyses, use of NSAIDs was associated with an increased risk of hospitalization

(RR 1.42, 95% CI 1.13 to 1.79, p< 0.01) but was not associated with an increased risk of ICU

admission (RR 1.43, 95% CI 0.79 to 2.58, p = 0.23), mechanical ventilation (RR 1.61, 95% CI

0.86 to 2.99, p = 0.13), or renal replacement therapy (RR 1.87, 95% CI 0.59 to 5.94, p = 0.29)

(Table 2). After adjustment, NSAID use was not associated with hospitalization (RR 1.16, 95%

CI 0.87 to 1.53, p = 0.31), ICU admission (RR 1.04, 95% CI 0.54 to 2.02, p = 0.90), mechanical

ventilation (RR 1.14, 95% CI 0.56 to 2.30, p = 0.72), or renal replacement therapy (RR 0.86,

95% CI 0.24 to 3.09, p = 0.81).

Subgroup analyses

The subgroup analyses were limited by low power and wide confidence intervals (Table 3). In

individuals below 65 years of age, the adjusted RR for death associated with NSAID use was

Table 2. Association between current NSAID use and 30-day mortality, hospitalization, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation, and renal replacement therapy in

unmatched and propensity-score-matched cohorts.

Outcome NSAID users Non-users Comparison

Number of events/

sample size

Risk (%) (95%

CI)

Number of events/

sample size

Risk (%) (95%

CI)

Risk difference (%)

(95% CI)

p-

Value

Risk ratio

(95% CI)

p-

Value

Unmatched cohort

Death 14/248 5.6 (2.8, 8.5) 521/8,988 5.8 (5.3, 6.3) −0.2 (−3.1, 2.8) 0.92 0.97 (0.58,

1.63)

0.92

Hospitalization� 56/228 24.6 (19.0,

30.2)

1,456/8,414 17.3 (16.5,

18.1)

7.3 (1.6, 12.9) 0.01 1.42 (1.13,

1.79)

<0.01

ICU admission� 11/247 4.5 (1.9, 7.0) 279/8,956 3.1 (2.8, 3.5) 1.3 (−1.3, 3.9) 0.31 1.43 (0.79,

2.58)

0.23

Mechanical

ventilation�
10/248 4.0 (1.6, 6.5) 225/8,970 2.5 (2.2, 2.8) 1.5 (−0.9, 4.0) 0.23 1.61 (0.86,

2.99)

0.13

Renal replacement

therapy�
n < 5/248 —�� —�� —�� 0.6 (−0.8, 1.9) 0.42 1.87 (0.59,

5.94)

0.29

Matched cohort

Death 14/224 6.3 (3.1, 9.4) 55/896 6.1 (4.4, 7.8) 0.1 (−3.5, 3.7) 0.95 1.02 (0.57,

1.82)

0.95

Hospitalization� 50/204 24.5 (18.6,

30.4)

175/826 21.2 (18.1,

24.3)

3.3 (−3.4, 10.0) 0.33 1.16 (0.87,

1.53)

0.31

ICU admission� 11/223 4.9 (2.1, 7.8) 42/889 4.7 (3.2, 6.2) 0.2 (−3.0, 3.4) 0.90 1.04 (0.54,

2.02)

0.90

Mechanical

ventilation�
10/224 4.5 (1.8, 7.2) 35/891 3.9 (2.5, 5.3) 0.5 (−2.5, 3.6) 0.73 1.14 (0.56,

2.30)

0.72

Renal replacement

therapy�
n < 5/224 —�� —�� —�� −0.2 (−2.0, 1.6) 0.81 0.86 (0.24,

3.09)

0.81

NSAID use was defined as having an NSAID prescription filled within 30 days prior to the date of cohort entry.

�Patients with a secondary outcome occurring during the exclusion assessment window were excluded, resulting in exclusion of n = 594 patients for hospitalization, n =
33 for ICU admission, n = 18 for mechanical ventilation, and n = 6 for renal replacement therapy in unmatched cohorts, and n = 90, n = 8, n = 5, and n < 5, respectively,

in matched cohorts.

��Censored to preserve anonymity for counts n< 5.

ICU, intensive care unit; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003308.t002
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Table 3. Association between current NSAID use and 30-day mortality, hospitalization, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation, and renal replacement therapy in

propensity-score-matched cohorts according to subgroups of interest.

Subgroup Outcome Risk (%) (95% CI) Comparison

NSAID users Non-users Risk difference (%) (95%

CI)

p-Value Risk ratio (95%

CI)

p-Value

Age < 65 years Death 1.2 (−0.4, 2.8) 0.3 (−0.1, 0.7) 0.8 (−0.8, 2.5) 0.31 3.76 (0.53, 26.56) 0.18

Hospitalization 16.3 (10.6,

21.9)

11.2 (8.5, 13.9) 5.1 (−1.2, 11.3) 0.11 1.45 (0.95, 2.22) 0.08

ICU admission 1.2 (−0.4, 2.8) 2.5 (1.1, 3.8) −1.3 (−3.4, 0.8) 0.22 0.47 (0.11, 2.07) 0.43

Mechanical ventilation 1.2 (−0.4, 2.8) 1.8 (0.7, 3.0) −0.7 (−2.7, 1.3) 0.50 0.63 (0.14, 2.87) 0.55

Renal replacement

therapy

0.6 (−0.6, 1.7) 1.1 (0.1, 2.1) −0.5 (−2.0, 1.0) 0.52 0.54 (0.06, 4.67) 0.57

Age 65+ years Death 23.5 (11.8,

35.3)

21.6 (16.0,

27.3)

1.9 (−11.1, 14.9) 0.77 1.09 (0.62, 1.91) 0.77

Hospitalization 60.5 (44.8,

76.3)

54.2 (46.0,

62.3)

6.4 (−11.2, 23.9) 0.48 1.12 (0.83, 1.51) 0.47

ICU admission 18.0 (7.2, 28.8) 10.9 (6.6, 15.2) 7.1 (−4.4, 18.6) 0.22 1.65 (0.81, 3.37) 0.17

Mechanical ventilation 15.7 (5.6, 25.8) 9.5 (5.5, 13.6) 6.1 (−4.6, 16.9) 0.26 1.64 (0.76, 3.53) 0.20

Renal replacement

therapy

3.9 (−1.5, 9.3) 2.9 (0.5, 5.2) 1.1 (−4.8, 6.9) 0.72 1.37 (0.28, 6.73) 0.70

Female Death 4.5 (1.0, 8.0) 4.8 (2.8, 6.8) −0.3 (−4.4, 3.7) 0.88 0.93 (0.38, 2.27) 0.88

Hospitalization 21.7 (14.6,

28.8)

14.0 (10.5,

17.4)

7.7 (−0.2, 15.6) 0.05 1.55 (1.03, 2.34) 0.03

ICU admission 1.5 (−0.6, 3.6) 1.3 (0.4, 2.3) 0.1 (−2.1, 2.4) 0.90 1.11 (0.23, 5.29) 0.90

Mechanical ventilation 1.5 (−0.6, 3.6) 0.6 (−0.1, 1.2) 0.9 (−1.2, 3.1) 0.41 2.59 (0.44, 15.36) 0.30

Renal replacement

therapy

— 0.8 (0.0, 1.5) — — — —

Male Death 8.9 (3.0, 14.8) 8.0 (5.1, 10.9) 0.9 (−5.7, 7.5) 0.79 1.11 (0.52, 2.37) 0.79

Hospitalization 29.3 (19.0,

39.7)

31.9 (26.3,

37.5)

−2.6 (−14.3, 9.2) 0.67 0.92 (0.62, 1.36) 0.67

ICU admission 10.1 (3.8, 16.4) 9.5 (6.2, 12.8) 0.6 (−6.5, 7.7) 0.86 1.07 (0.52, 2.17) 0.86

Mechanical ventilation 8.9 (3.0, 14.8) 8.6 (5.4, 11.8) 0.3 (−6.4, 7.0) 0.94 1.03 (0.48, 2.20) 0.94

Renal replacement

therapy

3.3 (−0.4, 7.1) 2.7 (0.6, 4.7) 0.7 (−3.6, 4.9) 0.76 1.25 (0.32, 4.83) 0.75

No history of cardiovascular

disease

Death 4.5 (1.6, 7.3) 3.5 (2.2, 4.8) 1.0 (−2.1, 4.1) 0.53 1.29 (0.62, 2.69) 0.50

Hospitalization 23.9 (17.8,

30.1)

19.3 (16.2,

22.5)

4.6 (−2.3, 11.5) 0.19 1.24 (0.91, 1.68) 0.17

ICU admission 4.5 (1.6, 7.3) 4.1 (2.6, 5.7) 0.4 (−2.9, 3.6) 0.83 1.09 (0.52, 2.28) 0.83

Mechanical ventilation 4.0 (1.3, 6.7) 3.5 (2.1, 4.9) 0.5 (−2.6, 3.6) 0.75 1.14 (0.51, 2.52) 0.75

Renal replacement

therapy

1.0 (−0.4, 2.4) 1.2 (0.3, 2.2) −0.2 (−1.9, 1.4) 0.77 0.80 (0.16, 3.90) 0.78

History of cardiovascular disease Death 21.7 (4.5, 39.0) 29.7 (19.0,

40.4)

−7.9 (−28.0, 12.1) 0.44 0.73 (0.31, 1.73) 0.48

Hospitalization 31.3 (7.8, 54.7) 42.4 (29.2,

55.7)

−11.2 (−37.6, 15.2) 0.41 0.74 (0.33, 1.63) 0.45

ICU admission 9.1 (−3.2, 21.4) 10.2 (3.8, 16.7) −1.1 (−14.8, 12.5) 0.87 0.89 (0.20, 3.86) 0.88

Mechanical ventilation 8.7 (−3.1, 20.5) 7.9 (2.2, 13.5) 0.8 (−12.1, 13.7) 0.90 1.11 (0.24, 5.02) 0.90

Renal replacement

therapy

4.3 (−4.2, 12.9) 4.4 (0.1, 8.7) −0.1 (−9.5, 9.3) 0.98 0.98 (0.11, 8.44) 0.98

(Continued)
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3.76 (95% CI 0.53 to 26.6, p = 0.18). After adjustment, use of NSAIDs was associated with hos-

pitalization in females (RR 1.55, 95% CI 1.03–2.34, p = 0.03) but not in males (RR 0.92, 95% CI

0.62 to 1.36, p = 0.67). Otherwise, the RRs were not modified by patient characteristics.

Supplementary analyses with different outcome or exposure assessment

windows

Increasing the duration of follow-up to 60 days for death and 30 days for hospitalization, ICU

admission, mechanical ventilation, and acute renal replacement therapy did not influence the

findings (S2 Table).

When extending the definition of current NSAID use to a filled prescription up to 60 days

before the test date, we observed similar null findings (S3 Table). Likewise, defining exposure

as a filled prescription 60 days to 14 days before the test date yielded comparable results (S4

Table).

Test-negative individuals

We identified 204,920 individuals with a negative SARS-CoV-2 PCR test in the study period.

Of these, 3,506 were excluded due to migration within 1 year prior to cohort entry, resulting in

a population of 201,414 individuals followed up for a total of 15,840 person-years. Use of

NSAIDs was associated with a decreased risk of death (RR 0.64, 95% CI 0.49 to 0.84, p< 0.01)

and increased risk of hospitalization (RR 1.18, 95% CI 1.08 to 1.28, p< 0.001) and ICU admis-

sion (RR 1.39, 95% CI 1.00–1.95, p = 0.05) in the adjusted analyses (Table 4).

Discussion

We examined whether use of NSAIDs was associated with 30-day mortality and adverse out-

comes in a nationwide population of SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals. Use of NSAIDs was

not associated with increased 30-day mortality, a finding that was robust in a range of supple-

mentary analyses. Likewise, use of NSAIDs was not associated with an increased risk of hospi-

talization, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation, or renal replacement therapy in the

adjusted analyses.

Table 3. (Continued)

Subgroup Outcome Risk (%) (95% CI) Comparison

NSAID users Non-users Risk difference (%) (95%

CI)

p-Value Risk ratio (95%

CI)

p-Value

Not healthcare professional Death 7.0 (3.3, 10.7) 8.0 (5.7, 10.2) −0.9 (−5.3, 3.4) 0.67 0.88 (0.49, 1.60) 0.68

Hospitalization 27.9 (21.0,

34.7)

26.4 (22.5,

30.4)

1.4 (−6.5, 9.3) 0.72 1.05 (0.79, 1.41) 0.72

ICU admission 5.4 (2.2, 8.7) 6.1 (4.1, 8.1) −0.7 (−4.5, 3.1) 0.73 0.89 (0.45, 1.76) 0.73

Mechanical ventilation 4.9 (1.8, 8.0) 5.1 (3.2, 6.9) −0.2 (−3.8, 3.4) 0.92 0.96 (0.46, 2.00) 0.92

Renal replacement

therapy

1.1 (−0.4, 2.6) 2.1 (0.8, 3.4) −1.0 (−3.0, 1.0) 0.32 0.52 (0.12, 2.37) 0.40

NSAID use was defined as a filled prescription within 30 days prior to the date of cohort entry.

ICU, intensive care unit; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003308.t003
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Strengths and limitations

The Danish nationwide registries allowed for identification of all individuals who had been

tested for SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark and allowed for obtaining data on prescription drug use,

medical history, migration, hospital admissions, and death through individual-level linkage

between health and administrative registries. Thus, we were able to include SARS-CoV-2-posi-

tive individuals managed in the community, unlike other data sources that mainly record hos-

pitalized patients. Further, the SARS-CoV-2 test-negative population allowed us to conduct a

negative control analysis.

The main limitations of our study are potential misclassification of non-users as NSAID

users; potentially unmeasured confounding due to a lack of information on study participants’

bodyweight, an important risk factor of severe COVID-19; and confounding by indication due

to NSAIDs possibly being prescribed due to early symptoms of severe COVID-19.

In Denmark, NSAIDs can only be obtained via prescription, except for low-dose (200 mg)

ibuprofen. With the limited availability and use of NSAIDs over-the-counter in Denmark, mis-

classification from over-the-counter purchases of NSAIDs is of less concern [19]. However,

exposure misclassification may still be present since information on adherence, intended dura-

tion, and dose was not available. Some patients do not use NSAIDs continuously after filling a

Table 4. Association between current NSAID use and 30-day mortality, hospitalization, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation, and renal replacement therapy in

unmatched and propensity-score-matched cohorts of individuals who tested negative for SARS-CoV-2.

Outcome NSAID users Non-users Comparison

Number of events/

sample size

Risk (%) (95%

CI)

Number of events/

sample size

Risk (%) (95%

CI)

Risk difference (%)

(95% CI)

p-Value Risk ratio

(95% CI)

p-Value

Unmatched cohort

Death 78/5,574 1.4 (1.1, 1.7) 2,830/195,840 1.4 (1.4, 1.5) −0.0 (−0.4, 0.3) 0.77 0.97 (0.77,

1.21)

0.078

Hospitalization� 757/5,091 14.9 (13.9,

15.8)

18,543/186,479 9.9 (9.8, 10.1) 4.9 (3.9, 5.9) <0.001 1.50 (1.40,

1.60)

<0.001

ICU admission� 63/5,547 1.1 (0.9, 1.4) 1,247/195,332 0.6 (0.6, 0.7) 0.5 (0.2, 0.8) <0.01 1.78 (1.38,

2.29)

<0.001

Mechanical

ventilation�
38/5,558 0.7 (0.5, 0.9) 698/195,582 0.4 (0.3, 0.4) 0.3 (0.1, 0.5) <0.01 1.92 (1.38,

2.65)

<0.001

Renal replacement

therapy�
7/5,573 0.1 (0.0, 0.2) 166/195,754 0.1 (0.1, 0.1) 0.0 (−0.1, 0.1) 0.39 1.48 (0.70,

3.15)

0.31

Matched cohort

Death 61/5,018 1.2 (0.9, 1.5) 382/20,072 1.9 (1.7, 2.1) −0.7 (−1.1, −0.3) <0.001 0.64 (0.49,

0.84)

<0.01

Hospitalization� 651/4,613 14.1 (13.1,

15.1)

2,261/18,892 12.0 (11.4,

12.5)

2.1 (1.0, 3.3) <0.001 1.18 (1.08,

1.28)

<0.001

ICU admission� 50/4,992 1.0 (0.7, 1.3) 144/20,024 0.7 (0.6, 0.9) 0.3 (−0.0, 0.6) 0.07 1.39 (1.00,

1.95)

0.05

Mechanical

ventilation�
29/5,003 0.6 (0.4, 0.8) 95/20,050 0.5 (0.4, 0.6) 0.1 (−0.1, 0.3) 0.38 1.22 (0.79,

1.89)

0.36

Renal replacement

therapy�
6/5,017 0.1 (0.0, 0.2) 16/20,060 0.1 (0.0, 0.1) 0.0 (−0.1, 0.1) 0.45 1.50 (0.58,

3.89)

0.41

NSAID use was defined as a filled prescription within 30 days prior to the date of cohort entry.

�Patients with a secondary outcome occurring during the exclusion assessment window were excluded, resulting in exclusion of n = 9,844 patients for hospitalization, n
= 535 for ICU admission, n = 274 for mechanical ventilation, and n = 87 for renal replacement therapy in unmatched cohorts, and n = 1,585, 74, 37, and 13, respectively,

in matched cohorts.

ICU, intensive care unit; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003308.t004
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prescription, and consequently some of these patients will have been incorrectly classified as

NSAID users at the time of the positive test for SARS-CoV-2. The fact that a patient had filled

a prescription for an NSAID may be considered an indicator of availability of NSAIDs rather

than of actual use of NSAIDs. As information on exposure status was collected prior to our

outcomes of interest, the misclassification is nondifferential and may introduce a bias towards

the null. This could lead to wrongly dismissing a causal detrimental effect of NSAIDs on the

prognosis of COVID-19 if many NSAID users truly were non-users.

The time of cohort entry was defined by the SARS-CoV-2 test date because information on

time of symptom onset was not available. Thus, the timing of NSAID use relative to cohort

entry will not necessarily reflect NSAID use in the early course of COVID-19 disease.

Users of NSAIDs were more likely to be overweight or obese than non-users, both among

individuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 and those who tested negative. This is possi-

bly explained by the fact that a diagnosis of overweight or obesity in the Danish National

Patient Registry is dependent on a hospital admission or outpatient clinic visit. This is also a

likely explanation for the relatively low prevalence of overweight or obesity in this study. The

positive predictive value of these diagnoses in the registries is, however, high [28].

Use of NSAIDs has been associated with lower mortality among elderly individuals, pre-

sumably because of confounding by indication [29], i.e., NSAIDs are preferentially prescribed

to younger, less frail patients because of the established renal, gastrointestinal, and cardiovas-

cular adverse effects [30]. Considerable media attention to the hypothesized risks of use of

NSAIDs in COVID-19 may also have influenced how physicians prescribed NSAIDs to

selected patients. Finally, severe symptoms early in the course of COVID-19 disease, before the

patient is known to be infected with SARS-CoV-2, may increase the likelihood of being pre-

scribed NSAIDs, which would bias the effect estimates towards an increased risk of severe dis-

ease associated with NSAIDs.

The secondary outcomes reflecting in-hospital treatment decisions may be more prone to

confounding by indication because of the clinical selection of patients to be hospitalized or

admitted to the ICU. For example, besides disease severity, factors such as age, comorbidity,

and expected outcomes are involved in the ICU triage decision.

Ideally, confounding by indication would be mitigated using an active comparator; how-

ever, a suitable active comparator does not exist for ibuprofen. In a previous study, users of

paracetamol differed more from NSAID users than did non-users of NSAIDs [9].

Findings in relation to other studies

The lack of association between use of NSAIDs and adverse outcomes in individuals who

tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 in our study could be explained by multiple factors. First,

NSAIDs may not increase angiotensin converting enzyme 2 in humans. The original hypothe-

sis stems from experiments conducted in diabetic rats [31], and the findings may not transfer

between organisms. Second, increased angiotensin converting enzyme 2 expression may not

affect the risk of severe COVID-19. Studies on angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors and

angiotensin receptor blockers and the risk of contracting COVID-19 or experiencing a severe

course of disease have not shown any association [32–34]. Third, the adverse effects of NSAIDs

on the course of pneumonia may be specific to bacterial infections. A recent study on the risk

of adverse outcomes in users of NSAIDs hospitalized for influenza found no association

between use of NSAIDs and ICU admission or death [9], similar to the findings in this study.

Considering the available evidence, there is no reason to withdraw well-indicated use of

NSAIDs during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. However, the well-established adverse effects of

NSAIDs, particularly their renal, gastrointestinal, and cardiovascular effects, should always be
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considered, and NSAIDs should be used in the lowest possible dose for the shortest possible

duration for all patients [30].

Conclusions

Use of NSAIDs was not associated with an increased risk of 30-day mortality or adverse out-

comes in patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 in this cohort of all Danish residents who tested

positive for SARS-CoV-2.
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S1 STROBE Checklist. STROBE Checklist of items that should be included in reports of cohort studies.  
 

 
Item 

No Recommendation 

Section Paragraph no. 

Title and abstract 1 (a) Indicate the study’s design with a commonly 

used term in the title or the abstract 

Title page NA 

(b) Provide in the abstract an informative and 

balanced summary of what was done and what was 

found 

Abstract: Methods and findings NA 

 Introduction 

Background/rationale 2 Explain the scientific background and rationale for 

the investigation being reported 

Introduction 1  

Objectives 3 State specific objectives, including any prespecified 

hypotheses 

Introduction 2 

 Methods 

Study design 4 Present key elements of study design early in the 

paper 

Methods 1 



 4 

Setting 5 Describe the setting, locations, and relevant dates, 

including periods of recruitment, exposure, follow-

up, and data collection 

Methods 2-6 

Participants 6 (a) Give the eligibility criteria, and the sources and 

methods of selection of participants. Describe 

methods of follow-up 

Methods 3, 6 

(b) For matched studies, give matching criteria and 

number of exposed and unexposed 

Methods and results Methods: 7, Results: 1 

Variables 7 Clearly define all outcomes, exposures, predictors, 

potential confounders, and effect modifiers. Give 

diagnostic criteria, if applicable 

Methods and supplemental Methods: 4, 5, 7 

Supplemental: S2 appendix 

Data sources/ measurement 8*  For each variable of interest, give sources of data 

and details of methods of assessment 

(measurement). Describe comparability of 

assessment methods if there is more than one group 

Methods and supplemental Methods: 2 

Supplemental: S2 appendix 



 5 

Bias 9 Describe any efforts to address potential sources of 

bias 

Methods 7, 9, 10 

Study size 10 Explain how the study size was arrived at Results 1 

Quantitative variables 11 Explain how quantitative variables were handled in 

the analyses. If applicable, describe which 

groupings were chosen and why 

Methods 8 

Statistical methods 12 (a) Describe all statistical methods, including those 

used to control for confounding 

Methods 7, 8 

(b) Describe any methods used to examine 

subgroups and interactions 

Methods 9 

(c) Explain how missing data were addressed  NA 

(d) If applicable, explain how loss to follow-up was 

addressed 

Methods 6 

(e) Describe any sensitivity analyses Methods 10 

Results 
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Participants 13* (a) Report numbers of individuals at each stage of 

study—eg numbers potentially eligible, examined 

for eligibility, confirmed eligible, included in the 

study, completing follow-up, and analysed 

Results 1 

(b) Give reasons for non-participation at each stage Results 1 

(c) Consider use of a flow diagram  NA 

Descriptive data 14* (a) Give characteristics of study participants (eg 

demographic, clinical, social) and information on 

exposures and potential confounders 

Results 1, Table 1 

(b) Indicate number of participants with missing 

data for each variable of interest 

- NA 

(c) Summarise follow-up time (eg, average and total 

amount) 

Results 1 

Outcome data 15* Report numbers of outcome events or summary 

measures over time 

Results 2, Table 2 
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Main results 16 (a) Give unadjusted estimates and, if applicable, 

confounder-adjusted estimates and their precision 

(eg, 95% confidence interval). Make clear which 

confounders were adjusted for and why they were 

included 

Results 2, Table 2 

  (b) Report category boundaries when continuous 

variables were categorized 

- NA 

  (c) If relevant, consider translating estimates of 

relative risk into absolute risk for a meaningful time 

period 

Results Table 2 

Other analyses 17 Report other analyses done—eg analyses of 

subgroups and interactions, and sensitivity analyses 

Results 3-5 

Discussion     

Key results 18 Summarise key results with reference to study 

objectives 

Discussion 1 
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Limitations 19 Discuss limitations of the study, taking into account 

sources of potential bias or imprecision. Discuss 

both direction and magnitude of any potential bias 

Discussion: Strengths and limitations 2 

Interpretation 20 Give a cautious overall interpretation of results 

considering objectives, limitations, multiplicity of 

analyses, results from similar studies, and other 

relevant evidence 

Discussion: Findings in relation to 

other studies and conclusions 

3, 4 

Generalisability 21 Discuss the generalisability (external validity) of the 

study results 

Dicussion: Findings in relation to 

other studies 

3 

Other information     

Funding 22 Give the source of funding and the role of the 

funders for the present study and, if applicable, for 

the original study on which the present article is 

based 

Funding - 

 

*Give information separately for exposed and unexposed groups. 
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Note: An Explanation and Elaboration article discusses each checklist item and gives methodological background and published examples of transparent reporting. The 

STROBE checklist is best used in conjunction with this article (freely available on the Web sites of PLoS Medicine at http://www.plosmedicine.org/, Annals of Internal 

Medicine at http://www.annals.org/, and Epidemiology at http://www.epidem.com/). Information on the STROBE Initiative is available at http://www.strobe-

statement.org. 
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S1 Appendix. Detailed information on registries used in this study.    

REGISTRY CITATION INFORMATION 

OBTAINED 

VARIABLES 

Danish National 

Prescription Registry 

(Læmiddelmiddelstatistik 

registeret) 

Pottegård et al  

(doi:10.1093/ije/dyw213) 

All redeemed 

prescriptions 

from community 

pharmacies in the 

period 1995-2018 

ATC-code, fill date 

Danish National Patient 

Registry 

(Landspatientregisteret) 

Schmidt et al 

(doi:10.2147/CLEP.S91125) 

In- and outpatient 

hospital 

diagnoses in the 

period 1977-2018 

ICD-10 code, 

admission date, 

intensive care unit 

admission, mechanical 

ventilation, renal 

replacement therapy 

Civil Registration System 

(CPR-registeret) 

Schmidt et al  

(doi:10.2147/CLEP.S179083) 

Age, sex, 

migration- and 

vital status 

 

The Danish Register of 

Causes of Death 

Helweg-Larsen et al 

(doi:10.1177/1403494811399958) 

Date of death Date of death 

ATC, anatomical therapeutical classification. ICD-10, international classification of diseases and related 

health problems 10th revision
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S2 Appendix. Codes used to define exposure, outcome, and covariate variables.  

VARIABLE CODING 

SYSTEM 

CODE 

Exposures 
  

  NSAID ATC M01A (excluding M01AX) 

Prescription drug use   

  Antihypertensives ATC C08, C03CA, C07, C09 

  Antidiabetic drugs ATC A10 

  Low-dose aspirin ATC B01AC06, B01AC30, N02BA01 

  Immunosuppressants ATC L04 

  Opioids ATC N02A 

  Benzodiazepines ATC N05BA, N05CD 

  Z-drugs (Non-benzodiazepine 

benzodiazepine receptor agonists) 

ATC N05CF 

  1st gen. antipsychotics ATC N05AA, N05AB, N05AC, N05AD, N05AF, 

N05AG, N05AL01 

  2nd gen. antipsychotics ATC N05AE, N05AH, N05AX, N05AL05 

  Systemic glucocorticoids ATC H02AB 

  Inhaled corticosteroids ATC R03BA01-09, R03AK06-08, R03AK10, 

R03AK11 

History of   

  Asthma ICD-10 J45, J46 

  Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease ICD-10 J41-J44 

  Cardiovascular disease ICD-10 I20-I25, I47-I50 

  Ischaemic stroke ICD-10 I63, I64 

  Chronic kidney disease ICD-10 N00, N01, N03-N06, N08.8, N14.1, N14.2, 

N16.8, N17, N25.1, N26, N27 

  Liver disease ICD-10 B18, K70.0- K70.3, K709, K71, K73, K74, 

K76.0, B15.0, B16.0, B16.2, B19.0, K70.4, 

K72, K76.6, I85 

  Alcohol related disorders ICD-10 F10, E24.4, G31.2, G62.1, G72.1, I42.6, 

K29.2, K70, K85.2, K86.0, Q86.0, Z50.2, 

Z71.4, Z72.1 

  Dementia ICD-10 F01-F04 

  Cancer ICD-10 C00-C97, excluding C44 

  Overweight or obesity ICD-10 E66 

  Hemiplegia and paraplegia ICD-10 G04.1, G11.4, G80.1, G80.2, G83.0-G83.4, 

G83.9 

  Osteoarthrosis ICD-10 M15-19 

  Rheumatoid arthritis/collagen vascular 

disorders 

ICD-10 L94.0, L94.1, L94.3, M05, M06, M08, M12.0, 

M12.3, M30, M31.0 - M31.3, M32-M35, 

M45, M46.1, M46.8, M46.9 

  Dysmenorrhoea ICD-10 N94.4-94.6  

Other   

Phase of the outbreak Calendar time An indicator variable for whether the 

patient was tested before or after March 12, 

2020 where the strategy changed from 

focusing on containment with contact 

tracing and testing to a mitigation strategy 

prioritizing testing of patients with severe 
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symptoms, admitted patients, and health 

care professionals 

Outcomes   

  Admission to intensive care unit SKS NABB, NABE 

  Mechanical ventilation SKS BGDA 

  Acute renal replacement therapy SKS BJFD0 

ATC, anatomical therapeutical classification. ICD-10, international classification of diseases and related 

health problems 10th revision. SKS, sundhedsvæsenets klassifikations system. NSAID, non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs. COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. 
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S1 Table. Univariate association with death (RRcd) and use of NSAIDs (RRce) for each 

covariate in the PS. 

Covariate RR(ce) (95% CI) p-Value RR(cd) (95% CI) p-Value 

Prescription drug use       

  Antihypertensives 0.93 (0.67-1.30) 0.67 1.44 (1.14-1.80) < 0.01 

  Antidiabetic drugs 1.22 (0.79-1.86) 0.37 1.60 (1.24-2.08) < 0.001 

  Low-dose aspirin 0.85 (0.50-1.45) 0.56 1.22 (0.94-1.59) 0.13 

  Immunosuppressants 1.54 (0.48-4.94) 0.47 1.49 (0.63-3.51) 0.36 

  Opioids 2.38 (1.72-3.30) < 0.001 2.18 (1.75-2.73) < 0.001 

  Benzodiazepines 0.86 (0.42-1.77) 0.68 2.70 (1.90-3.84) < 0.001 

  Z-drugs 0.78 (0.41-1.50) 0.46 1.60 (1.16-2.20) < 0.01 

  1st gen. antipsychotics 0.52 (0.07-3.78) 0.52 3.53 (1.74-7.13) < 0.01 

  2nd generation antipsychotics 0.40 (0.13-1.27) 0.12 3.52 (2.38-5.21) < 0.001 

  Systemic glucocorticoids 1.40 (0.86-2.28) 0.18 1.73 (1.28-2.33) < 0.001 

  Inhaled corticosteroids 1.52 (1.01-2.29) 0.05 1.41 (1.02-1.96) 0.04 

Prior diagnoses       

  Asthma 0.94 (0.56-1.57) 0.81 1.15 (0.76-1.73) 0.51 

  COPD 0.83 (0.44-1.56) 0.56 1.80 (1.36-2.38) < 0.001 

  Cardiovascular disease 0.57 (0.37-0.87) < 0.01 1.42 (1.15-1.75) < 0.01 

  Stroke 0.63 (0.31-1.25) 0.19 1.15 (0.86-1.52) 0.34 

  Chronic kidney disease 0.23 (0.03-1.65) 0.14 2.67 (1.68-4.24) < 0.001 

  Liver disease 1.05 (0.39-2.88) 0.92 2.49 (1.33-4.66) < 0.01 

  Alcohol related disorders 0.70 (0.29-1.72) 0.44 2.20 (1.43-3.39) < 0.001 

  Dementia 0.33 (0.08-1.34) 0.12 1.66 (1.15-2.42) < 0.01 

  Cancer 0.96 (0.60-1.53) 0.85 1.37 (1.06-1.75) 0.01 

  Overweight or obesity 1.55 (1.06-2.27) 0.02 1.52 (1.08-2.16) 0.02 

  Hemiplegia and paraplegia 0.91 (0.12-6.71) 0.93 6.99 (2.65-18.42) < 0.001 

  Osteoarthrosis 1.49 (1.05-2.11) 0.03 1.01 (0.80-1.27) 0.96 

  Rheumatoid athritis 1.82 (1.09-3.04) 0.02 1.11 (0.76-1.64) 0.58 

  Dysmenorrhoea 4.32 (1.94-9.63) < 0.001 - - 

RRce, independent association between confounder and exposure (relative risk). RRcd, independent 

association between confounder and disease (relative risk). COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
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S2 Table. Association between current NSAID use and mortality, hospitalization, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation, and renal 

replacement therapy using an outcome assessment window of 60 days for mortality and 30 days for secondary outcomes. 

Outcome NSAID Users* Non-users Comparison  
 

 

Number of 

events/sa

mple size 

Risk (%)  

(95% CI) 

Number of 

events/sample 

size 

Risk (%) 

(95% CI) 

Risk 

difference (%) 

(95% CI) p-Value 

Risk ratio  

(95% CI) p-Value 

Unmatched cohort 

Death 14/248 5.6 (2.8-8.5) 564/8988 6.3 (5.8-6.8) -0.6 (-3.5-2.3) 0.67 0.90 (0.54-1.51) 0.69 

Hospitalization** 57/228 25.0 (19.4-30.6) 1512/8414 18.0 (17.1-18.8) 7.0 (1.3-12.7) 0.02 1.39 (1.11-1.75) < 0.01 

ICU admission** 12/247 4.9 (2.2-7.5) 291/8956 3.2 (2.9-3.6) 1.6 (-1.1-4.3) 0.24 1.50 (0.85-2.63) 0.16 

Mechanical ventilation** 10/248 4.0 (1.6-6.5) 232/8970 2.6 (2.3-2.9) 1.4 (-1.0-3.9) 0.25 1.56 (0.84-2.90) 0.16 

Renal replacement 

therapy** n<5/248 -*** -*** -*** 0.4 (-1.0-1.8) 0.57 1.49 (0.47-4.69) 0.50 

Matched cohort         

Death 14/224 6.3 (3.1-9.4) 62/896 6.9 (5.1-8.7) -0.7 (-4.3-3.0) 0.72 0.90 (0.51-1.60) 0.73 

Hospitalization 50/204 24.5 (18.6-30.4) 183/826 22.2 (19.0-25.3) 2.4 (-4.3-9.1) 0.49 1.11 (0.84-1.46) 0.48 

ICU admission 12/223 5.4 (2.4-8.3) 42/889 4.7 (3.2-6.2) 0.7 (-2.7-4.0) 0.70 1.14 (0.60-2.16) 0.69 

Mechanical ventilation 10/224 4.5 (1.8-7.2) 35/891 3.9 (2.5-5.3) 0.5 (-2.5-3.6) 0.73 1.14 (0.56-2.30) 0.72 

Renal replacement therapy n<5/224 -*** -*** -*** -0.3 (-2.1-1.5) 0.71 0.80 (0.22-2.85) 0.73 

 

NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. ICU, intensive care unit. 

*NSAID use was defined as a filled prescription within 30 days prior to the date cohort entry. 

** Patients with a secondary outcome occurring during the exclusion assessment window were excluded, resulting in exclusion of n = 594 patients for hospitalisation, n = 33 for ICU-

admission, n = 18 for mechanical ventilation, and  n = 6 for renal replacement therapy in unmatched cohorts and n = 90, 8, 5 and n < 5 in matched cohorts. 

*** Censored to preserve anonymity for counts n < 5  
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S3 Table. Association between use of NSAIDs within 60 days before cohort entry and 30-day mortality, hospitalization, ICU admission, 

mechanical ventilation, and renal replacement therapy. 

Outcome NSAID users* Non-users Comparison  
 

 

Number of 

events/sample 

size 

Risk (%) 

(95% CI) 

Number of 

events/sample 

size 

Risk (%) 

(95% CI) 

Risk difference (%)  

(95% CI) p-Value 

Risk ratio 

(95% CI) p-Value 

Unmatched cohort 

Death 24/445 5.4 (3.3-7.5) 511/8791 5.8 (5.3-6.3) -0.4 (-2.6-1.7) 0.70 0.93 (0.62-1.38) 0.71 

Hospitalization** 90/406 22.2 (18.1-26.2) 1422/8236 17.3 (16.4-18.1) 4.9 (0.8-9.0) 0.02 1.28 (1.06-1.55) < 0.01 

ICU admission** 20/443 4.5 (2.6-6.5) 270/8760 3.1 (2.7-3.4) 1.4 (-0.5-3.4) 0.15 1.46 (0.94-2.28) 0.09 

Mechanical ventilation** 17/444 3.8 (2.0-5.6) 218/8774 2.5 (2.2-2.8) 1.3 (-0.5-3.2) 0.15 1.54 (0.95-2.50) 0.08 

Renal replacement therapy** n<5/445 -*** -*** -*** 0.3 (-0.6-1.1) 0.58 1.39 (0.50-3.80) 0.53 

Matched cohort 

Death 21/402 5.2 (3.0-7.4) 83/1608 5.2 (4.0-6.3) 0.1 (-2.4-2.5) 0.96 1.01 (0.63-1.63) 0.96 

Hospitalization 79/370 21.4 (17.2-25.5) 261/1493 17.5 (15.2-19.7) 3.9 (-0.9-8.6) 0.11 1.22 (0.97-1.54) 0.09 

ICU admission 19/400 4.7 (2.7-6.8) 62/1598 3.9 (2.8-4.9) 0.9 (-1.5-3.2) 0.47 1.22 (0.73-2.05) 0.44 

Mechanical ventilation 16/401 4.0 (2.1-5.9) 52/1603 3.2 (2.3-4.2) 0.7 (-1.4-2.9) 0.50 1.23 (0.70-2.16) 0.47 

Renal replacement therapy n<5/402 -*** -*** -*** 0.1 (-1.1-1.2) 0.91 1.07 (0.34-3.34) 0.91 

 

NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. ICU, intensive care unit. 

*NSAID use was defined as a filled prescription within 60 days prior to the date cohort entry. 

** Patients with a secondary outcome occurring during the exclusion assessment window were excluded, resulting in exclusion of n = 594 patients for hospitalisation, n = 33 for ICU-

admission, n = 18 for mechanical ventilation, and n = 6 for renal replacement therapy in unmatched cohorts and n = 147, 12, 6 and n < 5 in matched cohorts. 

*** Censored to preserve anonymity for counts n < 5   
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S4 Table. Association between NSAID prescription fills within the period 60 days to 14 days before cohort entry and 30-day mortality, 

hospitalization, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation, and renal replacement therapy 

Outcome NSAID users* Non-users Comparison  
 

 

Number of 

events/sample 

size 

Risk (%) 

(95% CI) 

Number of 

events/sample 

size Risk (%) 

Risk 

difference 

(95% CI) p-Value 

Risk ratio  

(95% CI) p-Value 

Unmatched cohort 

Death 17/350 4.9 (2.6-7.1) 518/8886 5.8 (5.3-6.3) -1.0 (-3.3-1.3) 0.41 0.83 (0.52-1.33) 0.45 

Hospitalization** 67/319 21.0 (16.5-25.5) 1445/8323 17.4 (16.5-18.2) 3.6 (-0.9-8.2) 0.12 1.21 (0.97-1.50) 0.09 

ICU admission** 16/348 4.6 (2.4-6.8) 274/8855 3.1 (2.7-3.5) 1.5 (-0.7-3.7) 0.19 1.49 (0.91-2.43) 0.12 

Mechanical ventilation** 13/349 3.7 (1.7-5.7) 222/8869 2.5 (2.2-2.8) 1.2 (-0.8-3.2) 0.23 1.49 (0.86-2.58) 0.16 

Renal replacement therapy** n<5/350 -*** -*** -*** 0.2 (-0.8-1.2) 0.68 1.31 (0.41-4.17) 0.64 

Matched cohort 

Death 14/312 4.5 (2.2-6.8) 74/1248 5.9 (4.6-7.3) -1.4 (-4.1-1.2) 0.29 0.76 (0.43-1.33) 0.33 

Hospitalization 60/287 20.9 (16.2-25.6) 191/1158 16.5 (14.2-18.8) 4.4 (-0.8-9.7) 0.10 1.27 (0.97-1.65) 0.08 

ICU admission 15/310 4.8 (2.4-7.2) 50/1241 4.0 (2.8-5.2) 0.8 (-1.9-3.5) 0.55 1.20 (0.68-2.13) 0.53 

Mechanical ventilation 12/311 3.9 (1.7-6.0) 42/1244 3.4 (2.3-4.5) 0.5 (-1.9-2.9) 0.69 1.14 (0.60-2.17) 0.68 

Renal replacement therapy n<5/312 -*** -*** -*** -0.1 (-1.3-1.2) 0.90 0.92 (0.26-3.33) 0.90 

 

NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. ICU, intensive care unit. 

*NSAID use was defined as a filled prescription within 60 days to 14 days prior to the date cohort entry. 

** Patients with a secondary outcome occurring during the exclusion assessment window were excluded, resulting in exclusion of n = 594 patients for hospitalisation, n = 33 for ICU-

admission, n = 18 for mechanical ventilation, and n=6 for renal replacement therapy in unmatched cohorts and  n = 115, 9, 5 and n < 5 in matched cohorts. 

*** Censored to preserve anonymity for counts n < 5   
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(appendix pp 9–10). Patients treated 
for hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism 
did not have an increased risk of 
contracting SARS-CoV-2 infection 
(hypothyroidism: adjusted OR 1∙03 
[95% CI 0∙95–1∙11; hyperthyroidism: 
adjusted OR 1∙03 [0∙82–1∙28]; 
covariates used for adjustment and 
handling of confounding are shown in 
appendix p 2). 

Of the 16 502 individuals included 
in the cohort study, 572 (3∙5%) were 
using levothyroxine and 75 (0∙5%) 
were using antithyroid drugs. In the 
crude analyses, compared with patients 
who did not use levothyroxine, the 
use of levothyroxine was associated 
with an increased risk of death 
(RR 2∙39 [95% CI 1∙80–3∙19]), 
hospitalisation (2∙15 [1∙84–2∙50]), 
intensive care unit admission (1∙88 
[1∙23–2∙87]), mechanical ventilation 
(1∙75 [1∙06–2∙87]), and dialysis (3∙24 
[1∙63–6∙44]; table). After propensity 
score weighting, these associations 
attenuated, and only the risk of 
hospitalisation (1∙19 [1∙02–1∙40]) and 
dialysis (2∙23 (1∙06–4∙69]) remained 
above the null value (table). We found 
no association between current use 
of antithyroid drugs and adverse 
outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection 
after propensity score weighting 
(table). Extending follow-up to 60 days 
(appendix p 11), taking different test 
strategies into account (appendix p 12), 
or including patients who had ever 
used levothyroxine or antithyroid drugs 
(appendix p 13) showed similar results 
for users of antithyroid drugs as in the 
main analysis, but for patients treated 
for hypothyroidism, the increased risk 
for hospitalisation and risk of dialysis 
shown in the main analysis was not 
found in the supplementary analyses.

Using population-based data we 
examined the risk of contracting 
SARS-CoV-2 and the prognosis of 
SARS-CoV-2 infection in patients 
treated for hypothyroidism or 
hyperthyroidism. The risk of testing 
positive for SARS-CoV-2 did not 
differ between patients treated for 
hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism 

or hyperthyroidism. Patients using 
levothyroxine were defined as having 
hypothyroidism, patients using 
antithyroid drugs were defined as 
having hyperthyroidism, and patients 
who had never used levothyroxine 
or antithyroid drugs were classified 
as being euthyroid. The case-control 
study included all individuals who 
tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 
(n=2 400 609) or positive for SARS-
CoV-2 (n=28 078) in Denmark between 
Feb 27 and Sept 30, 2020. Odds ratios 
(ORs) and 95% CIs for testing positive 
for SARS-CoV-2 were estimated 
comparing users of levothyroxine or 
antithyroid drugs with non-users. 
Confounding was handled using 
matching (ratio of cases to controls 
1:10; matched by age, sex, and week of 
test) and multivariable regression. The 
cohort study included only patients 
who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 
between Feb 27 and Aug 31, 2020 
(n=16 502; baseline characteristics for 
the case-control study and the cohort 
study are shown in appendix pp 9–10). 
We estimated crude and confounder 
adjusted risk ratios (RR) and risk 
differences (RD) with 95% CIs for 
mortality, hospital stay beyond 12 h, 
intensive care unit admission, use of 
mechanical ventilation, and dialysis, all 
during the 30 days after a positive test 
for SARS-CoV-2 using generalised linear 
models (binomial distribution, log 
link, or identity link) with propensity 
score derived weights. Patients who 
had never used levothyroxine or 
antithyroid drugs were weighted 
according to the propensity score odds, 
whereas patients with hypothyroidism 
or hyperthyroidism were assigned a 
weight of 1 (see appendix pp 1–3 for 
exposures, outcomes, and statistical 
analyses).  

In the case-control study, 809 (2∙9%) 
of 28 078 SARS-CoV-2-positive patients 
and 7 994 (2∙9%) of 280 007 matched 
SARS-CoV-2-negative patients were 
using levothyroxine; whereas 91 
(0∙3%) SARS-CoV-2-positive patients 
and 936 (0∙3%) SARS-CoV-2-negative 
patients were using antithyroid drugs 

Risk and course of 
SARS-CoV-2 infection in 
patients treated for 
hypothyroidism and 
hyperthyroidism 

COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2, has 
spread dramatically, and by the end of 
January, 2021, had affected more than 
100 million people, claiming more 
than 2∙2 million lives. Older age, male 
sex, and the presence of comorbidities, 
such as hypertension, obesity, and 
diabetes have been identified as risk 
factors for severe disease and death.1  

Patients with hypothyroidism 
or hyperthyroidism might have an 
increased risk of developing a severe 
course of COVID-19. First, because 
SARS-CoV-2 uses angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) as a 
receptor for host-cell entry,2 thyroid 
dysfunction might influence the risk 
and course of COVID-19 because the 
tissue distribution of ACE2 is influenced 
by serum concentrations of thyroid 
hormones.3 Second, patients with 
hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism 
have an increased burden of 
cardiovascular4,5 and psychiatric6 
comorbidities, which are also reported 
in patients with severe COVID-19. 
Third, the susceptibility to infection and 
course of infection might be negatively 
affected by thyroid dysfunction.7 
Whether these pathophysiological 
observations in patients with thyroid 
disease translate into increased risk of 
acquiring or a worse prognosis of SARS-
CoV-2 infection is unknown. Because 
hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism 
are common conditions, any such 
increased risk would have an important 
public health impact.

An absence of robust data prompted 
us to do a population-based case-
control and cohort study using data 
from the Danish COVID-19 cohort8 
(appendix p 1) to evaluate the risk 
of contracting SARS-CoV-2 and the 
prognosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection in 
patients treated for hypothyroidism 

See Online for appendix
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interpretation is that the excess risk 
observed in the crude analysis is 
mainly caused by comorbidity and 
not by the thyroid dysfunction per se. 
Other interpretations are possible but 
a formal causal analysis of the interplay 
between treatment of hypothyroidism 
and hyperthyroidism, comorbidity and 
co-prescribed medication is outside 
the scope of this paper.

The following factors should be 
considered when interpreting the 
absence of an association between 
hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism 
and risk and course of SARS-CoV-2 
infection. First, the effect of thyroid 
hormones per se on the innate and 

system can be generalised to other 
settings. 

These results suggest that receiving 
treatment for thyroid dysfunction 
should not affect the clinical 
management of the patient’s risk of 
acquiring SARS-CoV-2 infection, or 
the management of patients who 
already contracted the infection. The 
crude analysis shows an excess risk 
of adverse outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 
infection in patients treated for 
hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism, 
but these associations attenuate 
after adjustment for comorbidity and 
temporal changes in the Danish SARS-
CoV-2 test strategy. One possible 

and individuals in the control 
group. Likewise, patients treated for 
hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism did 
not have an increased risk of adverse 
outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection, 
such as hospitalisation and death, 
after adjustment for confounders. 
Findings were robust in a range of 
supplementary analyses. Recently, 
evaluation of a small sample (n=3703) 
of SARS-CoV-2-positive patients, 
ascertained through the New York City 
health system, showed similar findings 
with respect to hypothyroidism and 
course of SARS-CoV-2 infection,9 
indicating that our findings obtained 
in a uniform, tax-financed health-care 

Patients treated for 
hypothyroidism

Individuals presumed to 
be euthyroid*

Hypothyroidism vs 
euthyroidism

Patients treated for 
hyperthyroidism

Individuals presumed to 
be euthyroid†

Hyperthyroidism vs 
euthyroidism

Events Risk  
(95% CI)

Events Risk  
(95% CI)

Risk 
difference 
(95% CI)

Risk ratio
(95% CI)

Events Risk  
(95% CI)

Events Risk  
(95% CI)

Risk 
difference 
(95% CI)

Risk ratio
(95% CI)

Crude analysis

Death 47/572 8∙2%  
(6∙0 to 
10∙5)

544/15 855 3∙4%  
(3∙1 to 3∙7)

4∙8%  
(2∙5 to 7∙1)

2∙39  
(1∙80 to 
3∙19)

13/75 17∙3%  
(8∙8 to 
25∙9)

544/15 855 3∙4% 
(3∙1 to 3∙7)

13∙9% 
(5∙3 to 
22∙5)

5∙05  
(3∙06 to 
8∙34)

Hospital admission 133/529 25∙1%  
(21∙4 to 
28∙8)

1773/15 145 11∙7% 
(11∙2 to 
12∙2)

13∙4%  
(9∙7 to 
17∙2)

2∙15  
(1∙84 to 
2∙50)

18/63 28∙6% 
(17∙4 to 
39∙7)

1773/15 145 11∙7% 
(11∙2 to 
12∙2)

16∙9% 
(5∙7 to 
28∙0)

2∙44  
(1∙65 to 
3∙62)

Intensive care unit 
admission

NA NA NA NA 1∙8%  
(0∙2 to 
3∙4)

1∙88  
(1∙23 to 
2∙87)

NA NA NA NA 0∙6%  
(–3∙1 to 
4∙3)

1∙31  
(0∙33 to 
5∙17)

Mechanical ventilation NA NA NA NA 1∙2% 
(–0∙2 to 
2∙6)

1∙75  
(1∙06 to 
2∙87)

NA NA NA NA 1∙1%  
(–2∙6 to 
4∙8)

1∙68  
(0∙43 to 
6∙65)

Dialysis NA NA NA NA 1∙1% (0∙1 
to 2∙1)

3∙24  
(1∙63 to 
6∙44)

NA NA NA NA 2∙2% (–1∙5 
to 5∙8)

5∙49  
(1∙37 to 
21∙93)

Propensity score weighted analysis

Death 47/572 8∙2%  
(6∙0 to 
10∙5)

54/574 9∙4%  
(8∙4 to 
10∙5)

–1∙2% 
(–3∙7 to 
1∙3)

0∙87  
(0∙65 to 
1∙17)

13/75 17∙3%  
(8∙8 to 
25∙9)

12/75 16∙7% 
(14∙5 to 
19∙0)

0∙6%  
(–8∙3 to 
9∙5)

1∙04 
 (0∙62 to 
1∙73)

Hospital admission 133/529 25∙1%  
(21∙4 to 
28∙8)

108/513 21∙1% 
(19∙8 to 
22∙4)

4∙1%  
(0∙1 to 
8∙0)

1∙19  
(1∙02 to 
1∙40)

18/63 28∙6% 
(17∙6 to 
39∙7)

16/62 24∙9% 
(22∙7 to 
27∙1)

3∙6%  
(–7∙7 to 
15∙0)

1∙15  
(0∙77 to 
1∙71)

Intensive care unit 
admission

NA NA NA NA 1∙0% 
 (–0∙7 to 
2∙6)

1∙34  
(0∙86 to 
2∙08)

NA NA NA NA –0∙3% 
(–4∙0 to 
3∙5)

0∙90 
(0∙23 to 
3∙60)

Mechanical ventilation NA NA NA NA 0∙7%  
(–0∙7 to 
2∙1)

1∙32  
(0∙79 to 
2∙22)

NA NA NA NA 0∙7% 
 (–3∙0 to 
4∙4)

1∙35  
0∙34 to 
5∙39)

Dialysis NA NA NA NA 0∙9%  
(–0∙2 to 
1∙9)

2∙23  
(1∙06 to 
4∙69)

NA NA NA NA 1∙9  
(–1∙7 to 
5∙6)

3∙62  
(0∙86 to 
15∙14)

NA=not available because precise counts cannot be reported due to Danish data confidentiality laws. *Individuals in the propensity score weighted analysis matched to patients with hypothyroidism. †Individuals 
in the propensity score weighted analysis matched to patients with hyperthyroidism.

Table: Risk, risk differences, and risk ratios for different outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection in patients treated for hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism compared with individuals 
presumed to be euthyroid
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increased risk of contracting SARS-
CoV-2 infection. The results also 
suggest that treatment for thyroid 
dysfunction, when controlling for 
relevant confounding, does not 
influence the prognosis of SARS-CoV-2 
infection. 
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adaptive immune response during 
infection,7 as well as the distribution 
and activity of ACE23 in humans, might 
not be sufficient to influence the risk 
and course of SARS-CoV-2. Second, 
even if thyroid hormones influence 
the expression of ACE2 significantly,3 
this might not affect the risk and 
course of SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
Large-scale studies do not show an 
association between ACE inhibitors and 
angiotensin receptor blockers (both 
increase the level of ACE2 substantially) 
and a severe course of SARS-CoV-2 
infection.10 Third, and possibly most 
important, all the patients in our study 
received treatment with levothyroxine 
or antithyroid drugs. Thus, we 
cannot rule out that our patients 
were euthyroid or that the severity of 
thyroid dysfunction at the time of the 
SARS-CoV-2 infection was minor and 
therefore without influence on the 
immune response during the infection. 
Having no access to biochemical data 
of thyroid function, it is not possible 
to examine this further. Moreover, we 
have no information on the cause of 
hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism 
in patients in our study, which would 
have allowed us to assess whether the 
risk and course of SARS-CoV-2 infection 
differs between autoimmune and non-
autoimmune thyroid dysfunction.

One strength of the present study is 
the use of validated Danish nationwide 
registers, which allow identification 
of all individuals tested for SARS-
CoV-2 during the study period, as 
well as individual information on 
prescription drug use, in-patient and 
out-patient hospital admissions, 
and death. By including patients 
managed in the primary health-care 
system (community settings) as well 
as patients treated in the secondary 
health-care system (hospital settings), 
our study sample, unlike many other 
studies, includes the entire clinical 
spectrum of patients infected with 
SARS-CoV-2. 

In conclusion, our results suggest that 
patients treated for hypothyroidism 
or hyperthyroidism do not have an 
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Appendix 

 

METHODS 

We conducted a population based case-control and cohort study to evaluate the risk and 

prognosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection in individuals treated for hypo- or hyperthyroidism, 

compared to individuals without thyroid dysfunction. The case-control study included all 

individuals who tested negative (controls) or positive for SARS-CoV-2 (cases) in Denmark 

between 27th February and 30th September 2020. The cohort study included only subjects 

testing positive between 27th February and 31th August 2020. For a graphical presentation 

of the study design of the case-control and cohort study, see Figure 1. The study results are 

reported as per the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology 

guideline.1 The institutional data protection board at the University of Southern Denmark and 

the Danish Health Data Authority have approved the study. According to Danish law, studies 

based entirely on register data do not require review from an ethics committee.2  

 

Data sources 

Data on individuals tested for SARS-CoV-2 were obtained from the Danish COVID-19 cohort 

3. We acquired data on age, sex, migrations 4, vital status 5, redeemed prescription drugs 6 

and hospital contacts and discharge diagnoses 7 from the Danish national health registries. 

For details, regarding specific registries see table 1.  

 

Exposures 

The exposures of interest were hypo- and hyperthyroidism. Hypothyroidism was defined as 

current use of levothyroxine (L-T4), while hyperthyroidism was defined as current use of 

anti-thyroid drugs (ATD). Persons concomitantly treated with L-T4 and ATD were classified 

as having hyperthyroidism. Current use was defined as a filled prescription for L-T4/ATD 

within 180 days before the SARS-CoV-2 test date. Never users of L-T4 and/or ATD were 

assumed to have a normal thyroid function.. ATC codes used to define exposures are given 

in table 2. 

 

Follow up 
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In the cohort analysis, patients were followed from the date of their positive test for SARS-

CoV-2 and the following 30 days for all outcomes of interest. Individuals who emigrated 

during follow up were excluded from the study (N=8).  

 

Outcomes 

Case-control study 

When evaluating the risk of contracting SARS-CoV-2 infection, the main outcome of interest 

was a positive test for SARS-CoV-2. Individuals with a negative test were classified as 

controls. 

Cohort study 

When evaluating the prognosis of SARS-CoV-2 infections in patients treated for hypo- or 

hyperthyroidism, the primary outcome was 30-day mortality after a positive test for SARS-

CoV-2. Additional outcomes included, hospital stay beyond 12 hours, intensive care unit 

(ICU) admission, use of mechanical ventilation and renal replacement therapy, following 30 

days after a positive test for SARS-CoV-2. Individuals who experienced the outcome of 

interest during the 30 days prior to the positive test were excluded from respective analyses.  

 

Confounding 

Case control study 

In the case control analysis, confounding was handled by matching and multivariate 

regression. Test negative individuals were matched in a 10:1 ratio to SARS-CoV-2 positive 

individuals based on age, sex and week of test. We included the following covariates in the 

multivariate regression model: occupation as a health care worker, ever use of 

antihypertensives, antidiabetic drugs, antipsychotics, and a medical history of 

cardiovascular disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and obesity. 

Cohort study 

In the cohort analysis, propensity score (PS) methods 8 were used to adjust for measured 

confounder variables. PSs were estimated using logistic regression, with current use of L-

T4 or ATD as the dependent variable and known confounders and risk factors of severe 

COVID-19 as independent variables (supplementary table 1). Separate PSs were estimated 

for current L-T4 and ATD use. To create a pseudo-population with a covariate distribution 

approximating the distribution of the exposed cohort 9, individuals with normal thyroid 
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function, defined as never-users of L-T4/ATD, were weighted according to their propensity 

score odds (𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑠 =  
𝑃𝑆

1 − 𝑃𝑆
). Individuals with hypo- or hyperthyroidism were assigned a 

weight of 1∙0.  

 

Statistical analyses 

Descriptive statistics were used to characterize cohorts at baseline. Categorical variables 

were described using counts and frequencies. Continuous variables were presented as 

medians and interquartile ranges. Differences between weighted cohorts were assessed 

using standardized mean differences, and differences below 0∙1 were considered 

negligible10.  

In the case-control study, we used conditional logistic regression to obtain crude and 

adjusted odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for treatment for hypo- or 

hyperthyroidism as determinants for a positive test for SARS-CoV-2.  

In the cohort study, we obtained unweighted and PS weighted risks, risk differences (RD) 

and risk ratios (RR) with 95% CIs, using generalized linear models with a binomial 

distribution, comparing SARS-CoV-2 positive patients treated for hypo- or hyperthyroidism 

to SARS-CoV-2 positive patients without thyroid dysfunction. In weighted analyses, robust 

95% CIs were estimated using the sandwich estimator of variance. 

We explored potential effect modification by time-varying test strategies, by obtaining risk 

estimates stratified according to SARS-CoV-2 testing guidelines in Denmark, i.e. before 

(only symptomatic individuals were tested) or after 21st of April 2020 (widespread testing of 

hospitalized and non-hospitalized individuals). 

 

Sensitivity and supplementary analyses 

To account for delayed disease progression, risk estimates in the cohort analysis were also 

obtained for an extended follow up of 60 days. 

 

Role of the funding source 

This study is unfunded. All authors had full access to all the data. The corresponding author 

(THB) takes full responsibility for the integrity of the data, the accuracy of the data analysis 

and had the final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication. 
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Data sharing 
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Table 1. Overview of data sources and information obtained from specific registries. 

 

Registry Citation Period Information obtained Variables 

Danish Register of 

Medicinal Product 

Statistics 

Pottegård et al.6 1995-present All redeemed 

prescriptions from 

community pharmacies in 

the period 1995-2018 

ATC-code, fill date 

Danish National 

Patient Registry 

Schmidt et al.7 1994-present In- and outpatient hospital 

diagnoses in the period 

1977-2018 

ICD-10 code, admission date, 

intensive care unit admission, 

mechanical ventilation, renal 

replacement therapy 

Civil Registration 

System 

Pedersen 4 1995-present Age, sex and migrations Birthdate, sex, immigration date, 

emigration date 

The Danish 

Register of Causes 

of Death 

Helweg-Larsen et al.5 1994-present Date of death Date of death 

 

ATC, anatomical therapeutical classification. ICD-10, international classification of diseases and related 

health problems 10th revision 
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Table 2. Codes used to define exposures, outcomes and covariates. 

 
Data source Time frame before event Coding system Inclusion codes 

Exposures 
    

Current use of Thyroxine DRMPS 180 days ATC H03A 

Current use of ATD DRMPS 180 days ATC H03B 

Former use of ATD DRMPS 

All available lookback up to 

180 days prior to SARS-CoV-2 

test ATC H03B 

     

Outcomes 
    

Death DCDR 
All available lookback   

Intensive care unit DNRP 
 

SKS NABE,NABB 

Mechanical ventilation DNRP 
 

SKS BGDA0 

Acute renal replacement therapy DNRP 

 

SKS BJFD0 

     

Covariates 
    

Age CRS 
   

Sex CRS 
   

Health care worker DC19   Occupation: medical doctor, nurse 

Hospital diagnosis of 
    

Hypertension DNRP 
All available lookback 

ICD-10 I10, I15 

Cardiovascular disease DNRP 
All available lookback 

ICD-10 I20-I25, I47-I50 

Ischaemic stroke DNRP 
All available lookback 

ICD-10 I63, I64 

hypertriglyceridemia and 

dyslipidemia DNRP 

All available lookback 

ICD-10 E78∙0-78∙2 

Diabetes DNRP 
All available lookback 

ICD-10 E10-14 

Chronic obstructive lung disease DNRP 

All available lookback 

ICD-10 J41-44 

Asthma DNRP 
All available lookback 

ICD-10 J45, J46 

Obesity DNRP 
All available lookback 

ICD-10 E66 

Dementia DNRP 
All available lookback 

ICD-10 F01-04 

Malignant neoplasms DNRP 

All available lookback 

ICD-10 C00-97 (excluding C44) 
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Chronic kidney disease DNRP 

All available lookback 

ICD-10 

N00, N01, N03-N06, N08.8, N14.1, 

N14.2, N16.8, N17, N25.1, N26, 

N27 

Liver disease DNPR 

All available lookback 

ICD-10 

B18, K70.0- K70.3, K709, K71, 

K73, K74, K76.0, B15.0, B16.0, 

B16.2, B19.0, K70.4, K72, K76.6, 

I85 

Alcohol related disorders DNPR 

All available lookback 

ICD-10 

F10, E24.4, G31.2, G62.1, G72.1, 

I42.6, K29.2, K70, K85.2, K86.0, 

Q86.0, Z50.2, Z71.4, Z72.1 

Rheumatoid arthritis/collagen 

vascular disorders DNPR 

All available lookback 

ICD-10 

L94.0, L94.1, L94.3, M05, M06, 

M08, M12.0, M12.3, M30, M31.0 - 

M31.3, M32-M35, M45, M46.1, 

M46.8, M46.9 

Chronic inflammatory bowel 

disease DNPR 

All available lookback 

ICD-10 K50 & K51 

Ever use of 
    

Antihypertensive agents DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC C03, C07, C08, C09 

Antidiabetic agents DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC A10 

statins and fibrates DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC C10AA & C10AB 

Antidepressants DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC N06A 

Antipsychotics DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC N05A 

Hypnotic/sedatives DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC N05C 

Inhaled corticosteroids DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC R03B 

Inhaled Adrenergics DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC R03A 

Immunosuppressants DRMPS 
All available lookback 

ATC L04 

 

DRMPS: Danish register of medicinal product statistics, DCDR: Danish cause ofd death registry, CRS: Civil 

registration system, DNPR: Danish national patient registry, DC19: Danish COVID-19 cohort, ICD-10: Internal 

classification of diseases and related health problems 10th revision, ATC: Anatomical therapeutical classification, SKS: 

Sygehusets klassifikations system (Hospital classification system). 
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Table 3. Baseline characteristics of cases and controls according to study design. 

 Case control study Cohort study 

 
SARS-CoV-2 positivea SARS-CoV-2 negativeb Hypothyroidism Hyperthyroidism 

Assumable 

Euthyroid personsc 

Number 28∙078 280∙007d 
572 75 15∙855 

Age, median (IQR) 41 (24-56) 40 (24-56) 59 (46-73) 73 (52-86) 44 (27-58) 

Sex (male) 13∙286 (47∙3) 132∙427 (47∙3) 97 (17∙0) 21 (28∙0) 7∙407 (46∙7) 

Prescription drug use      

  Antihypertensives 7∙228 (25∙7) 75∙062 (26∙8) 305 (53∙3) 59 (78∙7) 4∙030 (25∙4) 

  Antidiabetic drugs 2∙353 (8∙4) 19∙232 (6∙9) 119 (20∙8) 13 (17∙3) 1∙182 (7∙5) 

  Statins and fibrates 4∙343 (15∙5) 42∙498 (15∙2) 211 (36∙9) 29 (38∙7) 2∙518 (15∙9) 

  Antidepressants 5∙350 (19∙1) 63∙618 (22∙7) 216 (37∙8) 26 (34∙7) 3∙081 (19∙4) 

  Antipsychotics 1∙913 (6∙8) 22∙319 (8∙0) 67 (11∙7) 11 (14∙7) 940 (5∙9) 

  Hypnotics 4∙455 (15∙9) 50∙645 (18∙1) 169 (29∙5) 20 (26∙7) 2∙562 (16∙2) 

  Inhaled corticosteroids 4∙001 (14∙2) 43∙993 (15∙7) 97 (17∙0) 14 (18∙7) 2∙022 (12∙8) 

  Inhaled adrenergics 6∙820 (24∙3) 75∙979 (27∙1) 181 (31∙6) 27 (36∙0) 3∙698 (23∙3) 

  Immunosuppressants 936 (3∙3) 9∙512 (3∙4) 13 (2∙3) NA 292 (1∙8) 

Prior diagnosis of      

  Hypertension 3∙041 (10∙8) 30∙457 (10∙9) 156 (27∙3) 32 (42∙7) 1∙624 (10∙2) 

  Cardiovascular disease 3∙026 (10∙8) 30∙004 (10∙7) 140 (24∙5) 31 (41∙3) 1∙623 (10∙2) 

  Ischaemic stroke 1∙164 (4∙1) 10∙638 (3∙8) 38 (6∙6) 14 (18∙7) 447 (2∙8) 

  Dyslipidemia 1∙569 (5∙6) 14∙788 (5∙3) 61 (10∙7) 12 (16∙0) 658 (4∙2) 

  Diabetes 1∙737 (6∙2) 14∙769 (5∙3) 86 (15∙0) 12 (16∙0) 769 (4∙9) 

  COPD 1∙186 (4∙2) 13∙325 (4∙8) 43 (7∙5) 10 (13∙3) 448 (2∙8) 

  Asthma 2∙305 (8∙2) 23∙855 (8∙5) 51 (8∙9) 5 (6∙7) 1∙026 (6∙5) 

  Obesity 2∙380 (8∙5) 23∙545 (8∙4) 93 (16∙3) 7 (9∙3) 1∙132 (7∙1) 

  Dementia 741 (2∙6) 5∙307 (1∙9) 17 (3∙0) 7 (9∙3) 156 (1∙0) 

  Cancer 1∙884 (6∙7) 19∙770 (7∙1) 68 (11∙9) 13 (17∙3) 892 (5∙6) 

  Chronic kidney disease 741 (2∙6) 5∙898 (2∙1) 18 (3∙1) NA 135 (0∙9) 

  Liver disease 897 (3∙2) 7∙808 (2∙8) 10 (1∙7) NA 244 (1∙5) 

  ARD 1∙121 (4∙0) 14∙110 (5∙0) 8 (1∙4) 0 389 (2∙5) 

  Rheumatoid arthritis 1∙230 (4∙4) 11∙882 (4∙2) 30 (5∙2) NA 441 (2∙8) 

  IBD 862 (3∙1) 8∙151 (2∙9) 8 (1∙4) NA 203 (1∙3) 
 

a 809 (2∙9%) and 91 (0∙3% ) of 28∙078 SARS-CoV-2-positive patients were using levothyroxine and antithyroid drugs, respectively. 
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b 7 994 (2∙9%) and 936 (0∙3%) of 280∙007 SARS-CoV-2-negative patients were using levothyroxine and antithyroid drugs, respectively. 
 c Assumable euthyroid persons is defined as never users of levothyroxine and/or antithyroid drugs. 
d the number 280 007 of SARS-CoV-2 negative is after matching. 

QR = interquartile range, COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, ARD = Alcohol related disorders, and IBD = Inflammatory bowel   disease. 
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Table 4. Risk differences and risk ratios for different outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection in patients treated for hypo- and hyperthyroidism with 60 days of 

follow-up. 

 

 Hypothyroidism Hyperthyroidism 

Outcome Risk difference (%) Relative risk Risk difference (%) Relative risk 

Unweighted     

Death 5∙3 (2∙7-8∙0) 2∙13 (1∙62-2∙80) 14∙4 (5∙0-23∙7) 4∙05 (2∙47-6∙64) 

Hospital-admission 13∙0 (8∙8-17∙1) 1∙87 (1∙61-2∙18) 22∙7 (10∙0-35∙4) 2∙53 (1∙80-3∙55) 

ICU-admission 1∙6 (-0∙1-3∙4) 1∙65 (1∙07-2∙53) 0∙4 (-3∙6-4∙5) 1∙18 (0∙30-4∙63) 

Mechanical ventilation 1∙0 (-0∙5-2∙5) 1∙51 (0∙90-2∙52) 1∙0 (-3∙1-5∙1) 1∙52 (0∙39-5∙97) 

Dialysis 1∙2 (0∙0-2∙3) 2∙98 (1∙50-5∙91) 2∙3 (-1∙7-6∙4) 4∙92 (1∙23-19∙64) 

PS weighted     

Death -1∙4 (-4∙2-1∙5) 0∙88 (0∙67-1∙17) -1∙1 (-10∙7-8∙6) 0∙95 (0∙57-1∙57) 

Hospital-admission 3∙5 (-0∙8-7∙8) 1∙14 (0∙98-1∙34) 8∙8 (-4∙2-21∙7) 1∙31 (0∙92-1∙85) 

ICU-admission 0∙9 (-0∙9-2∙8) 1∙29 (0∙82-2∙03) -0∙4 (-4∙5-3∙7) 0∙88 (0∙22-3∙52) 

Mechanical ventilation 0∙6 (-0∙9-2∙2) 1∙26 (0∙74-2∙15) 0∙8 (-3∙3-4∙9) 1∙34 (0∙34-5∙35) 

Dialysis 1∙0 (-0∙2-2∙2) 2∙32 (1∙10-4∙91) 2∙2 (-1∙8-6∙2) 3∙91 (0∙93-16∙37) 
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Table 5. Risk differences and risk ratios comparing L-T4 and ATD users to never users, stratified according to time varying test strategies (before and after 21-04-2020). 

 

 

  Unweighted PS weighted 

Test strategy Outcome Risk difference, % (95% CI) Risk ratio (95% CI) Risk difference, % (95% CI) Risk ratio (95% CI) 

L-T4           

  Widespread testing Death 4∙0 (1∙2-6∙8) 3∙49 (2∙08-5∙87) 0∙2 (-2∙8-3∙2) 1∙04 (0∙60-1∙78) 

                               Hospitalization 10∙6 (6∙0-15∙2) 3∙02 (2∙23-4∙10) 4∙2 (-0∙7-9∙1) 1∙36 (0∙99-1∙88) 

  Only symptomatic individuals Death 4∙8 (1∙4-8∙3) 1∙86 (1∙32-2∙62) -2∙3 (-6∙1-1∙5) 0∙82 (0∙58-1∙16) 

 Hospitalization 13∙2 (7∙7-18∙7) 1∙67 (1∙41-1∙98) 3∙6 (-2∙2-9∙4) 1∙12 (0∙94-1∙34) 

ATD           

  Widespread testing Death 13∙1 (1∙2-25∙0) 9∙08 (3∙97-20∙73) 3∙1 (-9∙1-15∙4) 1∙27 (0∙55-2∙96) 

 Hospitalization 17∙0 (1∙3-32∙7) 4∙24 (2∙08-8∙64) 5∙2 (-10∙7-21∙2) 1∙31 (0∙63-2∙71) 

  Only symptomatic individuals Death 13∙9 (1∙8-26∙1) 3∙48 (1∙86-6∙54) -1∙8 (-14∙4-10∙8) 0∙91 (0∙48-1∙74) 

 Hospitalization 13∙7 (-1∙8-29∙1) 1∙69 (1∙06-2∙70) 1∙2 (-14∙5-16∙9) 1∙04 (0∙65-1∙66) 

       

     
L-T4: Levothyroxine, ATD: antithyroid drug, PS:propensity score 
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Table 6. Risk differences and relative risk ratios for different outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection in ever users of 

L-T4 and ATD 

 

 

 

L-T4 users ATD users 

 

Outcome 

Risk difference in % 

(95% CI) 

Relative risk 

(95% CI) 

Risk difference in % 

(95% CI) 

Relative risk 

(95% CI) 

Unweighted     

Death 4∙6 (2∙6-6∙6) 2∙33 (1∙79-3∙02) 7∙7 (3∙3-12∙1) 3∙25 (2∙18-4∙87) 

Hospital-admission 12∙2 (9∙0-15∙5) 2∙04 (1∙77-2∙35) 9∙0 (2∙9-15∙0) 1∙77 (1∙32-2∙37) 

ICU-admission 1∙3 (-0∙1-2∙6) 1∙61 (1∙07-2∙42) 0∙5 (-1∙7-2∙7) 1∙24 (0∙52-2∙96) 

Mechanical ventilation 0∙7 (-0∙4-1∙9) 1∙46 (0∙90-2∙37) 0∙9 (-1∙3-3∙2) 1∙59 (0∙66-3∙81) 

Dialysis 0∙9 (0∙0-1∙7) 2∙84 (1∙48-5∙46) 1∙5 (-0∙4-3∙5) 4∙18 (1∙54-11∙31) 

PS weighted     

Death -1∙4 (-3∙6-0∙8) 0∙85 (0∙65-1∙12) -5∙6 (-10∙5--0∙6) 0∙67 (0∙44-1∙01) 

Hospital-admission 2∙9 (-0∙6-6∙3) 1∙14 (0∙98-1∙32) -4∙2 (-10∙6-2∙2) 0∙83 (0∙61-1∙12) 

ICU-admission 0∙4 (-1∙0-1∙8) 1∙15 (0∙75-1∙76) -0∙4 (-2∙7-1∙9) 0∙85 (0∙35-2∙08) 

Mechanical ventilation 0∙2 (-0∙9-1∙4) 1∙11 (0∙67-1∙83) 0∙5 (-1∙7-2∙8) 1∙27 (0∙52-3∙11) 

Dialysis 0∙7 (-0∙2-1∙6) 1∙96 (0∙96-4∙00) 1∙3 (-0∙7-3∙3) 2∙75 (0∙96-7∙94) 
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Articles

Post-acute effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection in individuals not 
requiring hospital admission: a Danish population-based 
cohort study
Lars Christian Lund, Jesper Hallas, Henrik Nielsen, Anders Koch, Stine Hasling Mogensen, Nikolai Constantin Brun, Christian Fynbo Christiansen, 
Reimar Wernich Thomsen, Anton Pottegård

Summary
Background Individuals admitted to hospital for COVID-19 might have persisting symptoms (so-called long COVID) 
and delayed complications after discharge. However, little is known regarding the risk for those not admitted to 
hospital. We therefore examined prescription drug and health-care use after SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring 
hospital admission.

Methods This was a population-based cohort study using the Danish prescription, patient, and health insurance 
registries. All individuals with a positive or negative RT-PCR test for SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark between Feb 27 and 
May 31, 2020, were eligible for inclusion. Outcomes of interest were delayed acute complications, chronic disease, 
hospital visits due to persisting symptoms, and prescription drug use. We used data from non-hospitalised 
SARS-CoV-2-positive and matched SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals from 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 
test to obtain propensity score-weighted risk differences (RDs) and risk ratios (RRs) for initiation of 14 drug groups 
and 27 hospital diagnoses indicative of potential post-acute effects. We also calculated prior event rate ratio-adjusted 
rate ratios of overall health-care use. This study is registered in the EU Electronic Register of Post-Authorisation 
Studies (EUPAS37658).

Findings 10 498 eligible individuals tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark from Feb 27 to May 31, 2020, of whom 
8983 (85·6%) were alive and not admitted to hospital 2 weeks after their positive test. The matched SARS-CoV-2-
negative reference population not admitted to hospital consisted of 80 894 individuals. Compared with SARS-CoV-2-
negative individuals, SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals were not at an increased risk of initiating new drugs (RD <0·1%) 
except bronchodilating agents, specifically short-acting β2-agonists (117 [1·7%] of 6935 positive individuals vs 
743 [1·3%] of 57 206 negative individuals; RD +0·4% [95% CI 0·1–0·7]; RR 1·32 [1·09–1·60]) and triptans (33 [0·4%] 
of 8292 vs 198 [0·3%] of 72 828; RD +0·1% [0·0–0·3]; RR 1·55 [1·07–2·25]). There was an increased risk of receiving 
hospital diagnoses of dyspnoea (103 [1·2%] of 8676 vs 499 [0·7%] of 76 728; RD +0·6% [0·4–0·8]; RR 2·00 [1·62–2·48]) 
and venous thromboembolism (20 [0·2%] of 8785 vs 110 [0·1%] of 78 872; RD +0·1% [0·0–0·2]; RR 1·77 [1·09–2·86]) 
for SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals compared with negative individuals, but no increased risk of other diagnoses. 
Prior event rate ratio-adjusted rate ratios of overall general practitioner visits (1·18 [95% CI 1·15–1·22]) and outpatient 
hospital visits (1·10 [1·05–1·16]), but not hospital admission, showed increases among SARS-CoV-2-positive 
individuals compared with SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals.

Interpretation The absolute risk of severe post-acute complications after SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring hospital 
admission is low. However, increases in visits to general practitioners and outpatient hospital visits could indicate 
COVID-19 sequelae.

Funding None.

Copyright © The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd.

Introduction
COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2 is an urgent threat to 
global public health, with 140·3 million cases registered 
worldwide and 245 761 cases in Denmark as of 
April 23, 2021.1 Of these cases, more than 80% are 
expected to be mild or asymptomatic.2 Although an 
increasing body of evidence shows that individuals 
admitted to hospital for COVID-19 might have delayed 
complications such as myocarditis,3 pulmonary fibrosis,4 
encephalitis,5 thromboembolic events,6,7 and psychiatric 

illness,8 as well as persisting symptoms9 such as dyspnoea, 
cough, and fatigue, little is known about how often such 
post-acute complications occur in individuals with mild 
or asympto matic disease.10,11 Survey-based estimates of 
symptom persistence vary widely—eg, dyspnoea after 
recovery from primary SARS-CoV-2 infection has been 
reported in 10–20% of patients in one study11 and up to 
75% of patients in another study,12 but these studies were 
based on selected patient samples and did not have a 
control group. Therefore, we aimed to examine the 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/S1473-3099(21)00211-5&domain=pdf
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occurrence of post-acute effects 2 weeks to 6 months 
after SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring hospital 
admission, by assessing initiation of specific drugs, 
hospital diagnoses, and overall frequency of health-care 
encounters in a population-based cohort of SARS-CoV-2-
positive individuals who were not admitted to hospital 
compared with SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals.

Methods
Study design
This Danish population-based cohort study used the 
Danish national health registries and the Danish 
COVID-19 cohort.13 We examined incident drug use, 
hospital diagnoses, and overall health-care use extending 
from 2 weeks to 6 months after a positive SARS-CoV-2 test 
in individuals who did not require hospital admission. For 
initiation of drugs and first hospital diagnoses representing 
potential late complications of SARS-CoV-2 infection, we 
obtained risks, risk differences, and risk ratios compared 

with individuals who tested negative for SARS-CoV-2. For 
the total burden of general practitioner visits, outpatient 
clinic visits, emergency department visits, and hospital 
admissions, we calculated rates and prior event rate ratio 
(PERR)-adjusted rate ratios from 2 weeks to 6 months after 
a SARS-CoV-2 test for positive versus negative individuals 
(figure 1). This study was reported according to the 
Reporting of Studies Conducted Using Observational 
Routinely Collected Health Data statement. All source code 
used in this study is available online.

The institutional data protection board at the University 
of Southern Denmark and the Danish Health Data 
Authority approved the research project. According to 
Danish law, studies based entirely on registry data do not 
require approval from an ethics review board.14

Study population
All individuals with a positive or negative RT-PCR test 
for SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark between Feb 27 and 

Research in context

Evidence before this study
To identify existing studies on post-acute effects, delayed 
complications, or long-term effects of mild or asymptomatic 
SARS-CoV-2 infection, we searched PubMed from inception to 
Sept 25, 2020, (ie, the time of the public registration of the study 
protocol). We used the following search string: (COVID-19[title] 
OR SARS-CoV-2[title]) AND (((long-term[title/abstract] OR 
delayed[title/abstract]) AND complications[title/abstract]) OR 
sequelae[title/abstract] OR ((persistent[title/abstract] OR 
persistence[title/abstract]) AND symptoms[title/abstract])).

After the registration of the study protocol, up to Jan 22, 2021, 
additional literature was identified in relevant medical journals 
and preprint servers—eg, medRxiv. We mainly considered 
observational studies and reviews concerning post-acute or 
long-term effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection, but also considered 
case reports if they reported potential serious complications. 
Observational studies regarding post-acute complications of 
moderate to severe COVID-19—ie, in individuals admitted to 
hospital, reported a modest to high prevalence of severe late 
complications such as ischaemic stroke (1·6–2·5%), venous 
thromboembolism (1·5–21%), and reduced lung function 
(11–22%). We did not identify any studies investigating severe 
post-acute complications of mild or asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 
infection. We identified three published studies and one large, 
as of yet unpublished, patient-initiated survey investigating 
symptom persistence after SARS-CoV-2 infection in individuals 
not requiring hospital admission. Overall, the three published 
studies reported a high prevalence of symptoms such as 
persisting dyspnoea (10–30%) and fatigue (30–40%) up to 
6 months after SARS-CoV-2 infection. In the patient-initiated 
survey, which recruited individuals from “long COVID” support 
groups on social media, more than 95% had fatigue and more 
than 75% had dyspnoea. The main limitation for all studies was 
the absence of a control group of people without COVID-19.

Added value of this study
Our population-based cohort study includes all Danish residents 
who, during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, tested 
positive for SARS-CoV-2 yet were not admitted to hospital for 
COVID-19 (8983 individuals). As a reference, we identified a 
reference cohort, matched by age, sex, and calendar time, of 
80 894 individuals who tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 and 
were not admitted to hospital. We observed no increased risk 
(absolute risk difference <0·1%) of initiating 11 selected drug 
therapies or receiving one of 25 selected new hospital diagnoses 
considered potential post-acute effects of SARS-CoV-2 
infection, in the 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test, 
for individuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 compared 
with those who tested negative. Slightly increased risks were 
identified for initiating bronchodilating agents (risk difference 
[RD] +0·3%), specifically short-acting β-2 agonists (RD +0·4%), 
and triptans (+0·1%), and for new hospital diagnoses of 
dyspnoea (+0·6%) and venous thromboembolism (+0·1%). 
We found a low risk (<0·4%) of hospital contacts for previously 
reported persisting symptoms (anosmia, fatigue, and non-
specific pain). This finding might indicate that these symptoms 
are primarily managed by general practitioners, whom positive 
individuals visited 1·18 times more often from 2 weeks after 
the SARS-CoV-2 test than negative individuals.

Implications of all the available evidence
The absolute risk of delayed acute complications after 
SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring hospital admission is low, 
although late venous thromboembolism might occur. 
SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals are at an increased risk of 
initiating bronchodilator therapy and being seen at hospital 
with dyspnoea 2 weeks to 6 months after primary infection. 
The increased rate of general practitioner and outpatient 
hospital visits could indicate persistent symptoms.

For source code used in the 
study see https://source.

coderefinery.org/lcl/postacute-
covid19/

https://source.coderefinery.org/lcl/postacute-covid19/
https://source.coderefinery.org/lcl/postacute-covid19/
https://source.coderefinery.org/lcl/postacute-covid19/
https://source.coderefinery.org/lcl/postacute-covid19/
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May 31, 2020, were eligible for inclusion. Individuals 
who had less than 1 year of residency in Denmark, had 
inconclusive test results, or died in the 2 weeks after their 
test were excluded.

Setting
All tests during the study period were RT-PCR tests. 
During the inclusion period, Denmark was affected by the 
global shortage of reagents for SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR tests, 
which led to the following test strategy: until March 12, 
only symptomatic individuals with a travel history to 
mainland China or northern Italy were tested. From 
March 12 to April 21, testing was available for all individuals 
who had moderate to severe symptoms of respiratory tract 
infection. From April 21, testing of individuals with mild 
symptoms and asymptomatic contacts was gradually 
introduced and on May 18, testing for SARS-CoV-2 was 
made available for anyone free of charge.13

The Danish hospital system operated below maximum 
capacity during the entire study period. The highest 
strain placed on the hospital system was April 1, 2020, 
when 34% of intensive care beds (146 patients in intensive 
care of a normal capacity of 433, which could have 
been escalated to 925) and 3·3% of all hospital beds 
(535 patients of about 15 000 hospital beds) were occupied 
by patients with COVID-19. All elective hospital out-
patient visits were canceled from March 11 to April 18, 
after which normal activity resumed.

Cohorts
Three cohorts were included in the study. The main 
exposed cohort comprised individuals with SARS-CoV-2 
infection not requiring hospital admission, assessed at 
2 weeks after their first positive SARS-CoV-2 test. The 
comparison cohort comprised individuals who tested 
negative for SARS-CoV-2 and were not admitted to 
hospital. For every non-hospitalised SARS-CoV-2-positive 
individual, we randomly sampled up to ten individuals 
with negative test results, without replacement, matching 
birth year, sex, and week of test.

To contextualise findings from the main analyses of 
non-hospitalised, SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals, we 
identified a cohort of SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals 
who were admitted to hospital. These individuals were 
hospitalised on the day of the positive test or during the 
2 weeks after, were discharged alive, and were not 
readmitted in the 2 weeks after discharge. Individuals 
who were discharged after May 31 were excluded from 
further analyses.

Outcomes
Outcomes of interest were delayed acute complications, 
chronic disease, persisting symptoms, and prescription 
drug use (appendix pp 7–9). We focused on health out-
comes that have been suggested to be related to 
SARS-CoV-2 beyond the acute infection.15

We identified initiation of prescription drugs repre-
senting possible late or delayed complications or persistent 
symptoms6,8,10,16 of SARS-CoV-2 infection using the Danish 
Prescription Registry,17 including broncho dilators, cough 
preparations, analgesics, platelet inhibitors, anticoagulants, 
glucose-lowering drugs, antidepressants, anxiolytics, and 
antipsychotics. Information on diagnoses representing 
possible delayed complications, new onset of chronic 
disease, and persisting symptoms leading to hospital 
contact after SARS-CoV-2 infection3,4,6,8,18–22 was obtained 
from inpatient and outpatient hospital diagnoses recorded 
in the Danish National Patient Registry.23 For the outcome 
of acute kidney injury (appendix p 3), data on creatinine 
measurements were obtained from the Danish National 
Laboratory database.24

Regarding health-care use, we established overall event 
rates of general practitioner visits, hospital outpatient 
visits, emergency department visits, and hospital 
admissions per 1000 individuals between 6 months 
and 2 weeks before a SARS-CoV-2 test and 2 weeks 
to 6 months after the test, counting multiple visits 
per individual. Data on general practitioner visits was 
obtained from the Danish National Health Insurance 
Register.14

See Online for appendix

Figure 1: Study design for non-hospitalised individuals
*Analyses regarding new use of prescription drugs and first-ever diagnoses. †Analyses regarding reinitiation of prescription drugs.

Exclusion window: no prescription drug use and medical history (any time to day 13)*

–351 –180 –14

Time (days)

14 1800

Exclusion window: no hospital admission (day –14 to day 13)

Washout window: no prescriptions redeemed (day –351 to day 13)†

Baseline window for health-care use
(day –180 to day –15)

SARS-CoV-2 test (day 0)
Follow-up window: discharge diagnoses,
prescription drug use, and health-care use 
(day 14 to day 179)
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Statistical analysis
We assessed risks for initiation of new medications and 
for hospital contacts with first-ever diagnoses of interest 
from 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 
Individuals with a history of the prescription drug or 
hospital diagnosis of interest were excluded from 
respective analyses. Because the number of individuals 
in our cohort who emigrated during follow-up was 
considered negligible (24 [0·3%] of 8983 test-positive and 
165 [0·2%] of 80 894 test-negative individuals), these 
individuals were included in the calculation of risks.

For each outcome, risk differences (RDs) and risk 
ratios (RRs) comparing SARS-CoV-2-positive to SARS-CoV-
2-negative non-hospitalised individuals were estimated 
using generalised linear models (binomial distribution 
and an identity or log link). To control for potential 
confounding, propensity score-weighted25 risk estimates 
with robust 95% CIs were obtained. SARS-CoV-2-negative 
individuals were weighted according to the propensity 
score odds, whereas SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals 
were assigned a weight of 1. The propensity score 
model included prespecified confounders that might be 
associated with the likelihood of having a positive versus 

negative SARS-CoV-2 test and with the risk of subsequent 
late health outcomes (appendix p 10). Covariate balance 
was assessed using standardised mean differences. 
Differences less than 0·1 were considered negligible.26

For overall health-care use outcomes, we obtained rate 
ratios for each observation period (pre-baseline [6 months 
to 2 weeks before a SARS-CoV-2 test] and follow-up [2 weeks 
to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test]) using Poisson 
regression, comparing non-hospitalised SARS-CoV-2-
positive individuals to SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals. 
To adjust for differences in baseline health-care use, we 
calculated PERR-adjusted rate ratios27 by dividing the rate 
ratio during follow-up by the pre-baseline rate ratio. We 
used bootstrapping techniques with 200 replications per 
estimate to obtain normal approximation 95% CIs.

To assess whether SARS-CoV-2 could aggravate 
pre-existing disease, risks of reinitiation of medication 
and readmission for a given diagnosis 2 weeks to 
6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test were estimated among 
former users of a drug (defined as not having filled a 
prescription for the drug during the last 12 months) or 
individuals with a history of the diagnosis of interest.

To identify potential late complications of SARS-CoV-2 
infection outside drugs and diagnoses specified a 
priori, we did a hypothesis-free screening analysis. We 
calculated risks of initiating any individual drug 
(specified at the single substance level) corresponding to 
the fifth level of the Anatomical Therapeutical Chemical 
classification for drug substances, or receiving any new 
(first ever) hospital diagnosis (specified at the second 
level of the International Statistical Classification of 
Diseases and Related Health Problems tenth revision).

As a post-hoc sensitivity analysis, we ran analyses 
excluding individuals hospitalised for COVID-19 
3–4 weeks after the infection—ie, early in our a priori-
defined post-acute infection period.

To identify risks that might only be increased shortly 
after recovery from SARS-CoV-2 infection, we obtained 
risk estimates for outcomes in a shorter period 
2–14 weeks after a test.

Statistical analyses were done using Stata MP, 
version 16.1. This study is registered in the EU Electronic 
Register of Post-Authorisation Studies (EUPAS37658).

Role of the funding source
The funder of the study had no role in study design, data 
collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of 
the report.

Results
Of 10 498 eligible individuals who tested positive for 
SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark from Feb 27 to May 31, 2020, 
8983 (85·6%) were alive and not admitted to hospital 
2 weeks after their positive test. They were matched 
to 80 894 eligible SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals 
(figure 2). Of the 10 498 with a positive test result, 
1310 individuals were admitted to hospital within 

Figure 2: Cohort selection
*Death within 2 weeks of a SARS-CoV-2 test (N=3663) or migration 1 year before or up to 14 days after a SARS-CoV-2 
test. †Death during admission or within 2 weeks of discharge or readmission within 2 weeks of discharge.
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2 weeks of their test and were included as the cohort of 
hospitalised SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals.

The non-hospitalised cohorts had a median age of 
43 years (IQR 29–56), 57 102 (63·5%) of 89 877 were female, 
and 32 775 (36·5%) were male (table). SARS-CoV-2-positive 
individuals were similar to SARS-CoV-2-negative indi-
viduals, albeit with a lower burden of comorbidity and 
lower use of drugs for the treatment of chronic conditions. 
These differences between cohorts were eliminated 

after propensity score weighting, with propensity score 
distributions exhibiting satisfying overlap (appendix p 4) 
between positive and negative individuals. Crude mortality 
during follow-up was 0·6% (58 of 8983) among non-
hospitalised individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection 
and 0·6% (449 of 80 894) in those who were SARS-CoV-2 
negative. After propensity score weighting, the risk of 
death among negative individuals decreased slightly (0·5% 
[42 of 8977], 95% CI 0·4–0·5).

SARS-CoV-2 positive 
(n=8983)

SARS-CoV-2 negative 
(n=80 894)

Standardised mean 
difference

SARS-CoV 2-negative, 
weighted (n=8977)*

Standardised mean 
difference, weighted

Demographics

Age, median (IQR) 43 (30–56) 43 (29–56) 0·02 44 (30–56) 0·00

Age <18 years 584 (6·5%) 5662 (7·0%) 0·02 567 (6·3%) 0·01

Sex

Female 5471 (60·9%) 51 631 (63·8%) 0·06 5479 (61·0%) 0·00

Male 3512 (39·1%) 29 263 (36·2%) 0·06 3498 (39·0%) 0·00

Tested before April 11, 2020 4342 (48·3%) 34 946 (43·2%) 0·10 4440 (49·5%) 0·02

Prescription drug use†

Bronchodilating agents 757 (8·4%) 10 984 (13·6%) 0·17 1039 (11·6%) 0·10

Inhaled corticosteroids 531 (5·9%) 7160 (8·9%) 0·11 667 (7·4%) 0·06

Paracetamol 2257 (25·1%) 22 769 (28·1%) 0·07 2279 (25·4%) 0·01

NSAIDs 1485 (16·5%) 15 532 (19·2%) 0·07 1598 (17·8%) 0·03

Opioids and opioid-like drugs 591 (6·6%) 7340 (9·1%) 0·09 612 (6·8%) 0·01

Antidepressants 634 (7·1%) 8896 (11·0%) 0·14 798 (8·9%) 0·07

Benzodiazapines and Z-drugs 362 (4·0%) 4738 (5·9%) 0·08 419 (4·7%) 0·03

Antipsychotics 168 (1·9%) 2453 (3·0%) 0·08 163 (1·8%) 0·00

Platelet inhibitors 396 (4·4%) 4592 (5·7%) 0·06 425 (4·7%) 0·02

Anticoagulants 214 (2·4%) 2245 (2·8%) 0·02 209 (2·3%) 0·00

Loop diuretics 171 (1·9%) 2386 (2·9%) 0·07 180 (2·0%) 0·01

Lipid-lowering drugs 794 (8·8%) 7846 (9·7%) 0·03 790 (8·8%) 0·00

Lifestyle-related diagnoses

Hospital diagnosis of obesity 682 (7·6%) 7745 (9·6%) 0·07 682 (7·6%) 0·00

Markers of smoking 246 (2·7%) 4548 (5·6%) 0·14 246 (2·7%) 0·00

Alcohol-related disorders 184 (2·0%) 3151 (3·9%) 0·11 184 (2·1%) 0·00

Mental health

Depression 99 (1·1%) 1278 (1·6%) 0·04 78 (0·9%) 0·02

Anxiety disorders 197 (2·2%) 3240 (4·0%) 0·10 211 (2·3%) 0·01

Psychosis 39 (0·4%) 650 (0·8%) 0·05 35 (0·4%) 0·01

Frailty-related diagnoses

Cancer 398 (4·4%) 4139 (5·1%) 0·03 399 (4·4%) 0·00

Dementia 69 (0·8%) 426 (0·5%) 0·03 71 (0·8%) 0·00

Chronic conditions

Diabetes (type 1 or 2)‡ 526 (5·9%) 4910 (6·1%) 0·01 529 (5·9%) 0·00

Hypertension† 2127 (23·7%) 21 808 (27·0%) 0·08 2132 (23·7%) 0·00

Cardiovascular disease 837 (9·3%) 9120 (11·3%) 0·06 839 (9·3%) 0·00

Peripheral vascular disease 44 (0·5%) 662 (0·8%) 0·04 56 (0·6%) 0·02

Pulmonary disease 788 (8·8%) 10 173 (12·6%) 0·12 788 (8·8%) 0·00

Kidney disease§ 49 (0·5%) 555 (0·7%) 0·02 49 (0·5%) 0·00

Data are n (%) unless otherwise stated. Data on race are not available from our data sources. NSAIDs=non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. *Counts in the weighted cohort 
are rounded to whole numbers for presentation; proportions were calculated using the exact decimal numbers. †Defined as having redeemed a prescription for the drug of 
interest during the year before the start of follow-up. ‡Defined as having redeemed a prescription for a drug used to treat this condition. §Defined as having received a kidney 
disease-related hospital diagnosis.

Table: Baseline characteristics of SARS-CoV-2-positive and SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals not requiring admission to hospital
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Among the 8983 SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals, 
2757 (30·7%) initiated new drug treatments dur-
ing follow-up compared with 28 525 (35·3%) of 
80 894 SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals. Individuals 
who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 were at an increased 
risk of initiating bronchodilating agents (121 [1·8%] 
initiators of 6782 non-users) compared with SARS-CoV-2-
negative individuals (814 [1·5%] of 55 482; adjusted 
RD +0·3% [95% CI 0·0–0·7]; adjusted RR 1·23 [95% CI 
1·01–1·48]), specifically short-acting β2-agonists 
(117 [1·7%] of 6935 positive individuals vs 743 [1·3%] of 
57 206 negative individuals; adjusted RD +0·4% 
[0·1–0·7]; adjusted RR 1·32 [1·09–1·60]) and triptans 
(33 [0·4%] of 8292 vs 198 [0·3%] of 72 828; adjusted 
RD +0·1% [0·0–0·3]; adjusted RR 1·55 [1·07–2·25]). We 
found no increased risk of initiation of any of the 
remaining 11 drug groups when comparing non- 
hospitalised individuals with and without SARS-CoV-2 
infection (figure 3; appendix p 11).

The risks of receiving any new hospital diagnosis 
during follow-up were 26·3% (2362 of 8983) among 
SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals and 28·8% (23 314 of 
80 894) among SARS-CoV-2-negative indivi duals. SARS- 
CoV-2-positive individuals were at an increased risk of 
receiving a first diagnosis of dyspnoea (103 [1·2%] of 
8676) compared with negative individuals (499 [0·7%] 
of 76 728; adjusted RD +0·6% [95% CI 0·4–0·8]; adjusted 
RR 2·00 [1·62–2·48]) and venous thromboembolism 
(20 [0·2%] of 8785 positive individuals vs 110 [0·1%] of 
78 872 negative individuals; adjusted RD +0·1% [0·0–
0·2]; adjusted RR 1·77 [1·09–2·86]). We identified no 
increased risk of suggested serious complications of 
SARS-CoV-2 infection—eg, ischaemic stroke, enceph-
alitis, psychoses, or diagnoses related to paediatric 
inflammatory multi systemic synd rome (figure 4; 
appendix p 12). Furthermore, we did not identify an 

increased risk of receiving a first hospital diagnosis of 
persisting symptoms except for dyspnoea, including 
anosmia.

By the end of follow-up, 6557 (73·0%) of 8983 non-
hospitalised individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection and 
62 391 (77·1%) of 80 894 SARS-CoV-2-negative indi viduals 
had visited their general practitioner, were seen at a hospital 
outpatient clinic, or were admitted to hospital (appendix 
p 5). Comparing overall health-care use between SARS-
CoV-2-positive and SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals, we 
observed increased PERR-adjusted rate ratios for general 
practi tioner visits (1·18 [95% CI 1·15–1·22]) and outpatient 
clinic visits (1·10 [1·05–1·16]) among SARS-CoV-2-positive 
individuals. We found no material difference between 
cohorts for emergency department visits (1·07 [0·88–1·30]) 
or inpatient hospitalisations (1·00 [0·87–1·14]; appendix 
pp 14–15). Among health-care users, most individuals had a 
single visit to the general practitioner or hospital outpatient 
clinic, and few individuals had five or more visits 
(appendix p 6).

We identified no increased risk of reinitiating any 
drug of interest or being readmitted for any of the 
examined diagnoses after SARS-CoV-2 infection among 
SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals (appendix pp 16–18).

In our hypothesis-free screening, we found an increased 
risk of initiating short-acting β2-agonists (salbu tamol 
RR 1·25 [95% CI 1·03–1·53]; terbutaline RR 1·49 
[1·05–2·11]) and sumatriptan (RR 1·37 [0·94–1·99]) 
(appendix pp 19–20) among SARS-CoV-2-positive 
individuals. When investigating the risk of receiving any 
single hospital diagnosis, we identified increased risks of 
receiving diagnoses related to potentially persisting 
symptoms of COVID-19 (ICD-10 R06—abnormalities of 
breathing RR 1·69 [1·36–2·09]; ICD-10 R43—disturbances 
of smell and taste RR 6·43 [2·04–20·3]) but also an 
increased risk of receiving a first hospital diagnosis of 

Figure 3: Risks and risk ratios for the initiation of new medication 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test in individuals not admitted to hospital
NSAIDs=non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
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other venous embolism and thrombosis (ICD-10 I82; 
RR 3·15 [1·33–7·45]; appendix pp 21–23). Other signals 
identified were an increased risk of receiving a hospital 
diagnosis of unspecified viral disease, chest and throat 
pain, and fall-related injuries.

Individuals admitted to hospital after their SARS-CoV-2 
infection (N=1310) were more burdened by comorbidities 
and more often used drugs for chronic conditions than 
those not requiring admission to hospital (appendix p 24). 
When comparing hospitalised and non-hospitalised 
SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals, we identified generally 
increased risks beyond 2 weeks of initiating new drug 
treatments (appendix p 25) and receiving new hospital 
diagnoses (appendix pp 26–27) among the individuals 
admitted to hospital.

Exclusion of primarily non-hospitalised individuals 
who were admitted to hospital early in the post-acute 
period, 3–4 weeks after the SARS-CoV-2 test, resulted in 
attenuated risk estimates for venous thromboembolism 
(adjusted RD 0·0 [95% CI –0·1 to 0·1]; adjusted RR 1·33 
[0·77 to 2·29]) whereas risk estimates for a diagnosis of 

dyspnoea (adjusted RD 0·6 [0·3 to 0·8]; adjusted RR 1·93 
[1·56 to 2·40]) remained unchanged.

We identified no increased risks of initiating new drug 
therapies during the shorter period 2–14 weeks after a 
SARS-CoV-2 test (appendix p 28), whereas risks of 
receiving a first hospital diagnosis of dyspnoea (RR 1·66 
[95% CI 1·24–2·22]) or venous thromboembolism 
(RR 1·82 [1·02–3·25]) were also increased when only 
considering these first 3 months of follow-up (appendix 
pp 29–30). PERR-adjusted rate ratios during the first 
3 months were similar to risk estimates for the full 
duration of follow-up (appendix p 31).

Discussion
We did a nationwide cohort study investigating the 
occurrence of post-acute effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection 
in individuals who were not admitted to hospital for the 
primary infection. Comparing SARS-CoV-2-positive with 
SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals, we generally identified 
no increased risk of delayed severe acute complications 
and new onset of chronic disease, except for a slightly 

Figure 4: Risks and risk ratios for receiving first hospital diagnoses 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test in individuals not admitted to hospital
Counts less than five cannot be reported because of Danish legislation. PIMS=diagnoses related to paediatric inflammatory multisystemic syndrome. NR=not 
reported because of Danish data protection laws.
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increased absolute risk of venous thromboembolism. We 
did identify an increased risk of health-care encounters 
caused by dyspnoea, but no increased risk of hospital 
contacts for other symptoms previously reported to persist 
after SARS-CoV-2 infection. In accordance with these 
findings, SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals were more 
likely than SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals to initiate 
treatment with short-acting β-2 agonists 2 weeks to 
6 months after the SARS-CoV-2 test. Furthermore, we 
identified an increased risk of initiating treatment with 
triptans after SARS-CoV-2 infection than in those not 
infected. We also observed that SARS-CoV-2-positive 
individuals overall visit their general practitioner more 
often after the infection than SARS-CoV-2-negative 
individuals, which could indicate that persisting symptoms 
of SARS-CoV-2 infection are managed in general practice.

Most of the literature regarding post-acute compli-
cations of SARS-CoV-2 infection is based on follow-up of 
individuals admitted to hospital for COVID-19,3,5,6,9,18,28 and 
is therefore not generalisable to all individuals infected 
with SARS-CoV-2. Because most SARS-CoV-2-infected 
individuals are managed in the community,2 it is of major 
public health importance to better understand the risk of 
delayed effects in non-hospitalised individuals.

The strengths of our study are related to the nationwide 
coverage of the Danish health registries and the universal 
tax-funded health insurance: using data from the 
population-based Danish COVID-19 cohort13 allowed us to 
follow all individuals tested for SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark, 
regardless of test location, severity of symptoms, or access 
to health-care services, minimising selection biases and 
increasing the generalisability of our results. SARS-CoV-2 
infection status has been established by highly sensitive 
and specific RT-PCR tests29 for every individual, 
eliminating any potential risk of major misclassification 
of infection status. Still, no tests and sampling techniques 
are 100% sensitive or specific, so false-negative or 
false-positive results might have occurred.

In our study, follow-up was limited to 6 months after a 
test for SARS-CoV-2, which might not yet account for all 
long-term complications and persisting symptoms after 
COVID-19. Some individuals with complications might 
have been referred to hospital specialists, but might not 
be seen in clinics before the end of follow-up, because 
of low capacity during the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, 
because of the registry-based nature of our study, 
information on the indication for testing was not 
available. This missing information might have resulted 
in an imbalanced prevalence of symptomatic individuals 
between cohorts.

Compared with previous studies, we found lower 
absolute risks for most severe post-acute effects of 
SARS-CoV-2 infection. Previous studies on serious compli-
cations of SARS-CoV-2 infection such as myocarditis,3 
reduced lung function,18 venous thromboembolism,6 
encephalitis,5 stroke,30 and paediatric inflammatory multi-
systemic syndrome22 were usually done in individuals 

admitted to hospital with severe COVID-19 without control 
groups, or by screening individuals with these conditions 
for SARS-CoV-2 infection or vice versa, conferring a high 
risk of selection and surveillance bias. Furthermore, we 
did not identify any events of myocarditis, cerebral haemo-
rrhage, encephalitis, or diagnoses related to paediatric 
inflammatory multisystemic syndrome in individuals with 
SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring hospital admission, 
indicating that these complications might be exceedingly 
rare in these SARS-CoV-2 cases. We did find an increased 
risk of post-acute venous thromboembolism (adjusted 
RR 1·77), and the fact that the risk estimates were 
attenuated (adjusted RR 1·33) when excluding individuals 
admitted to hospital for COVID-19 during week 3 and 4 
after the SARS-CoV-2 test suggests that venous 
thromboembolism events might occur with a delay in 
some patients with COVID-19. In support of this 
hypothesis, we also found an increased risk of receiving 
a hospital diagnosis of other venous embolism and 
thrombosis (appendix pp 21–23) when comparing 
individuals with SARS-COV-2 infection not requiring 
hospital admission with SARS-CoV-2-negative individuals.

Persistence of symptoms such as fatigue, cough, 
dyspnoea, anosmia, headache, and joint pain have been 
well described after primary SARS-CoV-2 infection, both in 
hospitalised9,28 and non-hospitalised10–12 individuals. In our 
study, we identified an increased risk beyond 2 weeks of 
receiving a hospital diagnosis of dyspnoea (adjusted 
RR 2·00), but no increased risk of hospital visits for other 
symptom-related diagnoses, compared with SARS-CoV-2-
negative individuals. The increased risk of initiating short-
acting β-2 agonists might be related to dyspnoea, as might 
be the increased number of general practitioner and 
outpatient hospital clinic visits (appendix pp 14–15) after 
SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring hospital admission. 
Information on the reason for these visits was not available. 
We could assume that excess general practitioner and 
outpatient visits were due to persisting symptoms from 
SARS-CoV-2 infection not leading to initiation of specific 
drugs or acute treatment. A large, international patient-
initiated survey done in individuals who had persisting 
symptoms after SARS-CoV-2 infection reported a high 
prevalence of fatigue, dyspnoea, and cognitive issues at 
any point from the primary SARS-CoV-2 infection and up 
to 7 months after.12 Our analysis only captures specific 
symptoms leading to hospital contacts, and can therefore 
not be used as a measure of the overall prevalence of these 
symptoms. It is expected that absolute risks of persisting 
symptoms such as dyspnoea or fatigue would be vastly 
under estimated, because only a fraction of individuals 
with these symptoms will be seen at a hospital. Still, the 
discrepancy between patient-reported symptoms10–12 and 
quantification of health-care encounters is important 
knowledge, because it might indicate that a presumably 
large share of patients with persisting symptoms after 
SARS-CoV-2 infection might have unmet health-care 
needs.
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Our study provides new evidence that the absolute risk 
of delayed acute complications such as venous thrombo-
embolism, ischaemic stroke, and psychoses after 
SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring hospital admission 
is low. Furthermore, the measured burden placed on the 
secondary health-care sector by post-acute effects of 
primarily non-hospitalised individuals with SARS-CoV-2 
infection might be lower than expected, possibly because 
of persisting symptoms being managed in general 
practice or not all persisting symptoms leading to 
health-care encounters.

Future large, population-based, controlled studies 
making use of patient-reported symptoms and planned 
study visits need to be done to fully assess the duration 
and spectrum of any persisting symptoms after 
SARS-CoV-2 infection.

In conclusion, the absolute risk of delayed acute 
complications, new onset of chronic disease, and hospital 
encounters for persisting symptoms 2 weeks to 6 months 
after SARS-CoV-2 infection not requiring hospital 
admission is low. However, among those not admitted to 
hospital, SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals are at a slightly 
increased risk of venous thromboembolism, receiving a 
hospital diagnosis of dyspnoea, initiating bronchodilator 
therapy, and initiating triptans compared with indi-
viduals who tested negative for SARS-CoV-2. Moreover, 
SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals visited their general 
practitioner and outpatient hospital clinics more often 
after the primary infection than those who tested negative, 
which could indicate persistent symptoms that do not lead 
to specific drug treatment or hospital admission.
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Appendix S1. Outcome definition used for acute kidney injury. 

The outcome of acute kidney injury was defined based on Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes 

guideline criteria (Kidney International Supplements(2012)2,1; doi:10.1038/kisup.2012.1). Any creatinine 

measurement taken during follow up was evaluated. For each measurement, baseline creatinine was calculated 

as the median creatinine during the period 365-7 days prior to the measurement being evaluated. To ensure that 

the onset of the acute kidney injury was recent, i.e. not during the primary SARS-CoV-2 infection, we 

demanded a “normal” creatinine measurement (+-10% of the baseline creatinine) up to 7 days prior to the 

measurement being evaluated. Creatinine measurements that greater than 1.5 times the baseline value were 

considered to represent acute kidney injury. In the case of missing creatinine measurements, individuals were 

considered not to have had acute kidney injury during follow-up.  
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Figure S1. Propensity score distributions for non-hospitalised individuals tested positive or negative for 

SARS-CoV-2. 

Non-hospitalised SARS-CoV-2
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Figure S2. Area graph depicting the proportion of individuals having reached a maximum severity 
healthcare state during follow-up for each non-hospitalised cohort. 
The possible states are (in ascending order): no health care visits, GP visit, hospital outpatient clinic visit, 
emergency department visit, inpatient hospitalisation, death 
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Figure S3. Histogram of the number of general pracitioner and hospital outpatient clinic visits for SARS-
CoV-2 positive and test-negative individuals. 
A) General practitioner visits 
B) Hospital outpatient clinic visits 

 

A) 

 
 

B) 
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Table S1. List of outcomes, components of outcomes, ICD-10 and ATC codes used to define outcomes 

Outcome Components Coding system Codes 
Delayed acute complications    

Myocarditis - ICD-10 I40, I41, I541 

Venous thromboembolism 
Pulmonary embolism, deep vein thrombosis ICD-10 

I26, I801, I802, I803, I808, I809, 
I822, I823, I829 

 Arterial embolism and thrombosis - ICD-10 I739, I74, I779 
Ischaemic stroke or TIA - ICD-10 I63, I64, G45 

Cerebral haemorrhage - ICD-10 I60-I62 

Guillian-Barré syndrome - ICD-10 G610 

Encephalitis - ICD-10 G04, G05 
Psychosis - ICD-10 F20-F29 excl. F21, F30 
Kawasakis disease - ICD-10 M303 

PIMS-related diagnoses - ICD-10 M303, A483, I40, I41 

Acute kidney injury Defined using creatinine measurements according to 
KDIGO guidelines ICD-10 - 

Chronic disease    

Pulmonary disease Asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 
bronchiectasis, other chronic lower respiratory diseases, 
interstitial lung diseases, lung absces, lung empyema, 
pneumothorax, pleural effusion ICD-10 J40-J47, J80-J99 

Interstitial pulmonary fibrosis - ICD-10 J841 

Cardiovascular disease Ischaemic heart disease, pulmonary embolism, pericarditis, 
myocarditis, supraventricular tachycardias, heart failure, 
ischaemic stroke ICD-10 

I20-I25, I26, I30-I32, I40-I43, I47-
I50, I63, I64 

Heart failure - ICD-10 I50 
Diabetes mellitus Type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes ICD-10 E10-E14 

Neurological disease 
Encephalitis, myelitis, encephalomyelitis, epilepsy, 
migraine, other headache syndromes, neuropathies ICD-10 

G04, G05, G40, G43, G44, G45, 
G50-G59, G60-G64 
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Neuropathies - ICD-10 G50-59, G60-G64 

Psychiatric illness 
Psychoses, affective disorders, neurotic- and stress disorders ICD-10 

F20-F29,  
F30-F39, F40-F48  

Depression - ICD-10 F32 
Anxiety disorders - ICD-10 F41 F43 

Persisting symptoms  
(hospital diagnoses)    

Dyspnoea - ICD-10 R060 

Cough - ICD-10 R05 

Anosmia - ICD-10 R430 

Headache - ICD-10 R51, G43, G44 

Fatigue related disorders - ICD-10 R53, G933 
Nonspecific pain - ICD-10 R52 

Prescription drug use    

Bronchodilating agents Inhaled short- and long-acting beta-2 agonists, short- and 
long-acting muscarinic receptor antagonists 

ATC 

R03AC02-04, R03AC12-13, 
R03AC18-19, R03AK06-08, 
R03AK10-11, R03AL01-09, 
R03CC02, R03BB01, R03BB04-
07  

SABA - 
ATC 

R03AC02-04, R03AL01-02, 
R03CC02 

ICS - 
ATC 

R03BA, R0AK, R03AL08, 
R03AL09  

Cough preparations Oral codeine and dextromethorphan ATC R05DA04, R05DA09 

Paracetamol - ATC N02BE01 

NSAIDs - ATC M01A excl. M01AX 

Opiods and opiod-like drugs - ATC N02A  

Triptans - ATC N02CC 

Glucose lowering drugs Oral antidiabetic drugs and insulin ATC A10 
Antidepressants - ATC N06A  
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Benzodiazapines and Z-drugs Benzodiazepines and non-benzodiazepine benzodiazepine 
receptor agonists ATC 

N05BA, N05CF 

Antipsychotics First and second generation antipsychotics ATC N05A 

Platelet inhibitors Aspirin, clopidogrel, prasugrel, ticagrelor, dipyridamol 

ATC 

B01AC06, B01AC07, B01AC22, 
B01AC24, B01AC30, N02BA01, 
B01AC04   

Anticoagulants Direct-acting oral anticoagulants, vitamin-K antagonists 

ATC 

B01AA03, B01AA04, B01AF01-
B01AF03, B01AE07 

ICD-10 = International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Health Related Problems 10th revision 
ATC = Anatomical Therapeutical Chemical Classification
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Table S2. ICD-10 and ATC codes used to define baseline covariates included in the propensity score 
model 
Covariate Coding system Codes 
Medical conditions   

Pulmonary disease ICD-10 J40-J47, J80-J99 

Cardiovascular disease ICD-10 
I20-I25, I26, I30-I32, I40-I43, 
I47-I50, I63, I64 

Chronic kidney disease 
ICD-10 

N00, N01, N03-N06, N08.8, 
N14.1, N14.2, N16.8, N17, 
N25.1, N26, N27 

Markers of smoking ICD-10 J41-J44, F17, Z71.6, Z72.0 

Alcohol related disorders 

ICD-10 

F10, E24.4, G31.2, G62.1, 
G72.1, I42.6, K29.2, K70, 
K85.2, K86.0, Q86.0, Z50.2, 
Z71.4, Z72.1 

Dementia ICD-10 F01-F04 
Obesity ICD-10 E66 

Cancer 
ICD-10 C00-C97, excluding C44 

Prescription drug use   
Opioids and opiod-like drugs ATC N02A 
Glucose lowering drugs ATC A10 
Antipsychotics ATC N05A 

Platelet inhibitors 

ATC 

B01AC06, B01AC07, 
B01AC22, B01AC24, 
B01AC30, N02BA01, 
B01AC04   

VKA and DOACs 

ATC 

B01AA03, B01AA04, 
B01AF01-B01AF03, B01AE07 

Antihypertensives ATC C08, C03A, C07, C09 

Antidiabetic drugs ATC A10 

Loop diuretics ATC C03CA, C03CB 

Lipid lowering drugs* ATC C10AA, C10AB 

ICD-10 = International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Health Related Problems 10th revision 
ATC = Anatomical Therapeutical Chemical Classification 
* = Not included in the propensity score model
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Table S3. Number of events, risks, risk differences and risk ratios for the initiation of drug groups potentially representing post-acute effects of SARS-CoV-2 
infection during the period 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 

 
Non-hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 Test-negative 
Unweighted PS weighted 

Drug group Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
  Bronchodilating agents 121/6782 (1·78) 814/55482 (1·47) 0·32 (-0·01 to 0·65) 1·22 (1·01 to 1·47) 0·33 (-0·00 to 0·66) 1·23 (1·01 to 1·48) 
  SABA 117/6935 (1·69) 743/57206 (1·30) 0·39 (0·07 to 0·71) 1·30 (1·07 to 1·58) 0·41 (0·09 to 0·73) 1·32 (1·09 to 1·60) 
  ICS 57/7696 (0·74) 733/64870 (1·13) -0·39 (-0·60 to -0·18) 0·66 (0·50 to 0·86) -0·39 (-0·60 to -0·18) 0·65 (0·50 to 0·86) 
  Cough preparations 28/7456 (0·38) 262/64857 (0·40) -0·03 (-0·18 to 0·12) 0·93 (0·63 to 1·37) 0·00 (-0·14 to 0·15) 1·01 (0·68 to 1·49) 
  Paracetamol 153/4781 (3·20) 1422/39052 (3·64) -0·44 (-0·97 to 0·09) 0·88 (0·75 to 1·04) -0·37 (-0·90 to 0·17) 0·90 (0·76 to 1·06) 
  NSAIDs 83/3234 (2·57) 745/24688 (3·02) -0·45 (-1·04 to 0·13) 0·85 (0·68 to 1·06) -0·44 (-1·03 to 0·15) 0·85 (0·68 to 1·07) 
  Opiods and opiod-like drugs 72/6316 (1·14) 721/51042 (1·41) -0·27 (-0·55 to 0·01) 0·81 (0·63 to 1·03) -0·26 (-0·54 to 0·02) 0·81 (0·64 to 1·04) 
  Triptans 33/8292 (0·40) 198/72828 (0·27) 0·13 (-0·01 to 0·27) 1·46 (1·01 to 2·11) 0·14 (0·00 to 0·28) 1·55 (1·07 to 2·25) 
  Glucose lowering drugs 23/8457 (0·27) 254/75984 (0·33) -0·06 (-0·18 to 0·06) 0·81 (0·53 to 1·25) -0·01 (-0·13 to 0·10) 0·95 (0·62 to 1·46) 
  Antidepressants 47/7324 (0·64) 478/58620 (0·82) -0·17 (-0·37 to 0·02) 0·79 (0·58 to 1·06) -0·12 (-0·32 to 0·07) 0·84 (0·62 to 1·13) 
  Benzodiazapines and Z-
drugs 42/7364 (0·57) 368/61354 (0·60) -0·03 (-0·21 to 0·15) 0·95 (0·69 to 1·31) 0·01 (-0·17 to 0·20) 1·03 (0·75 to 1·41) 
  Antipsychotics 24/8527 (0·28) 271/74255 (0·36) -0·08 (-0·20 to 0·04) 0·77 (0·51 to 1·17) -0·02 (-0·14 to 0·10) 0·93 (0·61 to 1·42) 
  Platelet inhibitors 28/8229 (0·34) 284/72700 (0·39) -0·05 (-0·18 to 0·08) 0·87 (0·59 to 1·28) -0·04 (-0·18 to 0·09) 0·88 (0·60 to 1·30) 
  Anticoagulants 23/8659 (0·27) 209/77469 (0·27) -0·00 (-0·12 to 0·11) 0·98 (0·64 to 1·51) 0·01 (-0·11 to 0·12) 1·03 (0·67 to 1·59) 
  Antihypertensives 58/6856 (0·85) 525/59086 (0·89) -0·04 (-0·27 to 0·19) 0·95 (0·73 to 1·25) -0·03 (-0·26 to 0·20) 0·97 (0·74 to 1·27) 

RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, SABA = Short-acting beta-2 agonists, ICS = inhaled corticosteroids, NSAIDs = Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, PS = 
Propensity score, CI = Confidence interval 
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Table S4. Number of events, risks, risk differences and risk ratios for hospital diagnoses potentially representing post-acute effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection during 
the period 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 

 
Non-hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 Test-negative Unweighted PS weighted 
Diagnosis Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
Delayed acute complications      
  Myocarditis 0/NR (0) n < 5 - - - - 
  Heart failure 5/8908 (0·06) 86/79893 (0·1) -0·05 (-0·11 to 0·00) 0·52 (0·21 to 1·28) -0·04 (-0·10 to 0·01) 0·58 (0·23 to 1·43) 
  Venous thromboembolism 20/8785 (0·2) 110/78872 (0·1) 0·09 (-0·01 to 0·19) 1·63 (1·01 to 2·63) 0·10 (-0·00 to 0·20) 1·77 (1·09 to 2·86) 
  Peripheral vascular disease n < 5 22/80232 (0·03) NR NR NR NR 
  Ischaemic stroke or TIA 12/8748 (0·1) 117/78411 (0·2) -0·01 (-0·09 to 0·07) 0·92 (0·51 to 1·66) 0·00 (-0·08 to 0·08) 1·00 (0·55 to 1·82) 
  Cerebral haemorrhage 0/8947 (0) 22/80462 (0·03) - - - - 
  Guillian-Barré syndrome 0/8976 (0) n < 5 - - - - 
  Encephalitis 0/8975 (0) n < 5 - - - - 
  Psychosis n < 5 43/80244 (0·05) NR NR NR NR 
  Kawasakis disease 0/NR (0) 0/80882 (0) - - - - 
  PIMS 0/8976 (0) n < 5 - - - - 
  Acute kidney injury 58/8983 (0·7) 492/80894 (0·6) 0·04 (-0·14 to 0·21) 1·06 (0·81 to 1·39) 0·08 (-0·10 to 0·25) 1·13 (0·86 to 1·48) 
Chronic disease       
  Pulmonary disease 22/8195 (0·3) 441/70721 (0·6) -0·36 (-0·48 to -0·23) 0·43 (0·28 to 0·66) -0·33 (-0·46 to -0·20) 0·45 (0·29 to 0·69) 
  Interstitial pulmonary fibrosis 0/8977 (0) 11/80800 (0·01) - - - - 
  Cardiovascular disease 32/8146 (0·4) 328/71774 (0·5) -0·06 (-0·21 to 0·08) 0·86 (0·60 to 1·23) -0·04 (-0·18 to 0·11) 0·91 (0·63 to 1·31) 
  Diabetes mellitus 9/8691 (0·1) 81/77928 (0·1) -0·00 (-0·07 to 0·07) 1·00 (0·50 to 1·98) 0·01 (-0·07 to 0·08) 1·06 (0·53 to 2·13) 
  Neurological disease 33/8028 (0·4) 343/69664 (0·5) -0·08 (-0·23 to 0·07) 0·83 (0·58 to 1·19) -0·05 (-0·19 to 0·10) 0·90 (0·63 to 1·29) 
  Neuropathies 11/8537 (0·1) 188/75365 (0·3) -0·12 (-0·20 to -0·04) 0·52 (0·28 to 0·95) -0·11 (-0·19 to -0·02) 0·55 (0·30 to 1·01) 
  Psychiatric illness 27/8586 (0·3) 429/74641 (0·6) -0·26 (-0·39 to -0·13) 0·55 (0·37 to 0·81) -0·19 (-0·32 to -0·07) 0·62 (0·42 to 0·91) 
  Depression 9/8884 (0·1) 107/79616 (0·1) -0·03 (-0·10 to 0·04) 0·75 (0·38 to 1·49) -0·01 (-0·08 to 0·06) 0·91 (0·46 to 1·80) 
  Anxiety disorders 15/8786 (0·2) 293/77654 (0·4) -0·21 (-0·30 to -0·11) 0·45 (0·27 to 0·76) -0·15 (-0·24 to -0·05) 0·54 (0·32 to 0·90) 
Persisting symptoms       
  Dyspnoea 103/8676 (1·2) 499/76728 (0·7) 0·54 (0·30 to 0·77) 1·83 (1·48 to 2·25) 0·59 (0·36 to 0·83) 2·00 (1·62 to 2·48) 
  Cough 17/8677 (0·2) 300/77596 (0·4) -0·19 (-0·29 to -0·09) 0·51 (0·31 to 0·83) -0·19 (-0·30 to -0·09) 0·50 (0·31 to 0·82) 
  Anosmia n < 5 0/80865 (0) - - - - 
  Headache 33/8400 (0·4) 299/73799 (0·4) -0·01 (-0·15 to 0·13) 0·97 (0·68 to 1·39) 0·04 (-0·10 to 0·18) 1·10 (0·77 to 1·58) 
  Fatigue related disorders 18/8809 (0·2) 175/78543 (0·2) -0·02 (-0·12 to 0·08) 0·92 (0·56 to 1·49) -0·01 (-0·11 to 0·09) 0·97 (0·60 to 1·59) 
  Nonspecific pain 24/8438 (0·3) 301/74235 (0·4) -0·12 (-0·24 to 0·00) 0·70 (0·46 to 1·06) -0·06 (-0·19 to 0·06) 0·82 (0·54 to 1·24) 
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RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, CI = Confidence interval, PS = Propensity score, TIA = transitory ischaemic attack, PIMS = Diagnoses related to paediatric 
inflammatory multisystemic syndrome, n < 5 = counts less than 5 cannot be reported due to Danish legislation, NR = not reported due to Danish Data protection laws 
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Table S5. Rates of health care utilisation 6 months to 2 weeks before and 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 
Rates are reported as the number of events per 1000 individuals during the baseline and follow up period. 
 Baseline period Follow up  

Outcome 

Non-hospitalised 
SARS-CoV-2, events 
(n/1000 individuals) 

Test-negative, events 
(n/1000 individuals) 

Rate 
ratio 

Non-hospitalised 
SARS-CoV-2, events 
(n/1000 individuals) 

Test-negative, events 
(n/1000 individuals) Rate ratio PERR (95% CI) 

All        
GP 11025/8983 (1227) 130202/80894 (1610) 0·76 14707/8983 (1637) 146657/80894 (1813) 0·90 1·18 (1·15 to 1·22) 
Outpatient 8411/8983 (936) 113974/80894 (1409) 0·66 9851/8983 (1097) 121185/80894 (1498) 0·73 1·10 (1·05 to 1·16) 
Emergency 

department 220/8983 (24) 2044/80894 (25) 0·97 296/8983 (33) 2561/80894 (32) 1·04 1·07 (0·88 to 1·30) 
Hospitalisation 463/8983 (52) 6576/80894 (81) 0·63 547/8983 (61) 7791/80894 (96) 0·63 1·00 (0·87 to 1·14) 

Age 0-17        
GP 515/584 (882) 6287/5662 (1110) 0·79 619/584 (1060) 7165/5662 (1265) 0·84 1·05 (0·93 to 1·20) 
Outpatient 313/584 (536) 4124/5662 (728) 0·74 338/584 (579) 4208/5662 (743) 0·78 1·06 (0·86 to 1·31) 
Emergency 

department 14/584 (24) 180/5662 (32) 0·75 12/584 (21) 147/5662 (26) 0·79 1·05 (0·42 to 2·61) 
Hospitalisation 9/584 (15) 245/5662 (43) 0·36 15/584 (26) 199/5662 (35) 0·73 2·05 (0·69 to 6·11) 

Age 18-34        
GP 2927/2436 (1202) 34337/22045 (1558) 0·77 3740/2436 (1535) 39493/22045 (1791) 0·86 1·11 (1·05 to 1·18) 
Outpatient 2146/2436 (881) 26541/22045 (1204) 0·73 2744/2436 (1126) 28825/22045 (1308) 0·86 1·18 (1·07 to 1·29) 
Emergency 

department 71/2436 (29) 555/22045 (25) 1·16 76/2436 (31) 691/22045 (31) 1·00 0·86 (0·59 to 1·26) 
Hospitalisation 90/2436 (37) 1306/22045 (59) 0·62 131/2436 (54) 1762/22045 (80) 0·67 1·08 (0·80 to 1·45) 

Age 35-54        
GP 4077/3481 (1171) 47651/31004 (1537) 0·76 5861/3481 (1684) 54712/31004 (1765) 0·95 1·25 (1·20 to 1·31) 
Outpatient 2714/3481 (780) 39436/31004 (1272) 0·61 3472/3481 (997) 41061/31004 (1324) 0·75 1·23 (1·12 to 1·34) 
Emergency 

department 76/3481 (22) 725/31004 (23) 0·93 119/3481 (34) 932/31004 (30) 1·14 1·22 (0·89 to 1·67) 
Hospitalisation 114/3481 (33) 1837/31004 (59) 0·55 137/3481 (39) 2082/31004 (67) 0·59 1·06 (0·78 to 1·44) 

Age 55-74        
GP 2797/2014 (1389) 33417/18259 (1830) 0·76 3532/2014 (1754) 35888/18259 (1965) 0·89 1·18 (1·11 to 1·24) 
Outpatient 2635/2014 (1308) 35408/18259 (1939) 0·67 2679/2014 (1330) 38098/18259 (2087) 0·64 0·94 (0·85 to 1·05) 
Emergency 

department 46/2014 (23) 462/18259 (25) 0·90 76/2014 (38) 605/18259 (33) 1·14 1·26 (0·88 to 1·82) 
Hospitalisation 125/2014 (62) 2104/18259 (115) 0·54 140/2014 (70) 2448/18259 (134) 0·52 0·96 (0·72 to 1·29) 

Age 75+        
GP 709/468 (1515) 8510/3924 (2169) 0·70 955/468 (2041) 9399/3924 (2395) 0·85 1·22 (1·09 to 1·36) 
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Outpatient 603/468 (1288) 8465/3924 (2157) 0·60 618/468 (1321) 8993/3924 (2292) 0·58 0·96 (0·78 to 1·19) 
Emergency 

department 13/468 (28) 122/3924 (31) 0·89 13/468 (28) 186/3924 (47) 0·59 0·66 (0·25 to 1·71) 
Hospitalisation 125/468 (267) 1084/3924 (276) 0·97 124/468 (265) 1300/3924 (331) 0·80 0·83 (0·60 to 1·13) 
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Table S6. Number of reinitiators and risk estimates for drugs suspected to represent delayed complications of SARS-CoV-2 infection during the period 2 weeks to 6 
months after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 
Reinitiation is defined as a new prescription for the drug of interest during follow-up among former users (individuals who have not redeemed a prescription for the drug of 
interest during the previous 12 months) 

 
Non-hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 Test-negative Comparison 
Drug group Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
Bronchodilating agents 92/1444 (6·4) 794/14428 (5·5) 0·87 (-0·45 to 2·18) 1·16 (0·94 to 1·43) 
SABA 90/1446 (6·2) 859/14863 (5·8) 0·44 (-0·86 to 1·75) 1·08 (0·87 to 1·33) 
ICS 40/756 (5·3) 454/8864 (5·1) 0·17 (-1·49 to 1·83) 1·03 (0·75 to 1·41) 
Cough preparations 21/1254 (1·7) 184/13006 (1·4) 0·26 (-0·48 to 1·00) 1·18 (0·76 to 1·85) 
Paracetamol 253/1945 (13) 2464/19073 (13) 0·09 (-1·48 to 1·66) 1·01 (0·89 to 1·14) 
NSAIDs 322/4264 (7·6) 3271/40674 (8·0) -0·49 (-1·33 to 0·35) 0·94 (0·84 to 1·05) 
Opiods and opiod-like drugs 76/2076 (3·7) 1244/22512 (5·5) -1·87 (-2·73 to -1·00) 0·66 (0·53 to 0·83) 
Triptans 20/475 (4·2) 198/5472 (3·6) 0·59 (-1·28 to 2·46) 1·16 (0·74 to 1·83) 
Glucose lowering drugs 7/120 (5·8) 70/1230 (5·7) 0·14 (-4·25 to 4·53) 1·03 (0·48 to 2·18) 
Antidepressants 29/1025 (2·8) 526/13378 (3·9) -1·10 (-2·17 to -0·04) 0·72 (0·50 to 1·04) 
Benzodiazapines and Z-drugs 40/1257 (3·2) 525/14802 (3·6) -0·36 (-1·38 to 0·65) 0·90 (0·65 to 1·23) 
Antipsychotics 8/288 (2·8) 143/4186 (3·4) -0·64 (-2·61 to 1·34) 0·81 (0·40 to 1·64) 
Platelet inhibitors 9/358 (2·5) 115/3602 (3·2) -0·68 (-2·40 to 1·04) 0·79 (0·40 to 1·54) 
Anticoagulants n < 5 34/1180 (2·88) NR NR 
Antihypertensives 35/764 (4·6) 381/7772 (4·9) -0·32 (-1·88 to 1·24) 0·93 (0·67 to 1·31) 

  
RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, SABA = Short-acting beta-2 agonists, CI = Confidence interval, ICS = inhaled corticosteroids, NSAIDs = Non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs, n < 5 = counts less than 5 cannot be reported due to Danish Data protection laws, NR = not reported due to Danish Data protection laws 
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Table S7. Number of readmissions and risk estimates for diagnoses suspected to represent delayed complications of SARS-CoV-2 infection during the period 2 
weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test.  
Readmission is defined as a discharge diagnosis during follow-up among individuals with a history of the diagnosis of interest 

 
Non-hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 Test-negative 
Comparison 

Diagnosis Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
Delayed acute complications    

Myocarditis 0/NR (0) 0/52 (0) - - 
Heart failure n < 5 95/1001 (9·5) NR NR 
Venous thromboembolism 7/198 (3·5) 53/2022 (2·6) 0·91 (-1·75 to 3·58) 1·35 (0·62 to 2·93) 
Peripheral vascular disease n < 5 27/662 (4·1) NR NR 
Ischaemic stroke or TIA n < 5 54/2483 (2·2) NR NR 
Cerebral haemorrhage 0/36 (0) n < 5 - - 
Guillian-Barré syndrome n < 5 n < 5 NR NR 
Encephalitis 0/8 (0·00) n < 5 - - 
Psychosis 10/39 (25) 135/650 (21) 4·87 (-9·18 to 18·93) 1·23 (0·71 to 2·15) 
Kawasakis disease 0/NR (0) 0/12 (0) - - 
PIMS 0/7 (0) 0/68 (0) - - 

Chronic disease     
Pulmonary disease 51/788 (6·5) 878/10173 (8·6) -2·16 (-3·96 to -0·36) 0·75 (0·57 to 0·99) 
Interstitial pulmonary fibrosis n < 5 14/94 (14·9) NR NR 
Cardiovascular disease 52/837 (6·2) 686/9120 (7·5) -1·31 (-3·03 to 0·41) 0·83 (0·63 to 1·09) 
Diabetes mellitus 75/292 (26) 648/2966 (22) 3·84 (-1·39 to 9·06) 1·18 (0·96 to 1·45) 
Neurological disease 42/955 (4·4) 534/11230 (4·8) -0·36 (-1·72 to 1·00) 0·92 (0·68 to 1·26) 
Neuropathies 13/446 (2·9) 137/5529 (2·5) 0·44 (-1·18 to 2·05) 1·18 (0·67 to 2·06) 
Psychiatric illness 39/397 (9·8) 627/6253 (10·0) -0·20 (-3·22 to 2·82) 0·98 (0·72 to 1·33) 
Depression n < 5 57/1278 (4·5) NR NR 
Anxiety disorders 14/197 (7·1) 222/3240 (6·9) 0·25 (-3·44 to 3·95) 1·04 (0·62 to 1·75) 

Persisting symptoms     
Dyspnoea 7/307 (2·3) 195/4166 (4·7) -2·40 (-4·19 to -0·61) 0·49 (0·23 to 1·03) 
Cough 6/306 (2·0) 83/3298 (2·5) -0·56 (-2·20 to 1·09) 0·78 (0·34 to 1·77) 
Anosmia 0/6 (0) n < 5 - - 
Headache 18/583 (3·1) 289/7095 (4·1) -0·99 (-2·46 to 0·49) 0·76 (0·47 to 1·21) 
Fatigue related disorders n < 5 33/2351 (1·4) NR NR 
Nonspecific pain 12/545 (2·2) 225/6659 (3·4) -1·18 (-2·48 to 0·13) 0·65 (0·37 to 1·16) 
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RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, CI = Confidence interval, PS = Propensity score, TIA = transitory ischaemic attack, PIMS = Diagnoses related to paediatric 
inflammatory multisystemic syndrome, n < 5 = counts less than 5 cannot be reported due to Danish legislation, NR = not reported due to Danish Data protection laws 
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Table S8. Hypothesis-free screening for increased risks of initiating a given drug 2 weeks to 6 months after SARS-CoV-2 infection  
Drugs are ranked according to the risk difference. The 50 highest ranked drugs are reported. Initiation was defined as the first ever prescription for a given drug  

  

Non-
hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 Test-negative 
Comparison 

Drug ATC Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
Salbutamol R03AC02 112/7945 (1·41) 760/67594 (1·12) 0·29 (0·01 to 0·56) 1·25 (1·03 to 1·53) 
Terbutaline R03AC03 37/7797 (0·47) 213/66779 (0·32) 0·16 (-0·00 to 0·31) 1·49 (1·05 to 2·11) 
Ketoconazole D01AC08 44/7707 (0·57) 315/69071 (0·46) 0·11 (-0·06 to 0·29) 1·25 (0·91 to 1·71) 
Miconazole A01AB09 35/8501 (0·41) 230/75553 (0·30) 0·11 (-0·03 to 0·25) 1·35 (0·95 to 1·93) 
Fusidic acid S01AA13 32/6324 (0·51) 222/54187 (0·41) 0·10 (-0·09 to 0·28) 1·24 (0·85 to 1·79) 
Sumatriptan N02CC01 32/8415 (0·38) 206/74155 (0·28) 0·10 (-0·03 to 0·24) 1·37 (0·94 to 1·99) 
Hydroxocobalamin B03BA03 10/8828 (0·11) 21/79064 (0·03) 0·09 (0·02 to 0·16) 4·26 (2·01 to 9·05) 
Progesterone G03DA04 15/8829 (0·17) 80/79108 (0·10) 0·07 (-0·02 to 0·16) 1·68 (0·97 to 2·91) 
Diazepam N05BA01 11/8676 (0·13) 51/76913 (0·07) 0·06 (-0·02 to 0·14) 1·91 (1·00 to 3·67) 
Ganirelix H01CC01 11/8890 (0·12) 52/79845 (0·07) 0·06 (-0·02 to 0·13) 1·90 (0·99 to 3·64) 
Hydrocortisone and antibiotics D07CA01 15/8595 (0·17) 99/76985 (0·13) 0·05 (-0·05 to 0·14) 1·36 (0·79 to 2·33) 
Tobramycin S01AA12 15/8334 (0·18) 95/73751 (0·13) 0·05 (-0·04 to 0·15) 1·40 (0·81 to 2·41) 
Aciclovir D06BB03 12/8684 (0·14) 67/77579 (0·09) 0·05 (-0·03 to 0·13) 1·60 (0·87 to 2·96) 
Follitropin alfa G03GA05 11/8841 (0·12) 60/79226 (0·08) 0·05 (-0·03 to 0·12) 1·64 (0·86 to 3·12) 
Empagliflozin A10BK03 11/8917 (0·12) 57/80428 (0·07) 0·05 (-0·02 to 0·13) 1·74 (0·91 to 3·32) 
Diclofenac S01BC03 18/8823 (0·20) 127/78767 (0·16) 0·04 (-0·06 to 0·14) 1·27 (0·77 to 2·07) 
Isotretinoin D10BA01 12/8667 (0·14) 74/78519 (0·09) 0·04 (-0·04 to 0·13) 1·47 (0·80 to 2·70) 
Docusate sodium, incl· combinations A06AG10 11/8874 (0·12) 67/79849 (0·08) 0·04 (-0·04 to 0·12) 1·48 (0·78 to 2·79) 
Buprenorphine N02AE01 12/8885 (0·14) 73/79653 (0·09) 0·04 (-0·04 to 0·12) 1·47 (0·80 to 2·71) 
Levocabastine S01GX02 10/8646 (0·12) 60/77347 (0·08) 0·04 (-0·04 to 0·11) 1·49 (0·76 to 2·91) 
Imiquimod D06BB10 7/8916 (0·08) 34/80213 (0·04) 0·04 (-0·02 to 0·10) 1·85 (0·82 to 4·18) 
Latanoprost S01EE01 6/8904 (0·07) 25/80204 (0·03) 0·04 (-0·02 to 0·09) 2·16 (0·89 to 5·27) 
Buserelin L02AE01 5/8912 (0·06) 14/80136 (0·02) 0·04 (-0·01 to 0·09) 3·21 (1·16 to 8·91) 
Valaciclovir J05AB11 20/8716 (0·23) 157/78042 (0·20) 0·03 (-0·08 to 0·13) 1·14 (0·72 to 1·82) 
Sildenafil G04BE03 19/8629 (0·22) 144/77336 (0·19) 0·03 (-0·07 to 0·14) 1·18 (0·73 to 1·91) 
Mupirocin D06AX09 10/8668 (0·12) 67/77138 (0·09) 0·03 (-0·05 to 0·10) 1·33 (0·68 to 2·58) 
Laurilsulfate, incl· combinations A06AG11 10/8901 (0·11) 69/80024 (0·09) 0·03 (-0·05 to 0·10) 1·30 (0·67 to 2·53) 
Tadalafil G04BE08 8/8815 (0·09) 51/79290 (0·06) 0·03 (-0·04 to 0·09) 1·41 (0·67 to 2·97) 
Rizatriptan N02CC04 8/8835 (0·09) 44/79207 (0·06) 0·03 (-0·03 to 0·10) 1·63 (0·77 to 3·46) 
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Dapagliflozin A10BK01 7/8952 (0·08) 35/80580 (0·04) 0·03 (-0·02 to 0·09) 1·80 (0·80 to 4·05) 
Dexamethasone and antiinfectives S03CA01 6/8680 (0·07) 28/77582 (0·04) 0·03 (-0·02 to 0·09) 1·92 (0·79 to 4·62) 
Benzoyl peroxide D10AE01 5/8893 (0·06) 23/79957 (0·03) 0·03 (-0·02 to 0·08) 1·95 (0·74 to 5·14) 
Amorolfine D01AE16 5/8875 (0·06) 24/79983 (0·03) 0·03 (-0·02 to 0·08) 1·88 (0·72 to 4·92) 
Desloratadine R06AX27 31/8390 (0·37) 257/74406 (0·35) 0·02 (-0·11 to 0·16) 1·07 (0·74 to 1·55) 
Diclofenac M02AA15 14/8858 (0·16) 112/79485 (0·14) 0·02 (-0·07 to 0·10) 1·12 (0·64 to 1·95) 
Adapalene, combinations D10AD53 13/8717 (0·15) 101/78605 (0·13) 0·02 (-0·06 to 0·11) 1·16 (0·65 to 2·07) 
Clotrimazole G01AF02 12/8529 (0·14) 93/76111 (0·12) 0·02 (-0·06 to 0·10) 1·15 (0·63 to 2·10) 
Ramipril C09AA05 11/8802 (0·12) 84/78091 (0·11) 0·02 (-0·06 to 0·09) 1·16 (0·62 to 2·18) 
Fluocinolone acetonide and antiinfectives S02CA05 10/8894 (0·11) 73/80069 (0·09) 0·02 (-0·05 to 0·09) 1·23 (0·64 to 2·39) 
Lymecycline J01AA04 8/8654 (0·09) 60/77847 (0·08) 0·02 (-0·05 to 0·08) 1·20 (0·57 to 2·51) 
Zopiclone N05CF01 25/8138 (0·31) 213/71017 (0·30) 0·01 (-0·12 to 0·13) 1·02 (0·68 to 1·55) 
Levonorgestrel and ethinylestradiol G03AA07 21/7638 (0·27) 179/67484 (0·27) 0·01 (-0·11 to 0·13) 1·04 (0·66 to 1·63) 
Ferrous sulfate B03AA07 17/8776 (0·19) 146/78706 (0·19) 0·01 (-0·09 to 0·10) 1·04 (0·63 to 1·72) 
Apixaban B01AF02 13/8888 (0·15) 112/80004 (0·14) 0·01 (-0·08 to 0·09) 1·04 (0·59 to 1·85) 
Choriogonadotropin alfa G03GA08 11/8769 (0·13) 90/78404 (0·11) 0·01 (-0·07 to 0·09) 1·09 (0·58 to 2·04) 
Clindamycin, combinations D10AF51 10/8472 (0·12) 83/76236 (0·11) 0·01 (-0·07 to 0·09) 1·08 (0·56 to 2·09) 
Methylphenidate N06BA04 10/8865 (0·11) 83/78725 (0·11) 0·01 (-0·07 to 0·08) 1·07 (0·56 to 2·06) 
Pivampicillin J01CA02 9/8243 (0·11) 68/71633 (0·09) 0·01 (-0·06 to 0·09) 1·15 (0·57 to 2·30) 
Pimecrolimus D11AH02 10/8773 (0·11) 80/78877 (0·10) 0·01 (-0·06 to 0·09) 1·12 (0·58 to 2·17) 
Candesartan C09CA06 8/8866 (0·09) 66/79502 (0·08) 0·01 (-0·06 to 0·07) 1·09 (0·52 to 2·26) 
Escitalopram N06AB10 8/8732 (0·09) 61/77193 (0·08) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·08) 1·16 (0·56 to 2·42) 
Hydroxyzine N05BB01 7/8896 (0·08) 54/79909 (0·07) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·07) 1·16 (0·53 to 2·56) 
Ketorolac S01BC05 6/8848 (0·07) 46/79893 (0·06) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·07) 1·18 (0·50 to 2·76) 
Tars D05AA 5/8935 (0·06) 40/80533 (0·05) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·06) 1·13 (0·44 to 2·85) 
Osmotically acting laxatives A06AD 6/8899 (0·07) 50/80313 (0·06) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·06) 1·08 (0·46 to 2·53) 
Hydrocortisone S01BA02 6/8973 (0·07) 44/80722 (0·05) 0·01 (-0·04 to 0·07) 1·23 (0·52 to 2·88) 
Adapalene D10AD03 5/8693 (0·06) 38/78348 (0·05) 0·01 (-0·04 to 0·06) 1·19 (0·47 to 3·01) 
Alfuzosin G04CA01 5/8863 (0·06) 38/79948 (0·05) 0·01 (-0·04 to 0·06) 1·19 (0·47 to 3·01) 

RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, CI = Confidence interval, ATC = Anatomical Therapeutical Classification 
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Table S9. Hypothesis-free screening for increased risks of receiving first hospital diagnoses 2 weeks to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 
Diagnoses are ranked according to the risk difference. The 50 highest ranked diagnoses are reported.  

  
Non-hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 Test-negative 
Comparison  

Diagnosis 
ICD-
10 Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 

Viral infection of unspecified site B34 161/6148 (2·62) 40/77662 (0·05) 2·57 (2·17 to 2·97) 50·84 (36·00 to 71·81) 
Other special examinations and investigations of persons without complaint 
or reported diagnosis Z01 203/2673 (7·59) 1188/17630 (6·74) 0·86 (-0·21 to 1·93) 1·13 (0·98 to 1·30) 
Sequelae of other and unspecified infectious and parasitic diseases B94 NR NR NR 63·03 (28·56 to 139·11) 
Abnormalities of breathing R06 98/8533 (1·15) 509/74841 (0·68) 0·47 (0·23 to 0·70) 1·69 (1·36 to 2·09) 
Pain in throat and chest R07 64/8445 (0·76) 389/74333 (0·52) 0·23 (0·04 to 0·43) 1·45 (1·11 to 1·88) 
Need for immunization against other single viral diseases Z25 18/8875 (0·20) 30/80450 (0·04) 0·17 (0·07 to 0·26) 5·44 (3·03 to 9·75) 
Maternal infectious and parasitic diseases classifiable elsewhere but 
complicating pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium O98 14/8961 (0·16) 7/80724 (0·01) 0·15 (0·07 to 0·23) 18·02 (7·27 to 44·63) 
Open wound of wrist and hand S61 34/7060 (0·48) 210/63267 (0·33) 0·15 (-0·02 to 0·32) 1·45 (1·01 to 2·08) 
Supervision of normal pregnancy Z34 47/6591 (0·71) 333/57277 (0·58) 0·13 (-0·08 to 0·34) 1·23 (0·90 to 1·66) 
Contact with and exposure to communicable diseases Z20 18/8344 (0·22) 84/77161 (0·11) 0·11 (0·00 to 0·21) 1·98 (1·19 to 3·30) 
Medical observation and evaluation for suspected diseases and conditions Z03 109/2829 (3·85) 839/22445 (3·74) 0·11 (-0·64 to 0·87) 1·03 (0·85 to 1·25) 
Open wound of head S01 23/7526 (0·31) 150/67735 (0·22) 0·08 (-0·05 to 0·21) 1·38 (0·89 to 2·14) 
Cystitis N30 33/8420 (0·39) 239/75408 (0·32) 0·07 (-0·06 to 0·21) 1·24 (0·86 to 1·78) 
Other headache syndromes G44 16/8820 (0·18) 88/78649 (0·11) 0·07 (-0·02 to 0·16) 1·62 (0·95 to 2·76) 
Other abnormal products of conception O02 13/8626 (0·15) 61/77352 (0·08) 0·07 (-0·01 to 0·16) 1·91 (1·05 to 3·48) 
Postpartum care and examination Z39 29/6834 (0·42) 222/60927 (0·36) 0·06 (-0·10 to 0·22) 1·16 (0·79 to 1·71) 
Erysipelas A46 14/8853 (0·16) 79/79626 (0·10) 0·06 (-0·03 to 0·14) 1·59 (0·90 to 2·81) 
Orchitis and epididymitis N45 7/8927 (0·08) 16/80244 (0·02) 0·06 (-0·00 to 0·12) 3·93 (1·62 to 9·56) 
Sexual dysfunction, not caused by organic disorder or disease F52 6/8961 (0·07) 10/80620 (0·01) 0·05 (0·00 to 0·11) 5·40 (1·96 to 14·85) 
Postpartum haemorrhage O72 39/7923 (0·49) 309/69898 (0·44) 0·05 (-0·11 to 0·21) 1·11 (0·80 to 1·55) 
Abnormalities of heart beat R00 19/8796 (0·22) 130/78636 (0·17) 0·05 (-0·05 to 0·15) 1·31 (0·81 to 2·11) 
Pulmonary embolism I26 10/8914 (0·11) 49/80246 (0·06) 0·05 (-0·02 to 0·12) 1·84 (0·93 to 3·63) 
Other venous embolism and thrombosis I82 7/8948 (0·08) 20/80554 (0·02) 0·05 (-0·01 to 0·11) 3·15 (1·33 to 7·45) 
Disturbances of smell and taste R43 5/8973 (0·06) 7/80837 (0·01) 0·05 (-0·00 to 0·10) 6·43 (2·04 to 20·27) 
Care involving use of rehabilitation procedures Z50 47/8246 (0·57) 386/72521 (0·53) 0·04 (-0·13 to 0·21) 1·07 (0·79 to 1·45) 
Single spontaneous delivery O80 28/7128 (0·39) 222/63200 (0·35) 0·04 (-0·11 to 0·19) 1·12 (0·76 to 1·66) 
Perineal laceration during delivery O70 30/7902 (0·38) 237/69581 (0·34) 0·04 (-0·10 to 0·18) 1·11 (0·76 to 1·63) 
Haemorrhoids and perinal venous thrombosis K64 19/8861 (0·21) 140/79029 (0·18) 0·04 (-0·06 to 0·14) 1·21 (0·75 to 1·95) 
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Senile cataract H25 14/8664 (0·16) 97/78100 (0·12) 0·04 (-0·05 to 0·13) 1·30 (0·74 to 2·28) 
Rash and other nonspecific skin eruption R21 10/8932 (0·11) 58/80322 (0·07) 0·04 (-0·03 to 0·11) 1·55 (0·79 to 3·03) 
Conjunctivitis H10 8/8646 (0·09) 41/77974 (0·05) 0·04 (-0·03 to 0·11) 1·76 (0·83 to 3·75) 
Other injuries of lower limb, level unspecified T13 7/8950 (0·08) 29/80523 (0·04) 0·04 (-0·02 to 0·10) 2·17 (0·95 to 4·96) 
Ectopic pregnancy O00 5/8898 (0·06) 9/79949 (0·01) 0·04 (-0·00 to 0·09) 4·99 (1·67 to 14·89) 
Special screening examination for other diseases and disorders Z13 15/8085 (0·19) 112/71873 (0·16) 0·03 (-0·07 to 0·13) 1·19 (0·69 to 2·04) 
Superficial injury of forearm S50 11/8347 (0·13) 74/73550 (0·10) 0·03 (-0·05 to 0·11) 1·31 (0·70 to 2·47) 
Superficial injury of hip and thigh S70 9/8704 (0·10) 59/77837 (0·08) 0·03 (-0·04 to 0·10) 1·36 (0·68 to 2·75) 
Other retinal disorders H35 7/8862 (0·08) 41/79710 (0·05) 0·03 (-0·03 to 0·09) 1·54 (0·69 to 3·42) 
Abnormal involuntary movements R25 7/8934 (0·08) 40/80148 (0·05) 0·03 (-0·03 to 0·09) 1·57 (0·70 to 3·50) 
Open wound of forearm S51 7/8735 (0·08) 39/78494 (0·05) 0·03 (-0·03 to 0·09) 1·61 (0·72 to 3·60) 
Follow-up care involving plastic surgery Z42 8/8895 (0·09) 48/79982 (0·06) 0·03 (-0·03 to 0·09) 1·50 (0·71 to 3·17) 
Fracture of skull and facial bones S02 7/8692 (0·08) 38/77980 (0·05) 0·03 (-0·03 to 0·09) 1·65 (0·74 to 3·70) 
Procedures for purposes other than remedying health state Z41 6/8894 (0·07) 33/79775 (0·04) 0·03 (-0·03 to 0·08) 1·63 (0·68 to 3·89) 
Delirium, not induced by alcohol and other psychoactive substances F05 6/8955 (0·07) 32/80701 (0·04) 0·03 (-0·03 to 0·08) 1·69 (0·71 to 4·04) 
Other diseases of digestive system K92 6/8922 (0·07) 29/79981 (0·04) 0·03 (-0·02 to 0·09) 1·85 (0·77 to 4·47) 
Need for immunization against certain single viral diseases Z24 5/8667 (0·06) 24/79113 (0·03) 0·03 (-0·02 to 0·08) 1·90 (0·73 to 4·98) 
Other disorders of brain G93 5/8970 (0·06) 21/80628 (0·03) 0·03 (-0·02 to 0·08) 2·14 (0·81 to 5·67) 
Aortic aneurysm and dissection I71 5/8964 (0·06) 22/80578 (0·03) 0·03 (-0·02 to 0·08) 2·04 (0·77 to 5·39) 
Follow-up examination after treatment for conditions other than malignant 
neoplasms Z09 51/7319 (0·70) 413/61280 (0·67) 0·02 (-0·18 to 0·22) 1·03 (0·77 to 1·38) 
Dislocation, sprain and strain of joints and ligaments at ankle and foot level S93 28/7174 (0·39) 229/62335 (0·37) 0·02 (-0·13 to 0·17) 1·06 (0·72 to 1·57) 
Other orthopaedic follow-up care Z47 22/8111 (0·27) 184/73388 (0·25) 0·02 (-0·10 to 0·14) 1·08 (0·70 to 1·68) 
Gonarthrosis [arthrosis of knee] M17 15/8613 (0·17) 120/77061 (0·16) 0·02 (-0·07 to 0·11) 1·12 (0·65 to 1·91) 
Other local infections of skin and subcutaneous tissue L08 8/8750 (0·09) 56/78776 (0·07) 0·02 (-0·05 to 0·09) 1·29 (0·61 to 2·70) 
Family history of certain disabilities and chronic diseases leading to 
disablement Z82 7/8921 (0·08) 49/80075 (0·06) 0·02 (-0·04 to 0·08) 1·28 (0·58 to 2·83) 
Malignant neoplasm of breast C50 5/8868 (0·06) 33/79823 (0·04) 0·02 (-0·04 to 0·07) 1·36 (0·53 to 3·49) 
Other abnormal findings of blood chemistry R79 5/8947 (0·06) 26/80529 (0·03) 0·02 (-0·03 to 0·07) 1·73 (0·66 to 4·51) 
Family history of other specific disorders Z83 5/8958 (0·06) 29/80535 (0·04) 0·02 (-0·03 to 0·07) 1·55 (0·60 to 4·00) 
Diseases of vocal cords and larynx, not elsewhere classified J38 5/8931 (0·06) 30/80186 (0·04) 0·02 (-0·03 to 0·07) 1·50 (0·58 to 3·86) 
Dislocation, sprain and strain of joints and ligaments of knee S83 16/7944 (0·20) 134/70243 (0·19) 0·01 (-0·09 to 0·11) 1·06 (0·63 to 1·77) 
Superficial injury of head S00 11/7958 (0·14) 90/70814 (0·13) 0·01 (-0·07 to 0·10) 1·09 (0·58 to 2·03) 
Synovitis and tenosynovitis M65 10/8675 (0·12) 84/77385 (0·11) 0·01 (-0·07 to 0·08) 1·06 (0·55 to 2·04) 
Cerebral infarction I63 9/8868 (0·10) 76/79663 (0·10) 0·01 (-0·06 to 0·08) 1·06 (0·53 to 2·12) 
Other disorders of breast N64 9/8804 (0·10) 71/78975 (0·09) 0·01 (-0·06 to 0·08) 1·14 (0·57 to 2·27) 
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Chronic ischaemic heart disease I25 7/8805 (0·08) 58/78875 (0·07) 0·01 (-0·06 to 0·07) 1·08 (0·49 to 2·37) 
Sequelae of injuries of upper limb T92 8/8723 (0·09) 67/77924 (0·09) 0·01 (-0·06 to 0·07) 1·07 (0·51 to 2·22) 
Unspecified haematuria R31 8/8703 (0·09) 62/78048 (0·08) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·08) 1·16 (0·55 to 2·42) 
Benign lipomatous neoplasm D17 8/8804 (0·09) 61/79321 (0·08) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·08) 1·18 (0·57 to 2·47) 
Inguinal hernia K40 8/8691 (0·09) 62/78354 (0·08) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·08) 1·16 (0·56 to 2·43) 
Cervical disc disorders M50 6/8839 (0·07) 46/79084 (0·06) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·07) 1·17 (0·50 to 2·73) 
Disturbances of skin sensation R20 6/8930 (0·07) 46/80124 (0·06) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·07) 1·17 (0·50 to 2·74) 
Dislocation, sprain and strain of joints and ligaments at neck level S13 6/8587 (0·07) 49/76059 (0·06) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·06) 1·08 (0·46 to 2·53) 
False labour O47 5/8766 (0·06) 40/78382 (0·05) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·06) 1·12 (0·44 to 2·83) 
Premature rupture of membranes O42 5/8717 (0·06) 39/78162 (0·05) 0·01 (-0·05 to 0·06) 1·15 (0·45 to 2·92) 
Oedema, not elsewhere classified R60 6/8934 (0·07) 42/80401 (0·05) 0·01 (-0·04 to 0·07) 1·29 (0·55 to 3·02) 
Complications following abortion and ectopic and molar pregnancy O08 5/8867 (0·06) 36/79579 (0·05) 0·01 (-0·04 to 0·06) 1·25 (0·49 to 3·18) 

 RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, CI = Confidence interval, ICD-10: International classification of diseases and related health problems 10th revision, NR = Not 
reported due to Danish data protection laws
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Table S10. Baseline characteristics of individuals with non-hospitalised SARS-CoV-2 infection and 
individuals hospitalised with SARS-CoV-2 infection. 

 Non-hospitalised Hospitalised 
 N = 8,983 N = 1,310 
Demographics   
  Age, median (IQR) 43 (30-56) 64 (52-76) 
  Age < 18 584 (6·5) 7 (0·5) 
  Female sex 5,471 (60·9) 657 (50·2) 
Prescription drug use*   
  Bronchodilating agents 757 (8·4) 239 (18·2) 
  ICS 531 (5·9) 152 (11·6) 
  Paracetamol 2,257 (25·1) 676 (51·6) 
  NSAIDs 1,485 (16·5) 288 (22·0) 
  Opiods and opiod-like drugs 591 (6·6) 238 (18·2) 
  Antidepressants 634 (7·1) 211 (16·1) 
  Benzodiazapines and Z-drugs 362 (4·0) 173 (13·2) 
  Antipsychotics 168 (1·9) 60 (4·6) 
  Platelet inhibitors 396 (4·4) 244 (18·6) 
  Anticoagulants 214 (2·4) 196 (15·0) 
  Loop diuretics 171 (1·9) 176 (13·4) 
Lifestyle related diagnoses   
  Obesity 682 (7·6) 160 (12·2) 
  Markers of smoking 246 (2·7) 135 (10·3) 
  Alcohol related disorders 184 (2·0) 49 (3·7) 
Mental health   
  Depression 99 (1·1) 38 (2·9) 
  Anxiety disorders 197 (2·2) 48 (3·7) 
  Psychosis 39 (0·4) 6 (0·5) 
Frailty-related diagnoses   
  Cancer 398 (4·4) 168 (12·8) 
  Dementia 69 (0·8) 29 (2·2) 
Chronic conditions   
  Diabetes mellitus† 526 (5·9) 231 (17·6) 
  Hypertension† 2,127 (23·7) 753 (57·5) 
  Cardiovascular diseases 837 (9·3) 427 (32·6) 
  Peripheral vascular disease 44 (0·5) 22 (1·7) 
  Pulmonary disease 788 (8·8) 318 (24·3) 
  Kidney disease** 49 (0·5) 44 (3·4) 

* = Defined as having redeemed a prescription during the year prior to start of follow up 
† = Defined as having redeemed a prescription for a drug used to treat this condition 
** = Defined as having received a kidney disease related hospital diagnosis  
IQR = interquartile range, SMD = standardized mean difference,  SABA = Short-acting beta-2 agonists, ICS = 
inhaled corticosteroids, NSAIDs = Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, NA = Not applicable as counts less 
than 5 cannot be reported due to Danish legislation 
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Table S11. Number of initiators and risks for drugs suspected to represent delayed complications of SARS-CoV-2 infection during the period 2 weeks to 6 months 
after a positive SARS-CoV-2 test.  
Community-managed individuals compared to hospitalised individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection. Initiation was defined as the first ever prescription for a given drug 

 Non-hospitalised  Hospitalised   
Drug group Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
  Bronchodilating agents 121/6782 (1·78) 26/861 (3·02) -1·24 (-2·42 to -0·05) 0·59 (0·39 to 0·90) 
  SABA 117/6935 (1·69) 24/911 (2·63) -0·95 (-2·03 to 0·14) 0·64 (0·42 to 0·99) 
  ICS 57/7696 (0·74) 20/1029 (1·94) -1·20 (-2·07 to -0·34) 0·38 (0·23 to 0·63) 
  Cough preparations 28/7456 (0·38) 10/943 (1·06) -0·68 (-1·35 to -0·02) 0·35 (0·17 to 0·73) 
  Paracetamol 153/4781 (3·20) 22/353 (6·23) -3·03 (-5·60 to -0·46) 0·51 (0·33 to 0·79) 
  NSAIDs 83/3234 (2·57) 5/269 (1·86) 0·71 (-1·00 to 2·41) 1·38 (0·56 to 3·38) 
  Opiods and opiod-like drugs 72/6316 (1·14) 17/615 (2·76) -1·62 (-2·95 to -0·30) 0·41 (0·24 to 0·70) 
  Triptans 33/8292 (0·40) n < 5 NR NR 
  Glucose lowering drugs 23/8457 (0·27) 15/1079 (1·39) -1·12 (-1·83 to -0·41) 0·20 (0·10 to 0·37) 
  Antidepressants 47/7324 (0·64) 12/887 (1·35) -0·71 (-1·49 to 0·07) 0·47 (0·25 to 0·89) 
  Benzodiazapines and Z-drugs 42/7364 (0·57) 16/844 (1·90) -1·33 (-2·26 to -0·39) 0·30 (0·17 to 0·53) 
  Antipsychotics 24/8527 (0·28) 14/1187 (1·18) -0·90 (-1·52 to -0·27) 0·24 (0·12 to 0·46) 
  Platelet inhibitors 28/8229 (0·34) 10/890 (1·12) -0·78 (-1·49 to -0·08) 0·30 (0·15 to 0·62) 
  Anticoagulants 23/8659 (0·27) 10/1063 (0·94) -0·68 (-1·27 to -0·08) 0·28 (0·13 to 0·59) 
  Antihypertensives 58/6856 (0·85) 10/557 (1·80) -0·95 (-2·07 to 0·17) 0·47 (0·24 to 0·92) 

RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, SABA = Short-acting beta-2 agonists, ICS = inhaled corticosteroids, NSAIDs = Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, PS = 
Propensity score, CI = Confidence interval 
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Table S12. Number of first-ever diagnoses and risks for diagnoses suspected to represent delayed complications of SARS-CoV-2 infection during the period 2 weeks 
to 6 months after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 
Community-managed individuals compared to hospitalised individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection. 

 
Non-hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 
Hospitalised 
SARS-CoV-2 

Comparison 

Diagnosis Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
Delayed acute complications    
  Myocarditis 0/NR (0) 0/NR (0) - - 
  Heart failure 5/8908 (0·06) n < 5 NR NR 
  Venous thromboembolism 20/8785 (0·2) 11/1190 (0·9) -0·70 (-1·25 to -0·14) 0·25 (0·12 to 0·51) 
  Peripheral vascular disease n < 5 0/1288 (0) - - 
  Ischaemic stroke or TIA 12/8748 (0·1) 10/1175 (0·9) -0·71 (-1·24 to -0·18) 0·16 (0·07 to 0·37) 
  Cerebral haemorrhage 0/8947 (0) n < 5 - - 
  Guillian-Barré syndrome 0/8976 (0) 0/NR (0) - - 
  Encephalitis 0/8975 (0) 0/NR (0) - - 
  Psychosis n < 5 n < 5 NR NR 
  Kawasakis disease 0/NR (0) 0/1310 (0) - - 
  PIMS 0/8976 (0) 0/NR (0) - - 
Chronic disease     
  Pulmonary disease 22/8195 (0·3) 28/992 (2·8) -2·55 (-3·59 to -1·52) 0·10 (0·05 to 0·17) 
  Interstitial pulmonary fibrosis 0/8977 (0) n < 5 - - 
  Cardiovascular disease 32/8146 (0·4) 23/883 (2·6) -2·21 (-3·27 to -1·15) 0·15 (0·09 to 0·26) 
  Diabetes mellitus 9/8691 (0·1) n < 5 NR NR 
  Neurological disease 33/8028 (0·4) 19/1058 (1·8) -1·38 (-2·20 to -0·57) 0·23 (0·13 to 0·40) 
  Neuropathies 11/8537 (0·1) 12/1182 (1·0) -0·89 (-1·46 to -0·31) 0·13 (0·06 to 0·29) 
  Psychiatric illness 27/8586 (0·3) 6/1202 (0·5) -0·18 (-0·60 to 0·23) 0·63 (0·26 to 1·52) 
  Depression 9/8884 (0·1) 0/1272 (0) - - 
  Anxiety disorders 15/8786 (0·2) n < 5 NR NR 
Persisting symptoms     
  Dyspnoea 103/8676 (1·2) 37/1140 (3·3) -2·06 (-3·11 to -1·00) 0·37 (0·25 to 0·53) 
  Cough 17/8677 (0·2) n < 5 NR NR 
  Anosmia n < 5 n < 5 NR NR 
  Headache 33/8400 (0·4) 5/1177 (0·4) -0·03 (-0·43 to 0·36) 0·92 (0·36 to 2·36) 
  Fatigue related disorders 18/8809 (0·2) 15/1251 (1·2) -0·99 (-1·61 to -0·38) 0·17 (0·09 to 0·34) 
  Nonspecific pain 24/8438 (0·3) 7/1181 (0·6) -0·31 (-0·76 to 0·14) 0·48 (0·21 to 1·11) 
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RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, CI = Confidence interval, PS = Propensity score, TIA = transitory ischaemic attack, PIMS = Diagnoses related to paediatric 
inflammatory multisystemic syndrome, n < 5 = counts less than 5 cannot be reported due to Danish legislation, NR = not reported due to Danish data protection laws 
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Table S13. Number of events, risks, risk differences and risk ratios for the initiation of drug groups potentially representing post-acute effects of SARS-CoV-2 
infection during the period 2 weeks to 14 weeks after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 

 
Non-hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 Test-negative 
Unweighted PS weighted 

Drug group Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
  Bronchodilating agents 80/6782 (1·2) 621/55482 (1·1) 0·06 (-0·21 to 0·33) 1·05 (0·84 to 1·33) 0·05 (-0·22 to 0·32) 1·04 (0·83 to 1·32) 
  SABA 79/6935 (1·1) 576/57206 (1·0) 0·13 (-0·13 to 0·40) 1·13 (0·90 to 1·43) 0·12 (-0·14 to 0·39) 1·12 (0·88 to 1·42) 
  ICS 33/7696 (0·4) 534/64870 (0·8) -0·39 (-0·56 to -0·23) 0·52 (0·37 to 0·74) -0·41 (-0·57 to -0·24) 0·51 (0·36 to 0·73) 
  Cough preparations 18/7456 (0·2) 169/64857 (0·3) -0·02 (-0·14 to 0·10) 0·93 (0·57 to 1·51) -0·01 (-0·13 to 0·11) 0·97 (0·60 to 1·59) 
  Paracetamol 80/4781 (1·7) 803/39052 (2·1) -0·38 (-0·77 to 0·01) 0·81 (0·65 to 1·02) -0·37 (-0·76 to 0·02) 0·82 (0·65 to 1·03) 
  NSAIDs 38/3234 (1·2) 397/24688 (1·6) -0·43 (-0·84 to -0·03) 0·73 (0·52 to 1·02) -0·44 (-0·84 to -0·03) 0·73 (0·52 to 1·02) 
  Opiods and opiod-like drugs 37/6316 (0·6) 407/51042 (0·8) -0·21 (-0·41 to -0·01) 0·73 (0·53 to 1·03) -0·21 (-0·42 to -0·01) 0·74 (0·53 to 1·03) 
  Triptans 12/8292 (0·1) 104/72828 (0·1) 0·00 (-0·08 to 0·09) 1·01 (0·56 to 1·84) 0·01 (-0·08 to 0·09) 1·06 (0·58 to 1·93) 
  Glucose lowering drugs 14/8457 (0·2) 128/75984 (0·2) -0·00 (-0·09 to 0·09) 0·98 (0·57 to 1·71) 0·02 (-0·07 to 0·11) 1·12 (0·64 to 1·96) 
  Antidepressants 27/7324 (0·4) 256/58620 (0·4) -0·07 (-0·22 to 0·08) 0·84 (0·57 to 1·25) -0·04 (-0·19 to 0·11) 0·90 (0·60 to 1·34) 
  Benzodiazapines and Z-drugs 22/7364 (0·3) 206/61354 (0·3) -0·04 (-0·17 to 0·10) 0·89 (0·57 to 1·38) -0·01 (-0·15 to 0·12) 0·95 (0·61 to 1·48) 
  Antipsychotics 16/8527 (0·2) 148/74255 (0·2) -0·01 (-0·11 to 0·09) 0·94 (0·56 to 1·58) 0·03 (-0·07 to 0·12) 1·16 (0·69 to 1·96) 
  Platelet inhibitors 11/8229 (0·1) 160/72700 (0·2) -0·09 (-0·17 to -0·00) 0·61 (0·33 to 1·12) -0·08 (-0·17 to 0·01) 0·63 (0·34 to 1·16) 
  Anticoagulants 16/8659 (0·2) 115/77469 (0·2) 0·04 (-0·06 to 0·13) 1·24 (0·74 to 2·10) 0·03 (-0·06 to 0·13) 1·21 (0·72 to 2·05) 
  Antihypertensives 31/6856 (0·5) 300/59086 (0·5) -0·06 (-0·22 to 0·11) 0·89 (0·62 to 1·29) -0·05 (-0·22 to 0·12) 0·90 (0·62 to 1·31) 

RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, SABA = Short-acting beta-2 agonists, ICS = inhaled corticosteroids, NSAIDs = Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, PS = 
Propensity score, CI = Confidence interval 
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Table S14. Number of events, risks, risk differences and risk ratios for hospital diagnoses potentially representing post-acute effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection 
during the period 2 weeks to 14 weeks after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 

 
Non-hospitalised 

SARS-CoV-2 Test-negative Unweighted PS weighted 
Diagnosis Risk: n/N (%) Risk: n/N (%) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) RD: % (95% CI) RR (95% CI) 
Delayed acute complications       
  Myocarditis 0/NR (0) 0/80842 (0) - - - - 
  Heart failure n < 5 50/79893 (0·06) NR NR NR NR 
  Venous thromboembolism 14/8785 (0·16) 68/78872 (0·09) 0·07 (-0·01 to 0·16) 1·85 (1·04 to 3·28) 0·07 (-0·01 to 0·16) 1·82 (1·02 to 3·25) 
  Peripheral vascular disease n < 5 7/80232 (0·01) NR NR NR NR 
  Ischaemic stroke or TIA NR 79/78411 (0·10) NR NR NR NR 
  Cerebral haemorrhage 0/8947 (0·00) 10/80462 (0·01) . . . . 
  Guillian-Barré syndrome 0/8976 (0) 0/80853 (0) - - - - 
  Encephalitis 0/8975 (0) n < 5 - - - - 
  Psychosis 0/8944 (0) 23/80244 (0·03) - - - - 
  Kawasakis disease 0/NR (0) 0/80882 (0) - - - - 
  PIMS 0/8976 (0) 0/80826 (0) - - - - 
  Acute kidney injury 35/8983 (0·39) 299/80894 (0·37) 0·02 (-0·12 to 0·16) 1·05 (0·74 to 1·50) 0·03 (-0·10 to 0·17) 1·08 (0·76 to 1·54) 
Chronic disease       
  Pulmonary disease 11/8195 (0·13) 258/70721 (0·36) -0·23 (-0·32 to -0·14) 0·37 (0·20 to 0·67) -0·22 (-0·31 to -0·13) 0·38 (0·21 to 0·70) 
  Interstitial pulmonary fibrosis 0/8977 (0·00) 6/80800 (0·01) - - - - 
  Cardiovascular disease 20/8146 (0·25) 209/71774 (0·29) -0·05 (-0·16 to 0·07) 0·84 (0·53 to 1·33) -0·04 (-0·15 to 0·08) 0·87 (0·55 to 1·38) 
  Diabetes mellitus NR 50/77928 (0·06) NR NR NR NR 
  Neurological disease 16/8028 (0·20) 189/69664 (0·27) -0·07 (-0·18 to 0·03) 0·73 (0·44 to 1·22) -0·05 (-0·16 to 0·05) 0·80 (0·48 to 1·33) 
  Neuropathies 5/8537 (0·06) 100/75365 (0·13) -0·07 (-0·13 to -0·02) 0·44 (0·18 to 1·08) -0·06 (-0·12 to -0·00) 0·49 (0·20 to 1·21) 
  Psychiatric illness 16/8586 (0·19) 244/74641 (0·33) -0·14 (-0·24 to -0·04) 0·57 (0·34 to 0·94) -0·10 (-0·20 to -0·00) 0·65 (0·39 to 1·07) 
  Depression n < 5 61/79616 (0·08) NR NR NR NR 
  Anxiety disorders 7/8786 (0·08) 172/77654 (0·22) -0·14 (-0·21 to -0·07) 0·36 (0·17 to 0·77) -0·11 (-0·18 to -0·04) 0·42 (0·20 to 0·90) 
Persisting symptoms       
  Dyspnoea 54/8676 (0·62) 304/76728 (0·40) 0·23 (0·05 to 0·40) 1·57 (1·18 to 2·10) 0·25 (0·08 to 0·42) 1·66 (1·24 to 2·22) 
  Cough 10/8677 (0·12) 192/77596 (0·25) -0·13 (-0·21 to -0·05) 0·47 (0·25 to 0·88) -0·14 (-0·22 to -0·06) 0·46 (0·24 to 0·86) 
  Anosmia n < 5 0/80865 (0·00) NR NR NR NR 
  Headache 17/8400 (0·20) 166/73799 (0·22) -0·02 (-0·12 to 0·08) 0·90 (0·55 to 1·48) -0·00 (-0·10 to 0·10) 0·99 (0·60 to 1·63) 
  Fatigue related disorders 8/8809 (0·09) 92/78543 (0·12) -0·03 (-0·09 to 0·04) 0·78 (0·38 to 1·60) -0·02 (-0·09 to 0·05) 0·83 (0·40 to 1·71) 
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  Nonspecific pain 14/8438 (0·17) 162/74235 (0·22) -0·05 (-0·15 to 0·04) 0·76 (0·44 to 1·31) -0·02 (-0·11 to 0·07) 0·89 (0·51 to 1·55) 

RD = Risk difference, RR = Risk ratio, CI = Confidence interval, PS = Propensity score, TIA = transitory ischaemic attack, PIMS = Diagnoses related to paediatric 
inflammatory multisystemic syndrome, n < 5 = counts less than 5 cannot be reported due to Danish legislation, NR = not reported due to Danish data protection laws 
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Table S15. Rates of health care utilisation 14 to 2 weeks before and 2 to 14 weeks after a SARS-CoV-2 test. 
Rates are reported as the number of events per 1000 individuals during the baseline and follow up period. 

 Baseline period Follow up  

Outcome 

Non-hospitalised 
SARS-CoV-2, events 
(n/1000 individuals) 

Test-negative, events 
(n/1000 individuals) Rate ratio 

Non-hospitalised 
SARS-CoV-2, events 
(n/1000 individuals) 

Test-negative, events 
(n/1000 individuals) Rate ratio PERR (95% CI) 

GP 5772/8983 (643) 67519/80894 (835) 0·77 8339/8983 (928) 77819/80894 (962) 0·96 1·25 (1·21 to 1·30) 
Outpatient 4295/8983 (478) 58763/80894 (726) 0·66 4991/8983 (556) 65068/80894 (804) 0·69 1·05 (0·99 to 1·11) 
Emergency department 118/8983 (13) 1069/80894 (13) 0·99 203/8983 (23) 1526/80894 (19) 1·20 1·21 (0·93 to 1·56) 
Hospitalisation 212/8983 (24) 3273/80894 (40) 0·58 319/8983 (36) 4300/80894 (53) 0·67 1·15 (0·95 to 1·38) 

CI = Confidence interval 
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Abstract 

Objectives. To evaluate safety and effectiveness of prophylactic anticoagulation with low 

molecular weight heparin (LMWH) in individuals hospitalised for COVID-19. 

Methods. Using healthcare records from the capital region of Denmark (March 2020-

February 2021) and Karolinska University Hospital in Sweden (February 2020-September 

2021), we conducted an observational cohort study comparing clinical outcomes 30 days 

after admission among individuals hospitalised for COVID-19 starting prophylactic 

LMWH during the first 48 hours of hospitalisation with outcomes among those not 

receiving prophylactic anticoagulation. We used inverse probability weighting to adjust 

for confounders and bias due to missing information. Risk ratios, risk differences and 

robust 95% confidence intervals (CI) were estimated using binomial regression. Country-

specific risk ratios were pooled using random-effects meta-analysis. 

Results. We included 1692 and 1868 individuals in the Danish and Swedish cohorts. Of 

these, 771 (46%) and 1167 (62%) received prophylactic LMWH up to 48 hours after 

admission. The combined mortality in Denmark and Sweden was 12% (N=432) and the 

pooled risk ratio was 0.91 (CI 0.60-1.38) comparing individuals who received LMWH to 

those who did not. The relative risk of ICU admission was 1.12 (0.76-1.66), while we 

observed no increased risk of bleeding 0.63 (0.13-2.94). The relative risk of venous 

thromboembolism was 0.80 (0.43-1.47). 

Conclusion. We found no benefit on mortality with prophylactic LMWH and no increased 

risk of bleeding among COVID-19 patients receiving prophylactic LMWH.   



 

 

Introduction  

High rates of venous thromboembolism (VTE) were initially reported in individuals 

hospitalised for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) [1] and guidelines for prophylactic 

anticoagulation in COVID-19 were quickly established [2,3]. Newer and population-based 

studies, however, reported lower rates of VTE [4]. Randomized trials on prophylactic 

anticoagulation in COVID-19 are ongoing [5], with available results suggesting no benefit 

on mortality when comparing intermediate- to full dose anticoagulation in critically ill 

patients [6,7]. While full-dose anticoagulation may be superior to prophylactic dose in 

non-critically ill patients [8,9], conflicting results have been reported [10]. An observational 

study comparing prophylactic anticoagulation to no anticoagulation also indicated a 

beneficial effect on mortality [11]. We aimed to provide additional evidence by analysing 

clinical outcomes among COVID-19 patients receiving prophylactic low-molecular weight 

heparin (LMWH) compared to individuals receiving no anticoagulation. 

 

Methods 

We conducted a cohort study using the electronic health records systems from the Capital 

Region of Denmark and from Karolinska University Hospital, an academic two-site 

tertiary hospital with 1100 beds, in the Stockholm region in Sweden. Patients were 

included until 06 February 2021 in Denmark and 31 August 2021 in Sweden. We included 

all individuals with a positive reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction test (RT-

PCR) for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) between 14 days 

before and 24 hours after admission for COVID-19. Individuals were excluded if they were 



 

 

below 18 years of age, were current users of anticoagulants, had major bleeding during the 

previous year, were hospitalised for less than 24 hours, or if they within 48 hours of 

hospitalisation experienced an outcome of interest, received multiple types of 

anticoagulation or initiated intermediate- or therapeutic dose LMWH. Individuals were 

classified as receiving prophylactic LMWH (<=5000 IU dalteparin, 4500 IU tinzaparin or 40 

mg enoxaparin) or not during the first 48 hours of hospitalisation. In the main analysis, 

individuals were followed from 48 hours until 30 days after admission, regardless of 

changes in exposure status (web-only supplementary figure S1). Outcomes were death, 

intensive care unit admission, receiving a discharge diagnosis of VTE and bleeding. For 

covariate adjustment, we obtained information on selected hospital diagnoses during the 

10 years prior to admission, prescription drug use during the prior year, clinical 

measurements, and results of blood tests at admission (supplementary table S1).  

 

Statistical analyses 

Bias due to missing information was handled by inverse probability (IP) weighting of 

complete cases [12], while measured confounders were adjusted for by IP of treatment 

weighting [13] (table S2). Covariate balance was assessed using standardised mean 

differences [14]. IP-weights greater than 4 were truncated. Using binomial regression, we 

obtained crude and IP-weighted risk differences (RD) and -ratios (RR), with robust 95% 

confidence intervals, comparing individuals who received LMWH in prophylactic doses to 

individuals not receiving anticoagulation. Country-specific RRs were pooled using a 

random effects meta-analysis model. 



 

 

In sensitivity analyses, we (i) shortened the exposure assessment window to 24 hours, (ii) 

adjusted for body mass index (omitted from the main analysis due to a high prevalence of 

missing information in Sweden), (iii) restricted inclusion in Sweden to February 2021 

(matching data availability in Denmark), (iv) considered initiation of therapeutic dose 

LMWH an outcome as a proxy for VTE, and (v) obtained risk estimates among patients 

who received in-hospital corticosteroid treatment. Statistical analyses were performed 

using R. The source code is available from https://gitlab.sdu.dk/lclund/lmwh-covid19/.  

 

Ethics 

The study was approved by the Danish Patient Safety Authority and the Danish Data 

Protection Agency. Ethics committee approval and informed consent were not required by 

Danish law. In Sweden, the study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in 

Stockholm. 

 

Results 

We identified 3483 individuals hospitalised for COVID-19 in Denmark and 3919 

individuals in Sweden, of whom 1692 (49%) and 1868 (48%) were included in the final 

study cohorts (figure S2). The median age was 72 and 58 years in the Danish and Swedish 

cohort. Overall, 1938 individuals (54%) received prophylactic LMWH and 1622 individuals 

(46%) received no anticoagulation. The proportion of individuals who received 

prophylactic LMWH in Denmark increased from <10% in March 2020 to about 60% and in 

Sweden over 80% at the end of the study period (figure S3). Individuals receiving 

https://gitlab.sdu.dk/lclund/lmwh-covid19/


 

 

prophylactic LMWH more often received oxygen therapy and in-hospital glucocorticoid 

treatment for COVID-19 (table 1). Individuals with missing information were generally 

younger, more often female, and more healthy than complete cases (table S3). After IP-

weighting, the abovementioned characteristics were balanced, except for a slight 

imbalance in in-hospital corticosteroid treatment (figure S4, table S4). In the combined 

population, we observed 432 deaths within 30 days of hospitalisation for COVID-19 

(mortality: 12%) and 70 patients had a discharge diagnosis of VTE (2.0%) (table S5). We 

observed 211 deaths (risk 11%) among individuals who received prophylactic LMWH 

compared to 221 deaths among those who did not (14%; pooled IP-weighted risk ratio 

[RR] 0.91, 95% CI 0.60-1.38). The relative risk of being admitted to the ICU was 1.12 (0.76-

1.66). The risk of receiving a VTE diagnosis was non-significantly lowered among 

individuals who received prophylactic LMWH (RR 0.80, 0.43-1.47). Finally, we observed 

no increased risk of receiving a discharge diagnosis related to bleeding (RR 0.63, 0.13-2.94) 

(figure 1). 

In sensitivity analyses, we observed comparable risk estimates when shortening the 

exposure assessment window to 24 hours, restricting the inclusion period in Sweden,    

when adjusting for body mass index or stratifying on in-hospital corticosteroid treatment 

(table S6). In accordance with the other outcomes, the RR for initiating therapeutic LMWH 

was not increased (RRDenmark0.99, 0.63-1.57; RRSweden1.52, 0.87-2.69).  

 

Discussion 



 

 

We report no beneficial effect on mortality and the risk of ICU admission with use of 

LMWH thromboprophylaxis in patients admitted for COVID-19. The risk of receiving a 

VTE diagnosis was lower when receiving LMWH, albeit with imprecise risk estimates, and 

the risk of bleeding was not increased.  

The main strength of our study is the ability to include rich information on clinical and 

biochemical measurements using electronic health records based data sources from 

multiple hospitals, spanning two countries. The major limitation of our study is its non-

randomised nature. Even though Danish and Swedish guidelines recommend 

prophylactic anticoagulation for almost all patients admitted for COVID-19, physicians 

target treatment to patients at particular risk of VTE. This introduces confounding, as the 

higher risk patients will be treated, while the lower risk patients remain untreated. 

Although this potential bias was addressed in our statistical analysis, we cannot rule out 

some residual confounding, e.g., by suboptimal model specification and measurement of 

covariates. Finally, we included as reference not only individuals not receiving 

anticoagulation, but also late initiators (>48 hours post-admission). We made this choice, 

as censoring unexposed individuals upon initiation of LMWH would introduce 

informative censoring, as late initiation may be a sign of adverse clinical outcomes.  

The finding that prophylactic anticoagulation with LMWH thromboprophylaxis does not 

reduce mortality is not in alignment with results from a similar observational study [11]. 

This could be attributed to lower statistical precision or residual confounding in our study 

but may also be related to the different populations and baseline risk of VTE. Comparison 

of our risk estimates with the published randomised controlled trials conducted in non-



 

 

critically ill patients is difficult, as these lacked a comparison group not receiving 

anticoagulants. One of the three trials in non-critically ill patients reported null-findings in 

accordance with our results [10].   

 

Conclusion  

In these cohort studies, we found no beneficial effect of prophylactic LMWH on mortality 

or the risk of ICU admission in patients hospitalised for COVID-19. The risk of VTE was 

reduced among individuals receiving prophylactic anticoagulation, albeit with low 

statistical precision, while patients receiving prophylactic anticoagulation were not at an 

increased risk of bleeding events.  
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of individuals receiving prophylactic LMWH and those not receiving prophylactic 

anticoagulation for the capital regions of Denmark and Sweden 

 Denmark Sweden 

 

Prophylactic LMWH, 
n (%) 

No anticoagula-
tion, n (%) 

Miss-
ing 
(%) 

Prophylactic LMWH, 
n (%) 

No anticoagulation, 
n (%) 

Miss-
ing 
(%) 

 (N=771) (N=921)  (N=1167) (N=701)  

Demographics       

Age, median [IQR] 72 [59, 82] 72 [56, 81] - 60 [47, 73] 55 [36, 70] - 

Male sex 412 (53) 465 (50) - 658 (56) 349 (50) - 

Time period   -   - 

   Before June 2020 94 (12) 525 (57)  414 (36) 363 (52)  

   June to October 2020 119 (15) 74 (8)  122 (11) 94 (13)  

   November 2020 to February 2021 558 (72) 322 (35)  383 (33) 149 (21)  

   March to June 2021 - -  216 (19) 90 (13)  

   July 2021 to August 2021 - -  32 (3) 5 (1)  

Clinical measurements       

Body mass index   16   50 

   <18.5 34 (5) 31 (4)  22 (4) 8 (3)  

   18.5-24 230 (34) 256 (35)  203 (33) 133 (41)  

   25-34 343 (51) 398 (54)  366 (59) 163 (51)  

   35+ 69 (10) 56 (8)  30 (5) 17 (5)  

Smoking history   29   100 

   Ex-smoker 287 (53) 299 (45)  - -  

   Current smoker 55 (10) 70 (10)  - -  

Body temperature, C   <1   9 

   37.5-38.4 219 (28) 266 (29)  353 (31) 165 (29)  

   38.5+ 194 (25) 192 (21)  358 (32) 115 (20)  

Respiratory frequency/min > 22 305 (40) 280 (31) <1 526 (47) 215 (38) 9 

Systolic blood pressure < 100 mmHg 26 (3) 42 (5) <1 41 (4) 22 (4) 9 



 

 

Reduced peripheral oxygen saturation, 
%   7   16 

   <88 40 (5) 15 (2)  56 (5) 27 (5)  

   88-92 122 (17) 100 (12)  199 (19) 65 (13)  

Oxygen therapy, l/min   3   11 

   1-4 280 (37) 200 (23)  443 (40) 139 (25)  

   5+ 76 (10) 51 (6)  104 (9) 33 (6)  

Biochemical measurements       

Estimated GFR l/min/1.73m2   3   10 

   30-59 101 (13) 119 (13)  192 (17) 115 (20)  

   15-29 37 (5) 36 (4)  51 (5) 35 (6)  

   <15 11 (1) 8 (1)  21 (2) 8 (1)  

Haemoglobin below reference 289 (38) 335 (37) 2 333 (30) 186 (32) 9 

Leukocyte levels   3   8 

   Below reference 183 (24) 226 (25)  81 (7) 51 (9)  

   Above reference 49 (6) 52 (6)  214 (19) 174 (29)  

Thrombocyte levels   3   9 

   Below reference 100 (13) 130 (15)  175 (16) 93 (16)  

   Above reference 76 (10) 84 (10)  54 (5) 22 (4)  

Elevated D-dimer* 355 (66) 323 (67) 40 704 (72) 234 (70) 30 
Prescription drug use prior to hospi-
talisation       

Platelet inhibitors 193 (25) 226 (25) - 125 (11) 71 (10) - 

Antihypertensives 346 (45) 400 (43) - 312 (27) 175 (25) - 

Loop diuretics 115 (15) 116 (13) - 89 (8) 69 (10) - 

Glucose lowering therapy 176 (23) 171 (19) - 206 (18) 111 (16) - 

Lipid lowering therapy 235 (30) 273 (30) - 189 (16) 84 (12) - 

Glucocorticoids 191 (25) 91 (10) - 277 (24) 122 (17) - 
In-hospital dexa-/betamethasone treat-
ment 505 (65) 158 (17) - 381 (33) 108 (15) - 

Medical history       

VTE 6 (1) 11 (1) - - - - 

Atrial fibrillation 15 (2) 31 (3) - 12 (1) 15 (2) - 



 

 

Heart valve disease 34 (4) 39 (4) - 15 (1) 16 (2) - 

Cardiovascular disease 188 (24) 204 (22) - 165 (14) 95 (14) - 

Heart failure 57 (7) 55 (6) - 56 (5) 38 (5) - 

Ischaemic stroke 58 (8) 66 (7) - 28 (2) 21 (3) - 

Current cancer 76 (10) 81 (9) - 90 (8) 73 (10) - 

Pulmonary disease 172 (22) 185 (20) - 140 (12) 71 (10) - 

Liver disease 15 (2) 20 (2) - 39 (3) 27 (4) - 

LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; GFR: Glomerular filtration rate; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 

*Age-specific cut-offs between 0.5 and 0.8 FEU/l  



 

 

Figure 1. Inverse probability weighted number of events, risks and risk estimates for effectiveness and safety 

outcomes in Denmark, Sweden and combined. 

Red dots represent Danish point estimates, blue dots Swedish point estimates, and black diamonds the pooled point 

estimates. 

 

LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; Ref.: Reference cohort not receiving anticoagulation; RR: Risk ratio; RD: Risk difference; ICU: 

Intensive care unit; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 

 Capital region of Denmark,   Stockholm region of Sweden
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Supplementary figure S1. Study design diagram. 

 

  



 

 

Supplementary figure S2. Flow chart of cohort selection in Denmark and Sweden. 

 



 

 

Supplementary figure S3. Monthly proportion of individuals admitted for COVID-19 receiving prophylactic low molecular weight 

heparin. 

Denmark            Sweden 

 

NR = Not reported due to privacy legislation (less than five individuals received prophylactic anticiagulation)



 

 

 

Supplementary figure S4. Graphical representation of covariate balance after IP-weighting. 

Red dots represent the unweighted population, black dots the inverse probability weighted population. 

Denmark      Sweden 

    

*Unweighted standardised mean difference > 1.0 

 

  



 

 

Supplementary figure S5. Unweighted and IP-weighted cumulative incidence plots for ICU admission and death in Denmark and 

Sweden. Cumulative incidence curves were smoothed using cubic splines and a smoothing parameter of 0.7 to comply with local privacy 

regulation. 

Denmark      Sweden 

 



 

 

Supplementary table S1. Definitions of clinical entities used in the study. 

Condition 

Coding 

system Codes Window Variable type 

Inclusion criteria     

COVID-19 ICD-10 

Denmark: B342 B342A B972 B972A 

Sweden: U071 U072 - - 

Exclusion criteria     

Major bleeding ICD-10 

D62 I60-I62 J942 K250 K252 K254 K256 K260 

K262 K264 K270 K272 K274 K276 K280 

K282 K284 K286 K290 K298A K625 K638C 

K920-K922 N02 N93 R04 R31 S064-S066 [-365; -1] Binary 

Oral anticoagulant use ATC 

B01AA03 B01AA04 B01AF01-B01AF03 

B01AE07 [-365; 0] Binary 

Intensive care unit admission SKS NABB NABE [0; 1] Binary 

Low-molecular weight heparin therapy (inter-

mediate or therapeutic dose†) ATC B01AB04 B01AB05 B01AB10 [0; 1] Binary 

Other heparin therapy ATC 

B01AB01 B01AB02 B01AB03 B01AB06-

B01AB09 B01AB11 B01AB12 B01AB51 [0; 1] Binary 

Exposure     

Low-molecular weight heparin (prophylactic 

dose†) ATC B01AB04 B01AB05 B01AB10 [0; 1] Binary 

Outcome     

Low-molecular weight heparin (therapeutic 

dose) ATC B01AB04 B01AB05 B01AB10 [2; 29] Binary 

Venous thromboembolism ICD-10 I26 I676 I801-I803 I808 I809 I81 I82 [2; 29] Binary 

Major bleeding ICD-10 

D62 I60-I62 J942 K250 K252 K254 K256 K260 

K262 K264 K270 K272 K274 K276 K280 [2; 29] Binary 



 

 

K282 K284 K286 K290 K298A K625 K638C 

K920-K922 N02 N93 R04 R31 S064-S066 

All-cause mortality EHR - [2; 29]** Binary 

Intensive care unit admission EHR - [2; 29] Binary 

Covariates     

Age - - [0; 0] Continuous 

Sex - - [0; 0] Binary 

Prescription drug use     

Antihypertensive drug use ATC C03A C07 C08 C09 [-365; 0] Binary 

Glucose lowering drugs ATC A10 [-365; 0] Binary 

Platelet inhiubitors ATC B01AC [-365; 0] Binary 

Loop diuretics ATC C03C [-365; 0] Binary 

Lipid lowering drugs ATC C10AA C10AB [-365; 0] Binary 

Glucocorticoids ATC H02AB [-365; 0] Binary 

Glucocorticoids (intravenous) ATC H02AB [0; 1] Binary 

Prior medical history     

Venous thromboembolism ICD-10 I26 I676 I801-I803 I808 I809 I81 I82 [-365; -1] Binary 

Atrial fibrillation ICD-10 I48 [-365; -1] Binary 

Thrombophilia ICD-10 D685 D686 [-3650; -1] Binary 

Cancer ICD-10 C00-C43 C45-C97 [-365; -1] Binary 

Myeloproliferative disease ICD-10 D45 D46 D47 [-3650; -1] Binary 

Heart valve disease ICD-10 I05-I08 I098 I34-I37 I39 I511A Q22 Q23 [-3650; -1] Binary 

Obesity ICD-10 E66 [-3650; -1] Binary 

Cardiovascular disease ICD-10 I20-I26 I30-I32 I40-I43 I47-I50 [-3650; -] Binary 

Heart failure ICD-10 I50 [-3650; -1] Binary 

Pulmonary disease ICD-10 J40-J47 J80-J99 [-3650; -1] Binary 

Liver disease ICD-10 B18 K700-K703 K709 K71 K73 K74 K760 [-3650; -1] Binary 



 

 

B150 B160 B162 B190 K704 K72 K766 I85 

 Biochemical and clinical measure-

ments at admission  
 

  

Leukocyte count at admission 

(<3.5 or >8.8*109/l) NPU/EHR 
NPU02593 

[0; 0] Discrete 

Thrombocyte count at admission 

(<145 or >390*109/l) NPU/EHR 
NPU03568 

[0; 0] Discrete 

Hemoglobin* 

(Female: <7.3, male: <8.3 mmol/l)  NPU/EHR NPU02319 [0; 0] Discrete 

Elevated D-dimer* NPU/EHR 

NPU28289 NPU18684 NPU28289 NPU19767 

NPU02044 [0; 0] Binary 

Creatinine, µmol/l NPU/EHR NPU04998 NPU17559 NPU18016   

Estimated glomerular filtration rate, 

ml/min/1.73m2 EHR - [0; 0] 

Categorical, or-

dered 

Respiratory frequency EHR - [0; 0] 

Binary (above 

or below 22) 

Peripheral oxygen saturation  

(<88, 88-92, >92%) EHR - [0; 0] 

Categorical, or-

dered 

Hypotension  

(systolic blood pressure <100 mmHg) EHR - [0; 0] Binary 

Body temperature 

(<37.5, 37.5-38.4, 38.5+ C)   [0; 0] Categorical 

Maximum oxygen supplementation 

(0, 1-4, 5+ l/min) EHR - [0; 1] Categorical 

Body mass index EHR - [-365; 0] Continuous 

Smoking status EHR - [-365; 0] Categorical 

* Age-specific cut-offs between 0.5 and 0.8 FEU/l 

** As only information on the date of death was available, the assessment window was extended by one day to ensure that all events 30 days after the time of hospitalization were 



 

 

included. 

† Based on the cumulative dose administered in the first 24 hours after hospitalisation, and 24-48 hours after hospitalization. 



 

 

Supplementary table S2. Model specifications for inverse probability weighting. 

Independent variable Type 

Treatment model 

Age Continuous (linear) 

Sex Binary 

Date of admission Continuous (natural spline, 3 degrees of 

freedom) 

Estimated glomerular filtration rate*† Categorical 

Peripheral oxygen saturation (%)† Categorical 

Oxygen supplementation (l/min.) † Categorical 

Body temperature† Categorical 

Hypotension† Categorical 

Respiratory frequency† Categorical 

Recent VTE diagnosis Binary 

Atrial fibrillation Binary 

Cancer Binary 

Cardiovascular disease Binary 

Ischaemic stroke Binary 

Heart valve disease Binary 

Heart failure Binary 

In-hospital intravenous beta-

/dexamethasone 

Binary 

Platelet inhibitors Binary 

Loop diuretics Binary 

Glucose lowering drugs Binary 

Oral glucocorticoids Binary 

Antihypertensives Binary 

Lipid lowering therapy Binary 

* Calculated according to CKD-EPI formula 

† Not included in the missing data model



 

 

Supplementary table S3. Baseline characteristics of individuals with missing and complete information on variables included in the 

missing data model. 

 Missing information Complete cases SMD Missing information Complete cases SMD 

 (N=176) (N=1516)  (N=396) (N=1472)  

Demographics       

Age, median [IQR] 60 [37, 76] 73 [59, 81] 0.46 38.00 [30, 56] 62.00 [50, 74] 0.98 

Male sex 64 (36) 813 (54) 0.60 137 (35) 870 (59) 0.50 

Time period   0.35   0.25 

   Before June 2020 51 (29) 568 (37)  161 (41) 616 (42)  

   June to October 2020 24 (14) 169 (11)  67 (17) 149 (10)  

   November 2020 to February 2021 101 (57) 779 (51)  89 (22) 443 (30)  

   March 2021 to June 2021    72 (18) 234 (16)  

   July 2021 to August 2021    7 (2) 30 (2)  

Prescription drug use       

Platelet inhibitors 36 (20) 383 (25) 0.12 35 (9) 161 (11) 0.07 

Antihypertensives 50 (28) 696 (46) 0.37 82 (21) 405 (28) 0.16 

Loop diuretics 17 (10) 214 (14) 0.14 26 (7) 132 (9) 0.09 

Glucose lowering therapy 24 (14) 323 (21) 0.20 46 (12) 271 (18) 0.19 

Lipid lowering therapy 35 (20) 473 (31) 0.26 34 (9) 239 (16) 0.24 

Glucocorticoids 16 (9) 266 (18) 0.25 74 (19) 325 (22) 0.09 

In-hospital dexa-/betamethasone treatment 31 (18) 632 (42) 0.55 57 (14) 432 (29) 0.37 

Medical history       

VTE n<5 NR - 0 (0) 0 (0) - 

Atrial fibrillation 6 (3) 40 (3) 0.05 n<5 NR - 

Heart valve disease 10 (6) 63 (4) 0.07 n<5 NR - 

Cardiovascular disease 31 (18) 361 (24) 0.15 38 (10) 222 (15) 0.17 

Heart failure 9 (5) 103 (7) 0.07 11 (3) 83 (6) 0.14 

Ischaemic stroke 7 (4) 117 (8) 0.16 n<5 NR - 

Current cancer 22 (12) 135 (9) 0.12 36 (9) 127 (9) 0.00 

NR: Not reported due to local privacy regulation 



 

 

Supplementary table S4. IP-weighted baseline characteristics for the Danish and Swedish cohort. 

Binary variables are presented as counts and percentages in the form N (%) and continuous variables as median and interquartile range.  

 Denmark Sweden 

 Prophylactic LMWH No anticoagulation SMD Prophylactic LMWH No anticoagulation SMD 

 (N=696) (N=823)  (N=1257) (N=552)  

Demographics       

Age, median [IQR] 73 [58, 82] 74 [58, 82] 0.01 59 [46, 72] 60 [43, 74] 0.02 

Male sex 350 (50) 415 (50) 0.00 704 (56) 306 (55) 0.01 

Time period   0.26   0.244 

   Before June 2020 201 (29) 331 (40)  536 (43) 217 (39)  

   June to October 2020 82 (12) 103 (13)  104 (8) 86 (16)  

   November 2020 to February 2021 413 (59) 389 (47)  390 (31) 164 (30)  

   March to June 2021 - -  198 (16) 79 (14)  

   July 2021 and onwards - -  29 (2) 6 (1)  

Clinical measurements       

Body mass index*   0.09   0.29 

   <18.5 28 (5) 27 (4)  26 (4) -†  

   18.5-24 198 (32) 229 (34)  232 (34) 122 (45)   

   25-34 328 (54) 365 (55)  375 (56) 128 (47)  

   35+ 58 (9) 48 (7)  43 (6) 19 (7)  

Smoking history*   0.15    

   Ex-smoker 260 (53) 274 (46)  - -  

   Current smoker 53 (11) 76 (13)  - -  

Body temperature, C   0.05   0.08 

   37.5-38.4 190 (27) 242 (29)  391 (31) 170 (31)  

   38.5+ 158 (23) 182 (22)  363 (29) 143 (26)  

Respiratory frequency/min > 22 248 (36) 282 (34) 0.03 559 (45) 235 (43) 0.04 

Systolic blood pressure < 100 mmHg 25 (4) 35 (4) 0.04 51 (4) 24 (4) 0.02 

Low peripheral oxygen saturation, %   0.11   0.04 



 

 

   <88 27 (4) 17 (2)  60 (5) 23 (4)  

   88-92 84 (12) 110 (13)  197 (16) 81 (15)  

Oxygen therapy, l/min   0.09   0.06 

   1-4 209 (30) 229 (28)  417 (33) 168 (30)  

   5+ 54 (8) 51 (6)  109 (9) 46 (8)  

Biochemical measurements       

Reduced kidney function, eGFR l/min/1.73m2   0.04   0.05 

   30-59 97 (14) 118 (14)  228 (18) 110 (20)  

   15-29 28 (4) 38 (5)  64 (5) 30 (6)  

   <15 8 (1) 11 (1)  27 (2) 13 (2)  

Haemoglobin below reference* 258 (37) 296 (36) 0.02 404 (33) 158 (29) 0.10 

Leukocyte levels*   0.10   0.22 

   Below reference 161 (23) 215 (26)  101 (8) 46 (8)  

   Above reference 37 (5) 54 (7)  235 (19) 151 (28)  

Thrombocyte levels*   0.09   0.07 

   Below reference 104 (15) 101 (12)  195 (16) 90 (17)  

   Above reference 62 (9) 88 (11)  62 (5) 19 (4)  

Elevated D-dimer* 332 (66) 305 (66) 0.00 759 (72) 212 (66) 0.12 

Prescription drug use       

Platelet inhibitors 170 (24) 200 (24) 0.00 136 (11) 65 (12) 0.03 

Antihypertensives 319 (46) 375 (46) 0.00 341 (27) 160 (29) 0.04 

Loop diuretics 96 (14) 111 (13) 0.01 117 (9) 55 (10) 0.02 

Glucose lowering therapy 139 (20) 162 (20) 0.01 221 (18) 94 (17) 0.01 

Lipid lowering therapy 200 (29) 242 (29) 0.02 187 (15) 80 (15) 0.01 

Glucocorticoids 122 (18) 124 (15) 0.07 280 (22) 109 (20) 0.06 

In-hospital dexa-/betamethasone treatment 298 (43) 282 (34) 0.18 337 (27) 128 (23) 0.09 

Medical history       

VTE 7 (1) 10 (1) 0.02 0 (0) 0 (0) - 

Atrial fibrillation 27 (4) 30 (4) 0.01 19 (1) 10 (2) 0.02 

Heart valve disease 34 (5) 42 (5) 0.01 21 (2) 11 (2) 0.03 



 

 

Cardiovascular disease 169 (24) 202 (24) 0.00 186 (15) 97 (18) 0.08 

Heart failure 51 (7) 57 (7) 0.02 68 (5) 32 (6) 0.02 

Ischaemic stroke 49 (7) 58 (7) 0.00 34 (3) 15 (3) <0.01 

Current cancer 65 (9) 74 (9) 0.01 114 (9) 52 (9) 0.01 

Pulmonary disease 150 (22) 193 (23) 0.04 156 (12) 82 (15) 0.07 

Liver disease 10 (1) 20 (2) 0.07 43 (3) 30 (5) 0.10 

LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; GFR: Glomerular filtration rate; VTE: Venous thromboembolism, SMD: Standardised mean difference. 

*Age-specific cut-offs between 0.5 and 0.8 FEU/l 

* Information not available for all individuals in the IP-weighted cohorts, not included in the treatment model. 

†Bmi < 25, categories combined due to local privacy regulations. 



 

 

 Supplementary table S5. Crude risk estimates for Denmark and Sweden. 

  Risk, % (Events) Comparison 

Outcome 

 LMWH 

(N=771/1167) 

Ref. 

(N=921/701) RR (95% CI) RD (95% CI) 

Mortality  16 (123) 18 (163) 0.90 (0.73, 1.11) -1.7 (-5.3, 1.8) 

  7.5 (88) 8.3 (58) 0.91 (0.67, 1.26) -0.7 (-3.3, 1.8) 

ICU admission  6.5 (50) 7.2 (66) 0.90 (0.63, 1.29) -0.7 (-3.1, 1.8) 

  3.9 (46) 3.4 (24) 1.15 (0.72, 1.90) +0.5 (-1.3, 2.2) 

VTE diagnosis  1.4 (11) 1.1 (10) 1.31 (0.56-3.14) +0.3 (-0.7, 1.5) 

  2.4 (28) 3.0 (21) 0.80 (0.46, 1.42) -0.6 (-2.2, 0.9) 

Bleeding  1.6 (12) 1.0 (9) 1.59 (0.68, 3.88) +0.6 (-0.5, 1.8) 

  2.4 (28) 5.1 (36) 0.47 (0.29, 0.76) -2.7 (-4.7, -1.0) 

LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; Ref.: Reference cohort not receiving anticoagulation; RR: Risk ratio; RD: Risk difference; ICU: Intensive care unit; VTE: 

Venous thromboembolism 

  



 

 

Supplementary table S6. IP-weighted risk estimates for sensitivity analyses with a shortened exposure assessment windows, matching 

data availability in Denmark and Sweden, body mass index adjusted estimates and when restricting to individuals who received in-

hospital corticosteroid treatment. 

   RR (95% CI)  

Outcome 

 

Main analysis 
Exposure window: 

24 hours 

Shortened inclusion 

period*  

(Feb 2020-2021) 

BMI-adjusted 
In-hospital cortico-

costeroid treatment 

Mortality  0.76 (0.58, 1.01) 0.87 (0.66, 1.15) 0.76 (0.58, 1.01) 0.83 (0.61, 1.11) 0.61 (0.40, 0.92) 

  1.17 (0.75, 1.82) 0.83 (0.57-1.21) 1.02 (0.64, 1.63) 1.19 (0.67, 2.11) 1.14 (0.51, 2.54) 

ICU admission  1.13 (0.70, 1.84) 1.00 (0.63, 1.57) 1.13 (0.70, 1.84) 1.07 (0.67, 1.70) 0.60 (0.28, 1.29) 

  1.11 (0.57, 2.14) 1.06 (0.70, 1.61) 1.16 (0.60, 2.26) 0.74 (0.31, 1.80) NR 

VTE diagnosis  1.10 (0.37, 3.31) 0.79 (0.29-2.19) 1.10 (0.37, 3.31) 1.34 (0.38, 4.69) NR 

  0.69 (0.33, 1.44) 0.84 (0.49, 1.44)  0.71 (0.31, 1.64) 0.65 (0.23, 1.82) NR 

Bleeding  1.46 (0.51, 4.13) 1.24 (0.51, 3.01) 1.46 (0.51, 4.13)) 1.33 (0.45, 3.92) NR 

  0.30 (0.16, 0.57) 0.29 (0.15, 0.56) 0.28 (0.14, 0.57) 0.21 (0.09, 0.50) NR 

Therapeutic LMWH  0.99 (0.63, 1.57) - - -  

  1.52 (0.87, 2.69) -    

NR: Not reported due to local privacy regulations (less than five events in one of the exposure groups). 

* Study period only shortened in Sweden, corresponds to Danish study period. 
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Abstract 

Background. Observational studies on COVID-19 vaccines compare event rates in 

vaccinated and unvaccinated person time using Poisson or Cox regression. In Cox 

regression, the chosen time scale needs to account for the time-varying incidence of SARS-

CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 vaccination. 

Objectives. To quantify bias in person time-based methods, with and without adjustment 

for calendar time, using simulations and empirical data analysis. 

Methods. We simulated 500,000 individuals who were followed for 365 days, and a point 

exposure resembling COVID-19 vaccination (cumulative incidence 80%). We generated an 

effectiveness outcome, emulating the incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection in Denmark 

during 2021 (risk 10%), and a safety outcome with seasonal variation (myocarditis, risk 

1/5000). Incidence rate ratios (IRR) were set to 0.1 for effectiveness and 5.0 for safety 

outcomes. IRRs and hazard ratios (HR) were estimated using Poisson and Cox regression 

with a time under observation scale, and a calendar time scale. Bias was defined as 

estimated IRR/HR−pre-set IRR. Further, we obtained estimates for both outcomes using 

data from the Danish health registries. 

Results. Unadjusted IRRs (biaseffectivenes +0.16; biassafety -2.10) and HRs estimated using a 

time-under-observation scale (+0.28; -2.16) were biased. Adjustment for calendar time 

reduced bias in Cox (+0.07; +0.28) and Poisson regression (0.00; -0.31). Cox regression 

using a calendar time scale was least biased (0.00, +0.14). When analyzing empirical data, 

adjusted Poisson and Cox regression using a calendar time scale yielded estimates in 

accordance with existing evidence. 

Conclusion. Lack of adjustment for the time-varying incidence of COVID-19 related 

outcomes may severely bias estimates. 
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Introduction 

An increasing number of observational analyses regarding corona virus disease 2019 

(COVID-19) vaccine effectiveness and safety have been published recently. Often, these 

studies compare the occurrence of an event of interest, e.g., documented severe acute 

respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection (1), hospitalization for 

COVID-19 or adverse events related to vaccination (2), relative to vaccinated and 

unvaccinated person time. Due to the rapid uptake of the COVID-19 vaccines in countries 

with up-to-date registries such as Israel (3), the United Kingdom (4) and Scandinavia (5), 

much of the unvaccinated and vaccinated person time has not been accrued 

simultaneously. This increases the risk of temporal biases affecting study results (6), 

especially with the highly time-varying incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection or when 

analyzing safety outcomes with seasonal variation. The estimate of interest in such studies 

is the incidence rate ratio (IRR) or hazard ratio (HR) associating vaccination to risk of 

SARS-CoV-2 infection or a safety outcome and is usually estimated using a Poisson or Cox 

proportional hazards regression model (7). Adjustment for temporal differences between 

vaccinated and unvaccinated person time can be performed through covariate adjustment 

or by choosing an appropriate time scale in Cox regression analyses. We therefore aimed 

to compare different approaches to adjust for calendar time using Poisson and Cox 

regression in analyses of vaccine effectiveness and safety in the presence of strong 

temporal trends related to the COVID-19 pandemic waves. 

 

Methods 

We performed a simulation study, investigating the performance of Cox and Poisson 

regression with and without covariate adjustment for calendar time, and with a time 

under observation and calendar time scale for Cox regression analyses. We tested whether 

these estimators yielded unbiased results by simulating the observed SARS-CoV-2 

incidence and COVID-19 vaccine uptake in Denmark during the year of 2021. We further 

evaluated the estimators using empirical data, by investigating COVID-19 vaccine 

effectiveness towards the delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 and the risk of myocarditis 

following vaccination with mRNA-1273.  

 

Simulation  

We simulated data representing key aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic in Denmark 



during the year of 2021. We simulated 500,000 individuals who were observed from 01 

January 2021 (day 1) to 31 December 2021 (day 365). 

Exposure 

To emulate key aspects of the COVID-19 immunization program, we simulated a point 

exposure mimicking administration of the first vaccine dose, with a cumulative incidence 

proportion of 80% during the year of observation. Among vaccinated, vaccination dates 

were drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of 180 days (30 June 2021), and a 

standard deviation of 30 days. Individuals were considered exposed from the first day of 

vaccination and for the rest of the year.  

Outcomes 

We simulated two different types of outcomes:  

1) An effectiveness outcome with a high cumulative incidence proportion at the end of the 

year (10%) resembling the outcome of documented SARS-CoV-2 infection. For this, we 

obtained daily case numbers of testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 in Denmark during 2021 

(8), divided these by the total size of the adult population (4.7 million) and adjusted the 

daily risk to sum up to a cumulative incidence proportion of 0.1 on day 365. 

2) A rare safety outcome normally triggered by viral infections, and therefore exhibiting 

seasonal variation, such as myocarditis or Guillain-Barré syndrome. Both outcomes have 

previously been associated with COVID-19 immunization (2,9–12). The daily risk of the 

outcome was simulated based on the density of a normal distribution with a mean of 30 

days and a standard deviation of 50 days, added to a baseline rate. To obtain the desired 

incidence, the density for each day was multiplied by the cumulative incidence proportion 

of 1/5000. The peak daily risk was 6.2 times greater than the lowest daily risk. Daily 

probabilities for days before day zero were counted as occurring in the end of the 

simulated year. For a graphical depiction of the cumulative incidence of the exposure and 

the daily risk of the outcomes between day 1 and 365, see supplementary figure 1. 

Event times for each outcome were obtained by performing a Bernoulli trial for each 

individual and day based on the above-described probabilities.  

Follow up 

All individuals were followed from day 1 and until day 365 or the onset of the analyzed 

outcome of interest. Without loss of generalizability, but to maintain simplicity, we 

ignored any other sources of censoring such as migration. Exposure status was considered 

a time-varying covariate, i.e., all individuals contributed unexposed person time in the 

beginning of the study and individuals contributed exposed person-time from the date of 

vaccination and onwards. 



Scenarios 

For each type of outcome we tested a range of pre-set incidence rate ratios (IRR) when 

comparing exposed to unexposed person time. For the effectiveness outcome, we tested 

pre-set IRRs of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 corresponding, respectively, to no protection against SARS-

CoV-2 infection, the presumed vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant of SARS-

CoV-2 shortly after immunization (13), and vaccine effectiveness against the Delta variant 

(14). For the safety outcome we simulated true IRRs of 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0, i.e., no increased 

risk, and different risk increases corresponding to the event of myocarditis after COVID-19 

immunization with the mRNA-1273 vaccine (2,10,11). All simulated effects were constant 

over time.  

Estimators 

For each scenario, we estimated IRRs and hazard ratios (HR), with and without adjusting 

for calendar time using restricted cubic splines. In adjusted analyses, observation periods 

were split every 14 days and 4 knots were placed at the 5th, 35th, 65th and 95th quantile of the 

start dates for each interval (15). IRRs comparing exposed to unexposed person time were 

estimated using Poisson regression with the logarithm of the accrued person time being 

used as the offset.  

We estimated HRs using the semi-parametric Cox proportional hazards regression model, 

which allows the baseline hazard to vary freely over time. This feature inherently adjusts 

for any temporal trends in the underlying time scale, which typically can be age, calendar 

time or time since coming under observation. We therefore hypothesized that choice of the 

underlying time scale is crucial for obtaining unbiased results in Cox regression. We 

estimated HRs using time under observation as the underlying time scale, i.e., days under 

the current exposure status, and a calendar time scale (denoted CoxCT).  

Time under observation is a common time scale in pharmacoepidemiological studies 

(16,17), mostly used when comparing two treatments, but the same logic can be applied to 

an anchoring by cohort entry, i.e., time zero is placed at the beginning of observation 

under a given exposure status (”cohort entry”). We expected the analysis using this time 

scale to be susceptible to temporal biases and HRs estimated using a calendar time scale to 

be unaffected. We evaluated that all estimators yielded unbiased results in the absence of 

temporal trends by analyzing an outcome with a constant rate simulated using an 

exponential decay function. For a graphical depiction of how event times are compared 

under different time scales, please see supplementary figure 2. 

All simulations were repeated 1000 times and from these we calculated the mean estimate 

on the log-scale, standard deviation of all estimates on the log-scale, the root mean 

squared error, and the coverage probability of the estimated 95% confidence intervals for 

all described estimators. Bias was calculated as the absolute difference between the 



estimated HR or IRR and the pre-set IRR, i.e., exp(βexposure) – IRR. We further calculated 

Monte Carlo standard errors and 95% Monte Carlo uncertainty intervals for all 

performance metrics (18).   

Empirical data analysis 

To evaluate whether results obtained through analysis of simulated data are applicable to 

the analysis of real-world data, we performed a similar analysis using information from 

the Danish civil registration system (19), COVID-19 test results (20) and information on 

COVID-19 immunization from the Danish vaccination register (21). 

For the vaccine effectiveness analysis, we identified all adult individuals living in the 

Copenhagen municipality on 27 December 2020 and followed them until 15 November 

2021, death, emigration or the outcome of interest. The exposure of interest was 

immunization with the BNT162b2 vaccine (22), and we considered individuals exposed 

from the day of administration of a second dose, i.e., individuals started contributing 

exposed person time on this date and during the following 60 days. For the empirical data 

analysis, we chose to analyze a short risk window following immunization as we expected 

the effect of vaccination to be constant during this period, and therefore comparable to the 

simulation. Individuals contributed unvaccinated person time until occurrence of the 

above-mentioned events or administration of a first dose of a COVID-19 vaccine. Prior 

evidence indicates that immunization with BNT162b2 reduced the risk of documented 

SARS-CoV-2 infection with the Delta variant with 85 to 95% (1,14).  

For the safety outcome, we followed all adult individuals living in Denmark from 27 

December 2020. The exposure of interest was administration of a first or second dose of 

the mRNA-1273 vaccine (23), and individuals contributed exposed person time for 28 days 

following administration of a vaccine dose. Administration of any other COVID-19 

vaccine was considered a reason for censoring. The mRNA-1273 vaccine has previously 

been associated with an increased risk of myocarditis, with estimates of relative risk 

greater than 2.5 being reported in multiple studies (2,10,11). Myo- and pericarditis are 

currently the only serious adverse events of the BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 vaccine that 

have been reported in multiple, large observational studies. The outcome of myocarditis 

was defined as a first ever hospital diagnosis with an international classification of disease 

10th revision (ICD-10) code of I40.0, I40.1, I40.9, I41.1, I41.8 or I51.4. 

For the effectiveness and safety outcomes, we obtained the point estimate and a 95% 

confidence interval for all described estimators. Estimates were not adjusted for factors 

other than calendar time, as we did not aim to estimate causal effects but explore the 

differences between estimators. 



All statistical analyses were performed using Stata version 17 (StataCorp LLC). All source 

code used for the simulations and empirical analyses are available from 

https://gitlab.sdu.dk/lclund/vaccine-simulation/. 

 

Results 

Simulation 

In simulated analyses of vaccine effectiveness with a pre-set IRR of 0.1, we obtained a 

mean point estimate of 0.26 (bias = estimated IRR – pre-set IRR = 0.16; log bias = log(IRR) – 

log(pre-set IRR) = 0.94)  using unadjusted Poisson regression and 0.10 when adjusting for 

calendar time. In Cox regression analyses, the mean HR was 0.38 (bias 0.28; log bias 1.33) 

using a time under observation scale, which was reduced to 0.17 (bias 0.07; log bias 0.54) 

when adjusting for calendar time. Using calendar time as the scale yielded an unbiased 

estimate (HR 0.10) (figure 1). Both adjusted Poisson and CoxCT estimators provided valid 

95% confidence intervals (coverage probability of 94 and 96%). When evaluating a pre-set 

IRR of 0.5, adjusted Poisson and CoxCT estimators yielded close to unbiased results (IRR 

0.48 and HR 0.50), while the other estimators were substantially biased (bias of 0.24, 0.76 

and 1.44; log bias 0.93, 1.36 and 0.39).  

In simulated analyses of vaccine safety, with a pre-set IRR of 5.0, no estimators yielded 

unbiased results. We observed the lowest bias for the CoxCT estimator (HR 5.14, bias 0.14, 

log bias 0.03), the adjusted Cox estimator (HR 5.28, bias 0.28; log bias 0.05) and the 

adjusted Poisson estimator (IRR 4.69, bias −0.31; log bias -0.06), while the other estimators 

were strongly biased (bias -2.10 and -2.16; log bias -0.55 and -0.57). Obtained estimates 

varied substantially with empirical standard errors between 0.15 (unadjusted Poisson) and 

0.64 (adjusted Cox). When reducing the strength of association to a pre-set IRR of 2.0, 

adjusted Poisson and CoxCT estimators were close to unbiased (0.01 and 0.05; log bias 0.00 

and 0.02). For detailed results of all scenarios, see table 1. 

All estimators were unbiased when analyzing an event with a constant rate 

(supplementary table 1).  

 

Empirical data analysis 

In analyses regarding the effectiveness outcome, documented SARS-CoV-2 infection, we 

included 417,687 individuals living in the Copenhagen municipality of whom 417,076 

contributed unvaccinated person time and 261,964 contributed vaccinated person time. 

Overall, 196,641 unvaccinated and 42,512 vaccinated person years were accrued. We 

https://gitlab.sdu.dk/lclund/vaccine-simulation/


observed 22,687 documented SARS-CoV-2 infections, of which 1311 (incidence rate [IR] 31 

events/1000 person years) were observed among vaccinated individuals and 21,367 events 

among unvaccinated individuals (IR 109 events/1000 person years), yielding an 

unadjusted IRR of 0.28 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.27 to 0.30). Adjusting for calendar 

time reduced the IRR to 0.13 (0.12 to 0.14). Likewise, estimates obtained using Cox 

regression and a time under observation scale were presumably upwards biased (HR 0.40, 

0.38 to 0.43; HRadjusted 0.24, 0.16 to 0.34). Using a calendar time scale, the estimated HR was 

0.14 (0.13 to 0.15). The incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection in the simulated and empirical 

data analysis resembled each other (supplementary figure 1, supplementary figure 3). 

For the safety outcome, a first-ever hospital diagnosis of myocarditis, we included 

4,341,359 individuals who contributed 76,578 vaccinated person years and 1,880,294 

unvaccinated person years. A total 121 myocarditis events were observed, 20 of these 

occurred during vaccinated person time (IR 26 events/100,000 person years) and 101 

events during unvaccinated person time (IR 5 events/100,000 person years). All estimators 

yielded point estimates of the relative risk between 2.95 and 7.11 and therefore within the 

range of previously published results. Estimates from adjusted Poisson regression and the 

CoxCT estimator were the most conservative (IRR 3.41, 1.97 to 5.92; HR 2.95, 1.63 to 5.31), 

while estimates from unadjusted Poisson (IRR 4.86, 3.01 to 7.86) and time under 

observation Cox regression (HR 7.11, 3.48 to 14.55) were markedly higher. No estimates 

were obtained for Cox regression adjusted for calendar time using restricted cubic splines, 

as the regression did not converge. 

 

Discussion 

In this combined simulation study and empirical data analysis, we explored the 

susceptibility of five different estimators towards temporal biases. In the simulation study, 

we found that the unadjusted Poisson and Cox regression with a time under observation 

scale yielded biased results. Adjustment for calendar time using restricted cubic splines 

yielded unbiased results for Poisson regression, but vastly reduced statistical precision in 

Cox regression compared to all other estimators. Cox regression models using a calendar 

time scale yielded unbiased estimates in simulations of vaccine effectiveness. In analyses 

of vaccine safety, the Cox regression using a calendar time scale yielded results closest to 

the pre-set IRR. Results from the empirical data analysis were comparable to previously 

published risk estimates. 



The main strength of our study is that we were able to test findings from the simulation 

study using empirical data from the Danish nationwide health registries. Although the 

empirical data are more complex than the simulation at hand, we did observe the same 

relationship between estimators and estimates as in the simulation study, making it more 

likely that we did simulate parameters close to the actual data. 

A limitation of our study is that it assumes a constant effect of vaccination over time. 

Vaccine effectiveness towards documented SARS-CoV-2 infection decreases over time (1), 

and adverse events are most likely to occur within days of vaccination (10). We chose not 

to simulate such time-varying effects, as this would complicate the simulation beyond the 

actual question of interest and complicate the evaluation of different estimators, as a single 

risk estimate would no longer suffice to quantify bias. Further, a limitation of our 

empirical data analysis is that the true vaccine effectiveness and risk increase in regard to 

myocarditis is unknown, although multiple studies on vaccine effectiveness are in 

agreement with our findings (1,14,24,25). For the event of myocarditis, the true effect size 

is much more uncertain, making it difficult to determine which estimator may be the least 

biased in the empirical setting. 

A previous simulation study evaluated the calendar time scale in Cox regression analyses 

in the presence of a time-varying exposure with a linear trend, but found no benefits 

compared to an age or time under observation scale (6). Differences in results between our 

and the previous study could be explained by the non-linear trends evaluated in our 

study, demanding more flexible methods of adjusting for calendar time. Another method 

to adjust for calendar time in analyses of COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness or is matching 

individuals on calendar time (25). Matching ensures that exposed and unexposed person 

time has been accrued simultaneously, but it may be difficult to find suitable unvaccinated 

controls in a population with rapid vaccine uptake. Further, individuals delaying COVID-

19 vaccination may differ on important, unmeasured variables from individuals who are 

immunized as soon as possible. 

Our findings underline the need to use flexible methods to adjust for calendar time in 

analyses regarding COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and safety. This can be achieved 

parametrically, e.g., Poisson regression adjusted for calendar time modeled using 

restricted cubic splines, or non-parametrically by choosing calendar time as the underlying 

time scale in a Cox regression model. Currently, not all studies report the time scale used 

in Cox regression analyses. This may be an indicator of applied researchers not being 

aware of the implications and importance of the choice of time scale. 

 



Conclusions 

We evaluated the performance of Poisson and Cox regression with and without 

adjustment for calendar time in analyses regarding COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness and 

safety. Cox regression using a calendar time scale consistently yielded the least biased 

results when analyzing simulated data, and provided effect estimates close to previously 

reported estimates when analyzing empirical data. More analyses are needed regarding 

the performance of these estimators in the presence of time-varying effects and the 

implications of non-proportional hazards.  
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Figures 

Figure 1. Mean incidence rate ratios and hazard ratios obtained by analyzing simulated 

data. Bold horizontal lines represent the point estimate +-1 empirical standard error (SE), 

thin lines the point estimate +-2 SE. The dashed line represents the true, simulated 

incidence rate ratio. 

 
* Using a time under observation scale  



Figure 2. Cumulative incidence plots of safety and effectiveness outcomes demonstrating 

choice of time scales in Cox proportional hazards regression when analyzing vaccine 

effectiveness and safety outcomes. 

Depicted true incidence rate ratios are 0.1 for the effectiveness outcome and 5.0 for the safety outcome. 

Cumulative incidences are only depicted until day 270 for the time under observation scale, as no vaccinated 

individual has been observed for more than 270 days. 

  



Figure 3. Estimated incidence rate ratios and hazard ratios from the empirical data 

analysis.  

The effectiveness outcome was documented SARS-CoV-2 infection. The safety outcome was a first 

ever hospital diagnosis of myocarditis. The bold black lines represent the point estimate +-1 

standard deviation (~68% confidence interval), while the thin black lines represent the 95% 

confidence interval. 

 

* Using a time under observation scale. 

  



Tables 

Table 1. Results from simulations regarding vaccine effectiveness and safety. 

Estimator Mean Biasb (95% UI) Log biasc 

(MCSE) 

SE (MCSE) RMSE (95% UI) Coverage,  

% (MCSE) 

 Outcome: Effectiveness (IRR=0.1) 

Poisson 0.26 0.16 (0.15, 0.16) 0.94 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.94 (0.94, 0.94) 0 (0) 

Poisson, adjusted 0.10 -0.00 (-0.00, -0.00) -0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.02, 0.02) 94 (1) 

Coxa 0.38 0.28 (0.28, 0.28) 1.33 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 1.33 (1.33, 1.33) 0 (0) 

Coxa, adjusted 0.17 0.07 (0.07, 0.07) 0.54 (0.00) 0.12 (0.00) 0.56 (0.55, 0.56) 0 (0) 

Cox, calendar time 0.10 -0.00 (-0.00, 0.00) -0.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.02, 0.02) 96 (1) 

 Outcome: Effectiveness (IRR=0.5) 

Poisson 1.26 0.76 (0.76, 0.76) 0.93 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.93 (0.93, 0.93) 0 (0) 

Poisson, adjusted 0.48 -0.02 (-0.02, -0.02) -0.03 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.03 (0.03, 0.03) 37 (2) 

Coxa 1.94 1.44 (1.44, 1.44) 1.36 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 1.36 (1.35, 1.36) 0 (0) 

Coxa, adjusted 0.74 0.24 (0.24, 0.24) 0.39 (0.00) 0.07 (0.00) 0.40 (0.39, 0.40) 0 (0) 

Cox, calendar time 0.50 -0.00 (-0.00, 0.00) -0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01, 0.01) 95 (1) 

 Outcome: Effectiveness (IRR=1.0) 

Poisson 2.50 1.50 (1.50, 1.50) 0.92 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.92 (0.91, 0.92) 0 (0) 

Poisson, adjusted 0.96 -0.04 (-0.04, -0.04) -0.04 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.04 (0.04, 0.05) 5 (1) 

Coxa 3.95 2.95 (2.94, 2.95) 1.37 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 1.37 (1.37, 1.37) 0 (0) 

Coxa, adjusted 1.33 0.33 (0.33, 0.34) 0.29 (0.00) 0.05 (0.00) 0.29 (0.29, 0.30) 0 (0) 

Cox, calendar time 1.00 -0.00 (-0.00, 0.00) -0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01, 0.01) 95 (1) 

 Outcome: Safety (IRR=1.0) 

Poisson 0.57 -0.43 (-0.44, -0.42) -0.56 (0.01) 0.23 (0.01) 0.61 (0.59, 0.62) 27 (1) 

Poisson, adjusted 1.04 0.04 (0.01, 0.06) 0.04 (0.01) 0.38 (0.01) 0.39 (0.37, 0.40) 94 (1) 

Coxa 0.55 -0.45 (-0.46, -0.45) -0.61 (0.01) 0.24 (0.01) 0.65 (0.64, 0.67) 23 (1) 

Coxa, adjusted 1.00 0.00 (-0.07, 0.09) 0.00 (0.04) 1.28 (0.03) 1.28 (1.23, 1.34) 95 (1) 

Cox, calendar time 1.02 0.02 (-0.00, 0.05) 0.02 (0.01) 0.40 (0.01) 0.40 (0.38, 0.42) 95 (1) 

 Outcome: Safety (IRR=2.0) 

Poisson 1.15 -0.85 (-0.86, -0.83) -0.55 (0.01) 0.19 (0.00) 0.58 (0.57, 0.59) 13 (1) 

Poisson, adjusted 2.01 0.01 (-0.04, 0.05) 0.00 (0.01) 0.34 (0.01) 0.34 (0.32, 0.35) 96 (1) 

Coxa 1.11 -0.89 (-0.90, -0.88) -0.59 (0.01) 0.20 (0.00) 0.62 (0.61, 0.63) 11 (1) 



Coxa, adjusted 2.14 0.14 (0.03, 0.27) 0.07 (0.03) 0.90 (0.02) 0.91 (0.86, 0.95) 95 (1) 

Cox, calendar time 2.05 0.05 (0.00, 0.09) 0.02 (0.01) 0.36 (0.01) 0.36 (0.35, 0.38) 95 (1) 

 Outcome: Safety (IRR=5.0) 

Poisson 2.90 -2.10 (-2.13, -2.08) -0.55 (0.00) 0.15 (0.00) 0.57 (0.56, 0.57) 5 (1) 

Poisson, adjusted 4.69 -0.31 (-0.39, -0.23) -0.06 (0.01) 0.27 (0.01) 0.28 (0.27, 0.29) 94 (1) 

Coxa 2.84 -2.16 (-2.19, -2.14) -0.57 (0.01) 0.16 (0.00) 0.59 (0.58, 0.60) 6 (1) 

Coxa, adjusted 5.28 0.28 (0.07, 0.49) 0.05 (0.02) 0.64 (0.01) 0.64 (0.61, 0.67) 96 (1) 

Cox, calendar time 5.14 0.14 (0.04, 0.25) 0.03 (0.01) 0.32 (0.01) 0.32 (0.30, 0.33) 95 (1) 

Emp.SE: Empirical standard error; MCSE: Monte Carlo Standard Error; 

UI: Uncertainty interval based on the Monte Carlo standard error of the estimated regression coefficient for 

bias or the mean squared error  

a: Using a time under observation scale, i.e., time zero is when coming under observation with the current 

exposure status 

b: Calculated as the estimated relative risk minus the simulated incidence rate ratio 

c: Calculated as the estimated regression coefficient for the exposure minus the logarithm of the simulated 

incidence rate ratio 

  



Table 2. Accrued person time, number of events and estimates obtained from the 

empirical data analysis. 

 Outcome:  

SARS-CoV-2 infection 

Outcome: 

Myocarditis 

  BNT162b2 Unvaccinated mRNA-1273 Unvaccinated 

Individuals (N) 261964 417076 513092 4341359 

Person years 42512 196641 76578 1880294 

Events 1311 21367 20 101 

Incidence rate/1000 PY 31 109 0.26 0.05 

Estimators     

Poisson 0.28 (0.27-0.30) (ref.) 4.86 (3.01-7.86) (ref.) 

Poisson, adjusted 0.13 (0.12-0.14) (ref.) 3.41 (1.97-5.92) (ref.) 

Coxa 0.40 (0.38-0.43) (ref.) 7.11 (3.48-14.55) (ref.) 

Coxa, adjusted 0.24 (0.16-0.34) (ref.) NR (ref.) 

Cox, calendar time 0.14 (0.13-0.15) (ref.) 2.95 (1.63-5.31) (ref.) 

(ref.) = reference category; PY = Person years; NR: Not reported due to non-convergence of the regression 

a: Using a time under observation scale 
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Supplementary figure 1. Temporal distribution of the point exposure, effectiveness- and 

safety outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

  



Supplementary figure 2. Lexis diagram visualizing comparison of event times with a 

calendar time and a time under observation scale in Cox regression. 

Diagonal lines represent time passed on the calendar time scale (x-axis), in relation to the 

time passed on the time under observation scale (y-axis). Dots represent the occurrence of 

an event. Vertical lines indicate comparisons made in time using a calendar time scale, 

while horizontal lines indicate comparisons made on the time under observation scale. 

Light grey lines indicate vaccinated person time while black lines indicate unvaccinated 

person time. 

  



Supplementary figure 3. Observed daily risk of testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 in the 

empirical analysis.  

(Copenhagen municipality, 01 Jan 2021 to 15 Nov 2021) 

 

 

  



Supplementary table 1. Simulation results when analyzing an outcome with a constant 

rate. 

Estimator 

Mean 

(95% UI) Biasb (95% UI) 

Log biasc 

(MCSE) 

Emp.SE 

(MCSE) 

RMSE  

(95% UI) 

Coverage 

(MCSE) 

Cumulative incidence proportion 0.1, Incidence rate ratio 0.5 

Poisson 0.50 -0.00 (-0.00, 0.00) -0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01, 0.01) 95 (1) 

Poisson, adjusted 0.50 -0.00 (-0.00, 0.00) -0.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.01, 0.02) 95 (1) 

Coxa 0.50 -0.00 (-0.00, 0.00) -0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01, 0.01) 95 (1) 

Coxa, adjusted 0.50 0.00 (-0.00, 0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.06 (0.00) 0.06 (0.06, 0.06) 94 (1) 

Cox, calendar time 0.50 -0.00 (-0.00, 0.00) -0.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.02, 0.02) 95 (1) 

Cumulative incidence proportion 1/5000, Incidence rate ratio 2.0 

Poisson 2.00 0.00 (-0.02, 0.03) 0.00 (0.01) 0.17 (0.00) 0.17 (0.17, 0.18) 95 (1) 

Poisson, adjusted 2.02 0.02 (-0.02, 0.05) 0.01 (0.01) 0.26 (0.01) 0.26 (0.25, 0.27) 96 (1) 

Coxa 2.01 0.01 (-0.02, 0.03) 0.00 (0.01) 0.18 (0.00) 0.18 (0.17, 0.19) 95 (1) 

Coxa, adjusted 1.94 -0.06 (-0.14, 0.03) -0.03 (0.02) 0.70 (0.02) 0.70 (0.67, 0.73) 96 (1) 

Cox, calendar time 2.02 0.02 (-0.02, 0.05) 0.01 (0.01) 0.26 (0.01) 0.26 (0.25, 0.28) 96 (1) 

Emp.SE: Empirical standard error; MCSE: Monte Carlo Standard Error; 

UI: Uncertainty interval based on the Monte Carlo standard error of the estimated regression coefficient for 

bias or the mean squared error  

a: Using a time under observation scale, i.e., time zero is when coming under observation with the current 

exposure status 

b: Calculated as the estimated relative risk minus the simulated incidence rate ratio 

c: Calculated as the estimated regression coefficient for the exposure minus the logarithm of the simulated 

incidence rate ratio 
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